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A B S ! RAC T--------

The aim of this research vas to make original investig-
ations into 'lucid-dreams' (those in vhich the dreamer has insight
that the experience is a dream) • A new method of ocu1ar signalling
from these dreams vas discovered, so circumventing the bodily paralysis
of Stage REM sleep, and establishing a mode of communication from the
sleeping subject.

All-night polygraphic recordings were obtained from 18 subjects
who reported having lucid-dreams. However, after extensive monitoring
only two of the eighteen subjects were able to produce lucid-dreams
in the laboratory. Much physiological and psychological information
on these dreams in the best subject was made available using the new
technique. All the lucid-dreams occurred in Stage REM sleep and had
a mean duration of 2~ minutes. There were no differences in the
sleep-patterns between Control and lucid-dream nights. The temporal
order of events reported on waking corresponded in general to the
signalled information. A group of simulating Control subjects
were unable to reproduce ocular signals with REM EEG on waking
from Stage REM sleep. Additional data was analysed concerning home
lucid-dreams. A 4-day cycle accounted for 25% of the subject's
lucid-dreams and they tended to occur more after days of above
average stimulation.

A large group of persons who reported having lucid-dreams
provided questionnaire data. Personality and intelligence factors

were also siudied in relation to these dreams, but no significant
findings resulted.

A method of induction of lUCid-dreams was tried unsuccess-
fully on a group of subjects, but a later technique showed promise.
A study of 2-way communication between subject and experimenter
was inconclusive. Three inventions were devised as a result of this



research: a switching device operated by ocular signals; a device
for waking persons at the early stage of nightmares; a device to
induce lucid-dreams and false-awakenings •

••••••••••
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CHAPTER I---------

AN OVERVIEW.

1.1 AIMS OF THIS RESEARCH.
The purpose of this programme of research was to

investigate a remarkable type of dream (the 'lucid-dream') in
which, reportedly, consciousness and volitional control are
present i.e. the dreamer has insight whilst dreaming that
the experience is a dream and can,to some extent, manipulate
dream content and course of action. Very little appeared to be
known about lucid-dreams, yet it seemed that,potentially, they
held the key to unravelling much about dreams generally, and also
could assist the understanding of other psychological processes
such as memory and thought.

It seemed not unreasonable to suppose that suitable
sUbjects could report information from ongoing lucid-- dreams
in some way. This would provide knowledge on dreams from within
the dream for the first time. Obviously, a signalling technique
(from the subject) would first have to be devised though.

A primary aim of the research programme therefore
was to obtain subjects who report having lucid-dreams and perform

all-night polygraphic monitoring on them. Providing a signalling

method could be established, basic electrophysiological data

was to be ascertained about lucid-dreams, together with psycho-

logical information. One objective was to determine whether

lucid-dreams are in fact true dreams occurring in Stage REM sleep,
or whether they were a phenomenon of imagery experienced on
waking. Electrophysiological monitoring of subjects could answer

that question. Since no previous work appeared to have been
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co~duc·.ed o~ lucid-drea~s, the actual courGC of experjmentation

in that re~pect would develop as findinGs became available.

In addition to polygraphic monitoring of lucid-drea~

subjec1;s, it was planned to attempt the artificial induction of

lucid-dreams in subjects in ordAr to make researc}, more efficient.

Also, questionnaire data fro~ lucid-dreamers would be obtained

and analysed to seek any connections between various imagery

and sleep phenomena, ir:the hope of finding clues as to any

possible causes of lucid-dreams. Another aim would be to develou

any devices which miE';htbe useful regarding the induction of

lucid-dreams or as aids in experimentation.

1.2 THE FOR:·;I\T.

ThiE thesi~ consists of 4 main parts. The first is

introductory, consisting of information on: The methodolo~ con-

cerning the electrophysiological study of sleep and dreams;

general sleep-research findings ; the history of dreams and various

dream theories; collated data on the wakir.g accounts of lucid-

dreams; philosophical aspects of dreams. These areas are covered

in 5 Chapters. In the second part, the experiments
are described in detail. The programme followed the plan outli~ed

in 1.1. One of the lucid-dreams was particularly co-operative

and produced Much valuable sleep-lab and questionnaire data.

Once a method of signall:'ng was perfected, one precautionary

study involved seeing whether simulating Controls could reproduce

the same type of signal when woken from Stage R~1 sleep.

Another study which later suggested itself on the basis of

earlier findings was that of testin~ personality and intelligence

factors of subjects in relation to their reported frequency

of experiencing lucid-dreams. In all, 10 Chapters catalogue the

experimentation performed in this research.
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wh icI, »=r= roevelcped as a rlirect rr>~'lltof U:is r":o:enrc:-:.'I'hefirst

wou]rl aid Jucid-drcarn rcsearcll, hut is still in the develop~ental

stare. ~nother device is desi~ned to wake persons from the early

sta~e of ~i[htmares. The third device is intended to induce lucid-

dre~~s and false-3~R~enings. Part 4 of this thesis consists of

2 Chanters in which the eXDerimental results are discussed and

various t~eoret~cal speculations ar~ rropo~ed, and overall conc-

lusions are listed and sU~festions for further research are stated •

..........
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THE ELBCTHO-PHYSIOLOOY OF SLW-'.

11.1 ~mThr HISTOHICAL Bil.CKGHOUHDTO ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGY

Galvani (c 1790) discovered that the

current generated by two dissimilar metals applied to the crural
nerve in the leg of a frog caused twi.t ch'ingof the attached muscle.
This denonstration showed that nerves conduct electrical impulses
rather than some 'vital fluid' - a view that had held for centuries
and was most elaborately propounded by Descartes (Lindsley & Hicke,
1974; Sheer,1961.) Later, Nobili (1827) first measured electrical
activity in frog muscle.

'v/hentechnical developments in current

detection permitted, Caton (1875) at Liverpool University performed
the first published experiments in monitoring the very small electrical
activity from the exposed brains of rabbits and monkeys. Caton
observed a constantly changing background current and changes at the

sensory surface of the brain during sensory stimulation.
At the beginning of this century several

investigators began to study muscles and nerves electrically, and

in the 1920s electronic amplification became available for electro-

phYSiological work followine the development of the vacuum tube.
The neuropsychiatrist Hans Berger (1929) at the University of Jena

published an account of the recording of electrical activity from

the scalps of human subjects (Gloor,1969 )•.He reported the discovery
of rhythmic 10Hz waves (which he termed 'alpha waves' ) in rubjects
with eyes closed. In addition he observed smaller amplitude faster
frequency activity which he called "beta waves'. He also termed the
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dlOlc record the ';:;lektrer:Y..f'T,L<'lop,·"t1r1'O.:.::n). i-or- eLec t r-odec ,

Berrer u~ed two large saline ~q~S on the forehead and occiput.

jij c findill{':sHere treated ecept Lca'l Ly bv other- electro-phyciolof,istc

urrt i I I,drian g, l:atthe\"s(1934) replicated his r-esu'l t s, h,my varied

investir,ations then began and the raTlid advancements in equipment

«('.r. nultiple che>nnel recordinr, cathooe-rpy oscilloscope

monitoring) aided thi~ Hork. A!,'lrtfrom animal studies, invest-

igntionr: Here initiated to seek y>hysiological,psychological and.

nat ho'l.or-ica I correlates of the l:rn in humarie , Loomd e sHar-vey &

Hobar-t (1935,1936) observed the L:~G of sleep and noted vast

changes during that state. Berger's original observation that

epilepsy and other neurological disorders produced en abnormal

1;E;G v!as taken up by others. Dawson (1951) introduced an 'aver-

aging' technique for teasing out minute evoked responses from

the background EEG. vl.G. V1alter,Cooper,Aldridee, ~lcCallurn E· \-linter

(1964) first observed a al.ow nerative potential (d.c.) shift

associated "lith anticipation - the Contd nge nt Ncrntive Vr.r-i at ion

(cnv) •

Fror:.the point of vieH of sleep rescDrch, a

nost irlTlortant discovery \'Tas that of the different sleep-stnges

- LncLuddng Rb1'1(Rapid-Eye-I.ovenent) sleep, whi.ch vIas shown to

be associatcd \'lithsubjective reports of dreaming (Aserinsky &
Kleitman,1953 ~ Aserinsky {: Deitne.n,1955; Dement £: Kleitman,

1957 b).

• •••••••••
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11.2 LLBCT1W-I'HYSIOLCxnc/J- 1:r:/,!:)URt,;r·:Ll1T;

a. Technical points.
The minuteness of electro-physiological

measures, especially the electro-encephalogram (mea~lITed in millionths
of a volt), necessitates the use of very sensitive high-gain amplifiers
for monitoring a~d recording plITposes. In modern research, multiple -
channel high-quality instruments (polygraphs), often linked to comp-
uters, enable the sophisticated recording and analysis of data. A

typical instrument is equipped with variable time-constant, variable
chart speed and electronic filtering facilities.

LLECTROD:::5: The interface between skin and re-
cording instrumentation is of crucial importance in obtaining
accurate measurement. High-conductivity silver electrodes coated
with silver-chloride are commonly employed in electro-physiological
work. Their relattve non-polarising characteristic permits direct-
current potentials to be recorded without a constant signal shift.
Electrodes need to be firmly attached with collodion glue (where
hair is present) or surgical tape to the skin.
ELECTRODE-GEL: Electrolytic paste or gel - a
chloride salt of a formula consistent with the chemistry of the
epidermis, is placed between the electrode and skin, to conduct
the electrical potentials. A grease solvent such as acetone is

used to cleanse the skin so reducing skin-resistance before att-
achment of electrodes.

ARTEFACTS: A number of sources of artefact
exist which can obliterate or modify measured potentials. For

instance, skin-stretching occurring when the subject.moves, can
cause high-voltage transients. Electrical interference ('mains
hum') is another potential bug-bear which may be present when
electrodes are poorly attached or the subject not grounded.
Bias potential results from 2 electrodes having an imbalance in
ionic transfer, due to different metallic properties or surface
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contn~inGtion. ~olari~~tion is ~ buck-electromotive force occur~irr,
as n result of electrolysis between the electrode and electrolyte -
in one direction, so either increasing or decreDsing the true pot-
ential. (Thompson & Patterson,1974; Greenfield & Sternbach,1977).

b. The electra-encephalogram (EEG), electro-oculogram (EOG) and electro-
r.1yogram(EI1G).

The electro-encephalogram is a graph
of voltage plotted over time measured from the most superficial
layers of the cerebral cortex (Stevens,1974). The frequency and
amplitude of the monitored brain activity provide the basic data
for the encephalographer. Two modes of electrode placement exist
i.e. monopolar (ref:rential) or bipolar. In the former case there
is an active recording electrode which is 'referred' to an 'in-
different' electrode positioned on a supposedly electrically neutral
site such as an ear-lobe. In bipolar recording the signal represents
the difference electrically between the two electrodes.

The international 10/20 system of
electrode placement (Jasper,1958) has been widely adopted for EEG
recording. This uniform system enables a better comparison of
studies from different laboratories. Electrodes are positioned

at points on imaginary circles 10 or 20 percent of the distance
along the axes from nasion to inion and preauricular points

coronally (Figure I..1, page 17 )_ Gibbs s Gibbs (1964) criticised

the 10/20 system as being geo~etric rather than satisfying the

requirements for the best electrical placements. R6mond & Torres

(1964) modified the 10/20 system for use with infants and small
children.

In the normal EEG there are four
main frequency bands. Changes in the predominance of different
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bands occur dur i ng maturation (.Lj_ycC}('y f· liid{e,1974). The.se band=

are:

1. DELTAo

W.G. Walter (1937) introduced this
term to describe certain 'high-voltage' (perhaps a feV! hundred

microvolts) slow waves of a frequency of -2r to 3 Hz. Delta activity

is found in the waking EEG of infants and young children, but is

abnormal in adults. Factors whi ch cause an increase in intra-cranial

pressure, for instance a brain tumour, are linked with the presence

of Delta waves. They are also present in Stage 4 sleep Csf.ow-wave

sleep) and unconsciousness (Lindsey & V/icke,1974).

2. TJ-GTA.

This term was also introduced by

\-l.G. \.'alter(1953). Theta waves have a frequency range of 4-7 Hz.

During maturation theta predominates in all head regions, though

mainly from posterior and temporal areas. The frequency is slightly

higher in the frental lobes. Theta activity is abundant in child-

hood and early adult life but decreases in the 20s and is abnormal

beyond the age of 30. The presence of theta from the temporal

regions of adults and teenagers is thought to be associated vIi th

delayed cerebral maturation and is o:ten found in persons \'lith

severe behaviour di~orders and psychopathy (Hill,1952). Theta waves

are liru<ed with the hippocampus and limbic system (Green & Arduini,

1954 ) j amplitude is usually under 20 ~V.
3. ALPHA.

Alpha activity, of a frequency range

8 to 13 Hz, first appears in mid-childhood. It is proninent post-

eriorly over the the visual cortex. Typically it appears in bursts

or 'spindles' of 20-100 ?V. Lindsley (1938,1939) found the mean

frequency from a large adult population to be 10.2 Hz. Its frequency

may vary by about ~ cycle, however- in hypothyroidism for instance
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t no fr('(~·.ency is r-ucn reduced In fevers the frequency r,3Y be

elev~ted onc or two cycleG. 'I'hcr-eif)much individual var-iat ion in

the amount of alpha present in the wakil15 Effi. i. f'ew persons ahow

virtually continuous a1_pha( I}:I t~v~leof Golln,Hutton & \·jc:lter,1943);a

minority have little 0:' none (113' type of Davis, 191+1): M')st people

fit be t ween these blO extremes.

The generator sites are not yet kno:..m (Andersen t-

Andersson~1968). The activity is stroneer over the sensory and

association areas of the posterior cortex but is also present over

frontal regions. It has an underlying pacemaker mechanism in the

thalarlUs Vlhich is linked to the ascending reticular activating system.

Sensory input of any kind can de-synchronise alpha - this is termed

,alpha-blocking' • Lindsley & Hicke (1974) state that alpha is

sensitive to unexpected sensory stimuli, to factors wh ich modify

the state of arousal and alertness or vigilance and events which

eIicit or demand specific attention whe ther- they be external events

or internal events such as thoughts, ideas, ''lorries,etc. Generally,

alpha is present maximally in relaxed wakefulness. A laterality

effect or asymmetrical effect is observed in about ~: of adults

i.e. One hemisphere has a greater amplitude - usually the right or

'dominant' hemisphere (Cobb ,1963 ).In recent years the volitional

control of alpha using biofeedback methods has become pop~lar

(Kamiya,1962,1967,1969; Hart,1967 ).

4. Bi:."TA.

This comnon low-voltage (usually under ?~V)

activity of frequency range 14 to 30 Hz is prominent from the

frontal lobes during adulthood. Their study has been much neg-

lected (Lindsley s \~icke,1974). Jasper & Penfield (1949) found

that in a patient with an exposed part of the motor cortex, beta

waves at local regions could be blocked by voluntary effort.
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Jasper & Andrews (1938) divided up
the beta activity described by Bereer (1929) as 20-50 Hz into
beta waves of 14-30 Hz and gamma waves of 30-50 Hz.
6. KAPPA.

t;el!~pdy,GottsPT'!ker,},rmingtonL: C;rc.:'-T(1948) found a frf>"111cncy
similar to alpha (8-12Hz) of about 20,V at the temples, which
seeDed to be associated with intellectual activity. The bursts
of kappa are supposed to increase wi.t h reading , memory and arith-
metic tasks and problem-solving. Not all subjects evince the
waves, but Chapman (1972) suggests that where present it is a
reliable effect.
7. HU.

Gastaut (1952) described this 9-11Hz
rhythrnrbursts of which appear in the EEG of about 7t~ of subjects
(other names are: 'comb', 'wicket', 'rythme en arceau ") : It is rare
after the age of 30. It is found in the Rolandic area, usually
bilaterally asynchronous. Therhythm is apparently decreased by
movement or intention to move the contralateral limbs.
8. LAII3DA.

These are single positive waves
of 'sa\'ltooth'appearance (over 250rnS) recorded at the occiput in

some people (Gastaut,1951; Evans,1952 ).They seem to be linked
with visual perception.

9. VEHTEX \:1AVLS.

These are single sharp negative

waves (generally under 25fV) over the vertex. They occur ran-

domly - especially in children (Gastaut,1953): ~~ of normal
adults show them (Roth, Shaw & Gr.een,1956).



'i'heeLectr-o-ocuLogr-am (,1:;00)is a rec-
ordine of eye-movements obtained from electrodes placed usually
above and under the outer canthus of each eye. The electrodes
arrangement can be varied accordine to the type of ocular activity
being studied e.g. vertical, horizontal or oblique movements.
The electrodes pick up potentials caused by movements of the

dipole moment of the electrical charge on the retina and eornea
of the eye. The cornea is positive (by 1 rnV)relative to the
retina because of the higher metabolic activity of the latter

(Greenfield & Sternbach,1972).
The electromyogram (EI·lG) is a recording of

muscle potentials. Electrodes placed over a muscle indicate the
general level of tonus as well as monitoring dicrete centr-act ions

(Greenfield & Sternbach,1972) •
••••••••••

II 3 HUMAN SLEEP-STAGES AND SCORlNG CRITERIA ••

Oswald (1962) defined sleep as a healthy
recurrent condition of inertia and unresponsiveness. Its study
was somewhat limited until all-night polygraphic monitoring of
subjects was performed and the various sleep-stages discovered

(Aserinsky & Kleitman,19.53 ; Vement & Kleitman,1957b). In general
terms there are two sleep-. states : R~pid-eye-movement sleep (HEN),
and Non-REM sleep (NREN). The terminology of sleep-stages has

varied remarkably over the years so that even totally contradict-

ory terms refer to the same state. Freemon (1972) found 25 diff-

erent nomenclatures for IlliHand NREl1 sleep-states in the literature

(TableII.1, page18 ).

FOur NREM Stages have been distinguished
by their different appearance in the polygraphic record. In
humans there is a roughly 90 minute cycle during sleep in which
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the different :...;tacesappear sequentially. 'l'ypically,the Dlhject

enters r:H.!:~I:~tnges 1 through to 4 then reverses back to Stnce 2
after which ':';taceRbI, occurs. This pattern is repeated several t irnes
throuchout the nic;ht , but the amount of Stage 4 decreases each time
and the duration of Stage RLl-iincreases (Figure 11.2 , page 19 ).

Rechtschaffen & Kales (1958) published
a manual for scoring sleep-stages so as to standardise scoring

criteria. The authors suggested among other things a minimum chart
speed of 10mm/sec for clear identification of EEG frequencies , a
minimum time-constant of 0.3 sees and a minimum pen deflection of
7.5-1Ornrnfor 5quV. EEG monitoring from positions C4/A1 or C3/A2
(according to the 10/20 system) was proposed. In ENG recording
high amplification is suggested (2~pV/cm or higher) with a fast
time-constant to eliminate slow potentials from other sources which
could cause amplifier blocking at high-gain. Records are scored
by judging which sleep-stage is present on each page (epoch)
usually of about 20-30 seconds ;this judg,ment sometimes depends on
preceding or following epochs. The total percentage of the different
Stages can then be computed. The sleep-stages are:
STAGE 1 : (See Figure 11.3 t page 20 .)

This Stage occurs first when falling
asleep, or after gross body movements in sleep. The EEG is of low-
voltage mixed-frequency activity, with many 2-7 Hz waves. In its
later part vertex sharp waves may occur. There are often large

slow rolling eye-movements in the ECG. The EJ.1G level is usually
lower than that of relaxed wakefulness (Roth ,1961).

STAGE 2 : (SeeFigure 11.3, page 20 .)

This Stage has 'K-complexes' (Loomis et al.~938) anq/or
sleep-spindles present but the EEG amplitude is still generally low

(under 75fV). A K-complex is an EEG wave having a sharp negative front

followed by a positive component : for scoring purposes it should
exceed 0.5 secs. They occur in response to sudden external st:irn1l1i



- but Foayalso occur-spontaneously (Johnsor. i,. r:arpam,1968).
Sleep-spindles are bursts of 12-14Hz <,ctivity occurring often
with a K-complex.
S·_'J..GE 3 : (See Figure II.3, page 21 .)

This Stage has been arbitrarily defined
as one in which the :~~ shows a minimum of 2~~ and maximum cf ~~
of 2Hz or slower waves (delta) having an amplitude of at least
75pV peak-to-peak. K-complexes and spindles may be present in Stage 3.
STAGE 4: (See Figure I1.3, page 21 .)

Here, the Ei:X1 record shows 50/", or more
of 2Ez cz al.ower- waves with a minimum amplitude of 75)lV : /Bleep-

I

spindles mayor may not occur.

STiiGl:; lli;n: (See }'igure I1.3, page21 .)

The EBG here is of Lovr-vo'I tar:ernixed-Tr-eoucncv,
like that of Stage 1, with,very often, distinc~ive 'saw-tooth'
waves (Schwar-tz& F:i.schgold,1960;Berger, Olley 8~ Oswald,1962).
Alpha is usually a little more prominent than in StaGe 1 but the
freCluency is slower by 1-2 Hz than during wakefulness (Johnson,
flute,Austin & Lubin,1967). No k-complexes or spindles are :present
in Stage REI·I. A. main characteristic is the presence of episodic

RE11s • Stage REN is not so scored if mental-submental muscle tonus
is high in the EMG (Berger 1961, Jacobson, Kales,Lehman g, Hoedemaker,

1964~ Complicated and specific rules for scoring Stage REM under
all conceivable conditions are stated in the sleep-manual of Recht-
schaffen & Kales(1958).

The basic electro-physiological criteria of sleep

having been stated, in the next Chapter an overall view of general
sleep-research findings will be reviewed to illustrate the nature
of sleep and the various experimental approaches •

•••.....•..
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(a) (b)

Frontal view of the skull showing the method of measurement for the
central line of electrodes. (b) Lateral view of skull to show methods of measurement
from nasion to inion at the midline. Fp is frontal pole position. F is the frontal line of
electrodes, C is the central line of electrodes. P is the parietal line of electrodes and 0
is the occipital line. Percentages indicated represent proportions of the measured
distance from the nasion to the inion. Note that the central line is 50% of this distance.
The frontal pole and occipital electrodes are 10% from the nasion and inion respec-
tively. Twice this distance, or 20%. separates the other line of electrodes. (c) A single-
plane projection of the head. showing all standard positions and the location of the
Rolandic and Sylvian fissures. The outer circle was drawn at the level of the nasion and
inion. The inner circle represents the temporal line of electrodes. This diagram provides
a useful stamp for the indication of electrode placement in routine recording.

FIGURE 11.1

From Jaspe~H.H (1958).
'The ten-twenty electrode system of the
international federation',Electroenceph.
clin.Neurophysiol.,10,371-375.
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C HAP T E R III----------
GENERALSLEEP- RESEARCHFINDINGS.

111.1 THE PHYSICLOGYOF SLEEP:

Numerousphysiological changes are

correlated with sleep, reflecting the alteration in level of

metabolismassociated with the rest/activity cycle. Bodytemp-

erature is affected by metabolic rate (measuredby oxygenconsump-

tion or rate of heat-loss). In sleep oxygenconsumptionfalls

off gradually reaching a nadir after some6 hours: At that point the

curve showsa small inflection (Brebbia & AltshuJ.er,1965); rectal

temperature ahova a similar decline curve ( Kreider, Busirk &

Bass,1958). Pulse rate begins to decline before sleep

whenthe body is fairly inactive and falls abarply at first

(Scbaff,Marbach&Vogt,1962). Respiratory depression is another

characteristic of sleep and the expired air contains increased

levels of carbon dioxide (Kleitman,1963). These metabolic measures

are usually quite stable in NREMsleep, but fiuctuatioll8 are

apparent in Stage REM(See p. 24 ). Basal skin resistance appears

to alter too throughout the night; workers have reported that

resistance increases i.e. conductivity is decreased (Farmer&
Cbambers,1925;Batini,Fressy & Coquery,1965.Landis(1927) attrib-

uted this to drying of electrodes and polarisation. other exper-

imenters have reported different curves depending on whether a

continuous or intermittent current was used (Wenger,1962; 'rart,

1967 J,This measure therefore remains controversial Istudies of

blood-pressure in sleep have been inconclusive for the technical

reason of accompanyingsleep disturbance. Generally though, there
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is evidence that systolic pressure is positively correlated with
depth of sleep (Snyder & Scott,1972). Plethysmographical studies
have shown that vascular dilation of the hands and feet occurs during
sleep (Howell~1897; Johnson & Lubin,1967 ).

Body movement is limited during
NREM sleep although motility is higher in Stage REB. Overall ,
the number of movements increases slowly after the first hour or so
(Snyder & Scott,1972 ). Kleitman,Soopermqn & Mullin (1933) reported
that a "per-sonraey make 2o-Eo postt'.rn.lre-adjustmentc dur-ing the night,
but these total a mere 3-5 minutes. Brazier & Beech (1952) found
that 6 minutes before a movement cardiac acceleration occurs. During
movement the EEG becomes less synchronised • Auditory thresholds
are lowest after a movement and highest some 16-20 minutes later

(Mullin,Kleitman & Cooperman,1937).Hotility decreases with 'depth'
of sleep although much individual variation is found (Cathala &
GUillard,1961; Rohmer,Scr~ff,Collard & Kurtz,1965). Lienert & othmer
(1965) stated that emotionally stable persons have more body move-
ments than unstable subjects.

The physiological and psychological
phenomena of REM sleep are so distinct that the Stage is now con-
sidered by many to constitute a separate third State, along with

NREM sleep and wakefulness (Oswald ,1962; Dement, 1974.).Aserinsky
and Kleitman (1953) observed that pulse and respiration are gener-

ally higher in REM than NREM sleep. Further, much variability occurs

in REM (Batini et al.~965; Snyder,Hobson,Horrison & Goldfrank,1964).
Blood pressure behaves in a similar manner (Khatri & Fries,1967;

Snyder,Hobson & Goldfrank, 1963) .Hean increase of these measures in lllir,j

sleep from the mean NREM level, was 50%- (Snyder & scott,1972 ).
Fluctuations also are seen in plethysmographiC pulse amplitude

and finger skin-temperature (Snyder ~1967), however the Galvanic
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Skin Response (GSR) and basal skin resistance remains relatively
more stable in REM than NREM sleep (Asahina,1962). The pupil,
an index of autonomic activity when awake, remains constricted
during sleep and REM (Rechtschaffen & Foulkes,1965 ). Brain
temperature, which stays fairly constant in r~1 sleep, increases
significantly in Stage RD1 (Kawamura & Sawyer,1965). In males
penile erections are associated with Stage REM (Ohlmeyer
Rrilm8?er f, Huellstrung ,1944); fisher, Gross & Zul.ch]1965a) found
evidence that the phenomenon i~ not affected by sexual gratif~
ication. Y~racan,Goodenough,Shapiro & Starker (1966)
found though that if Stage REM is prevented by wakening, the
erection cycle appears in other Stages at the expected times
i.e. in the 90 minute cycle. A phenomenon associated with
the phasic REM bursts is activity of the stapedius muscle of the

middle ear (Bauzrt Ft Rohrwasser-,1964). In ID..a·j sleep (but not NREH)
bodily paralysis is present, as indicated by EMG suppression.
Actively induced tonic non-reciprocal motor inhibition occurs
which blocks the frenzied activity of the brain during REM
(Dement & Mitler,1974.) Only small twitches are observed
occasionally. Electrically induced reflexes are suppressed in

REM indicating active motor inhibition (Hodes & Dement,1964,

Pompeiano,1965,1970). Tendon ref lexes are abolished and voluntary
movement is impossible. Sometimes, a person may wake from Stage

REM to find the body paralysed (Sleep-paralysis, page 47 ).

Bremer (1974) remarks that the state of paralysis resembles the

'apparent death' of lower vertebrates and that perhaps nature

uses this archaic inhibitory apparatus for protection of the dreamer •

••••••••••
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111.2 THE CHANGING COOCEPI' OF SLEEP.

Early ideas of sleep inclined to a
'passive' theory that sleep occurs to prevent fatigue or is
caused by a lack of sensory stimulation (Clapar~de ,1908; Coriat,
1912 ). 'Active' theories also appeared i.e. that the ~rain
actively inhibited consciousness. Pavlov (1923) thought that
sleep was the result of cortical inhibition spreading from
certain areas ,and Hess (1931) discovered that cats could be
put to sleep by electrical stimulation of the diencephalon.
Bremer (1935) invoked the passive notion to explain his finding
that the cerveau isole cat (having a cut through the upper mid
brain) remained in virtually continuous sleep. He thought the
animal was not receiving enough sensory stimulation to keep

, '"awake. In encephale isole animals (where the cut is in the lower
mid-brain) the sleep-wake cycle persists (Bremer,1935). Thus,
the sleep mechanism seems to be located between these brain areas.
Moruzzi & Magoun (1949) discovered that electrical stimulation
of the reticular formation roused a sleeping or anaesthetised
cat. 'Reverberating loops' were supposed to keep the animal
awake in the absence of stimulation (Magoun,1952.)

It became generally accepted that

the reticular formation stimulates the cortex to consciou6ness.
Sensory information fror:!the sense organe is routed to the cortex

whilst collateral afferents from these nerves link with the

reticular formation. Lesions of the pathways to the cortex do

not cause sleep, whereas lesions between the reticular for~tion

and the cortex do (Lindsley, Schreine, Knowles & Hagoun,1950).

f.pparently, impulses from the collateral afferent S excd te the

reticular formlltion to send iliffuf;(>'activCil.tinr;'irn),ulsf'f;to the

cortex, so maintaininr wakefulness.
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There seems to be an inherent rhythmic

sleep-wake cycle in the upper reticular formation but wakefulness
is aided by external sensory stimulation (Oswald,1962. ).Animals
without sense organs tend to sleep excessively (Hagamen~1959).
Several factors assist in maintaining wakefulness by stimulation
of the reticular formation, the 'gating' function of which controls
consciousness. For instance, a decrease i~ blood oxygen content
stimulates chemoreceptors in the carotid body which in turn
stimulate the reticular formation. An excess of carbon dioxide in
the blood also causes mid-brain stimulation (Bonvallet et al.~955).
Hypothalamic thermodetectors can affect the reticular formation too
(Hagamen,1959),and.various influences may also diminish mid-b~ain
activity, so promoting sleep. Baroreceptors in the carotid sinus
and aortic arch dampen the reticular formation (Bonvallet,1955).
H~ating of the hypothalamus encourages sleep unless excessive

(Euler & SOderburg,1957.) The cerebral cortex itself is capable
of influencing the organism's own state of wakefulness (Hugelin
& Bonvallet,1957a,b,1958.) Worries can keep a person awake and
Cannon (1942) stated that in primitive cultures (eg Aborigines)

sudden death can occur in persons on the receiving end of meaning-
ful symbolic acts (eg pointing a bone). Obviously, networks of
feedback loops operate between the activating reticular formation
and the cerebral cortex.

Not everyone subscribes to the concept

though; Freemon (1972) states that stimulation of the brain stem

near the reticular formation can lead to slow waves ;this is the

opposite of the Moruzzi and Magoun finding •
Freemon also says that the reticular formation does not project

diffusely to the neocortex, but to the limbic areas and orbito
frontal cortex, returning then to the reticular formation
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(Scheibe~ & Scheibel,1967.) Hippocampal arousal (shown by de-
synchronisation of the EEG) occurs several seconds before
neocortical arousal on external stimulation in NREM sleep
(Freemon & Walter,1970 ). Some argument exists therefore over
the notion of the reticular formation's direct involvement in
causing sleep.

........•.
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III.3 DBVELOPMENTAL ASP~CTS OF SLEEP.

Differences have been discussed
between sleep EEG waveforms for different ages (ll.2(b». Studies
of premature babies show that a virtually constant EEG pattern
exists before full-term (.Parmalee & Henner, 1967).
Slow waves do not become evident in the sleeping EEG, along with
spindles and K-complexes,until 3 months of age, although Stage REM
is present at birth and may constitute ~~ of the 16 hours or so
daily slee~.for the first few weeks (Gibbs & Gibbs,1950b).

The total amount of sleep and the
relative amount of REM decrease steadily until approximately
4 years of age after which it varies within some 2-~~ over the
years, averaging about 2~~.(Roffwarg,Dement & Fisher,1966). Kales,
Kales,Jackson,Po s Green (1967) found 305; Stage 4 and 2~ Stage 3

in children compared to 11$,; and 105~respectively for young adul tEe

Significant changes in the distrib-
ution of sleep also occur in the early years of life. The new-
born baby has 5 or 6 periods of wakefulness which reduces to 3

or 4 by 6 months (Elimination of night feeding is probably
responsible - lQ.eitman 1939 ). At 1 year most infants have a
solid 12-14 hour sleeping period with some day sleep (Gessel
& Ametruda,1945.) Thus,early polyphasic sleep is altered by

socialisation and maturational factors to a monophasic form.

No sex differences appear to exist between the various sleep

Stages in young adults (~/illiams,ligna",& \'Jebb,1964, 1966).

The main change in EOO of the aged
is gradual loss of Delta activity (Agnew,~ebb & Williams,1967;

Kales,Jacobson,Kalas,Kun Et \Jeissbuch)1967), although thi. could
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W;;; in the slec:n of Deed per-sonc har; vr.r-i ec in different studies.

FcinberG,Y.orcd:o Et l!('11er(19(i7) f'ound oyer 2Cf; • .staGe REN, wher-eas

Lairy,Cor-Hordret,r'aure Et Ridjanovic (1962) r-ive a figure of 145~.

However , old persons often take 'cat-naps' during the day which

may affect the natural sleep pattern - thus a polY]1hasic dist-, .

ribution of sleep may recur •

••........
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IIIc4 THE PIWU1ACOLOGY OF SLEEP.,

The two states of sleep (NREM & REM)

appear to be governed by different neurochemical systems.
Injections of 5-hydroxytryptophane (5-HTP) (a precursor of 5-HT or
serotonin)in cats causes NREM sleep (Jouvet,1967)0 Injections
of reserpine in cats suppresses both states, but subsequent
injections of 5-HTP selectively restores NR1~ sleep (Matsumoto
& Jouvet,1964 ). Parachlorphenylalanine (p-PCA) selectively
blocks 5-HT synthesis,and Weitzman,Rapport,Nc Gregor & Jacobs
(1968) discovered that "Then injected into monkeys it decreased
the amount of sleep by reducing NREl'i sleep : 1GB sleep was un-

affected. Significantly, anaesthetics increase the amount of

serotonin in the brain·( Freemon,1972). Thus, 5-HT
appears to be important regarding the presence of the NREM state.

It is possible that the cholinergic

system however is important for the production of REM sleep.
For instance, the REM state is enhanced in cats by carbachol
(a cholinomimetic) and reduced by atropine (a cholinergic
blocking agent.) In addition, injections of acetylcholine

near the locus coeruleus trigger REM sleep in cats (George,
Haslett & Jenden,1964). Jouvet (1969) though, implicated the nor-

adrenaline system in the control of REM sleep. Thus, after

depletion of nor-adrenaline by reserpine, Dopa (a .ror-adrenaline

precursor) restored REM sleep (Matsumoto & Jouvet,1964 ).

The paradoxical finding that persons are hard to rouse from

REM sleep (despite the high cortical arousal) could be supported
by assuming the rgr-adrenaline system is involved in behavioural
arousal and that the ascending rior-adrenaline pathways are
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inactive during REM sleep. Jouvet (1967) thought a link existed
between the no r-adrenaline system of the pontine part of the
brain stem(ventral and caudal to the locus coeru1eus~ and ponto-
geniculo-occipital spikes occuring in the EEG of cats.·Jouvet
considered that dreams may be initiated by PGO spikes produced
by the release of mono-amines at this site. Perhaps both
neurotransmitter substances are operating in Stage REM.

Hypnotics affect the cerebral cortex,
the reticular formation or the medulla. Anxiety, causing insomnia
may be treated by tranquilisers such as chlordiazepoxide(Librium).
Depression,which often results early morning wakening is often
alleviated by antidepressants e.g. amitriptyline(Laroxyl), or
trimipramine (Surmontil). This latter drug does not decrease REM
or result in a rebound effect (Oswald,1974). Pain which•prevents sleep can be treated with morphine or pethidine.
The barbiturates are the most effective soporific drugs in use.
Unfortunately they are lethal in overdose and can interact with
other drugsl They are also addictive (page 44 .) It is
not known exactly how barbiturates work except that they produce
widespread inhibition in the cortex. They are either 'long-

acting' (e.g. phenylbarbitone) or 'short-acting'(e.g. quinal-

barbitone). Newer drugs have appeared, such as the benzodiazepines

(e.g. Mogadon) or flurazepam(e.g.Dalmane). These drugs suppress

the reticular formation and overdose is not fatal since the

medulla (controlling breathing ) is not affected. The famous

'Micky-Finn' consisted of alcohol and chloral. A modern version
is dichloralphenazone (Welldorm). Sleeping tablets frequently

lead to many problems. Dement & Villablanca (1974) stated that
'with one or two exceptions, all sleeping pills will always cause
or worsen insomnia.'

••••••••••
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III. 5

So~e persons claim to require little or no ~leep
(Jones ('0S\'iD.ld,1968;neddis,Pearson t.: Langford, 1973) ,however,
for nost people total sleep deprivation leads after several days
to v'ieua'Lillusions and hallucinations ,speec.lslurring,inability
to concentrate and memory lapses (Ross,1925; Kollar,Namerow,
Pasnau & Haitoh,1968; Cappen & Banks,1960~ Bliss,Clark & \-Jest,
1959; horris,~lilliams & Lubin, 1960). Paranoid symptoms may
also occur in some subjects (Tyler,1947,1955).Boring test sit-
uations produce, not surprisingly, the Lowesf performance acor-es
in sleep deprived subjects. Thus, such persons, when told to
signal when they observed a light spot at anyone of 8 -points
on a screen, over 40 minutes, performed steadily worse though
watching the screen (Hilkinson,1960). During auditory tasks
errors of omission occurred with the loss of alpha rhythm
(Williams,Lubin & Goodnow,1959). Oswald (19~) attributed
such phenomena to fal.ls in cerebral vigilance. Hental capac-
ities can be improved temporarily to waking level.s on some tasks
if subjects can take their time and amend mistakes.

The EDJ of sleep deprivation ShO\'lSa decrease in
the alpha rhythm of relaxed \-mkefulness (Tyler,Goodman & Rothman,

1947). Additionally, biochemical changes occur,probably due to
lack of restoration which mostly occurs in sleep. Plasma iron
level and plasma cholesterol both decline (Kuhn,Brodan,Brodancva,

& Friedmann,1967). Amphetamines temporarily improve the perform-

ance of sleep deprived subjects on rote tasks (V/eiss & Laties,

1962).
On the first recovery night after sleep deprivation

a marked increase in NREH sleep is observed (Berger & Oswald,

1962;~lilliams,Hamrnack,Daly,Dement s Lubin, 1964) ,whilst the REN
percentage remains the same (Kales,Tan,Kollar,Naitoh,Preston &
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lialmstrom,1970). On subsequent nights H_;_;L sleep is higher. Thus,
JIR}~ll sleep has priority in the recovery process. Studies have
been conducted on the selective auppr-eesion of R6H sleep by
means of waking the subject at its onset, or pharmaceutically
by drur;swhich suppress the state. A remarkable finding is that
a 'rebound' effect occurs when uninterrupted Dleep is once again
permitted. In the case of drugs (most DuppresD REJ.i),a sharp
decrease in the percentage of Rl:I!is seen at first. Gradually,
the percentage rises to normal, due to physiological tolerance.
On cessation of the drug, a rebound occurs (and the amount is
larger than by selective awakenings) so that it amounts to 150-
2~~ of the loss. A 'need to dream' has been postulated on such
evidence. Early studies suggested that R1~J.Ideprivation led to
profound psychological changes such as irritability (Dement,1960),
extreme hunger (Dement & Fisher,1963), and oral behaviour with
oral symbolism (Fisher,Gross & Zulch,1965c). ~owever, Kales,
Hoedemaker,Jacobson & Lichtenstein(1968) failed to detect any
psychological alterations with long term REM deprivation. Also,
depressed patients are not adversely affected by R"';l·j deprivation
(Vogel,11raub,Ben-Horin & Neyers,1968) neither are schizophrerd.cs

(VoGel & Traub,1968). Indeed,mono-amine-oxidase-inhibitors (HA01)
~/hich apparently totally suppress REI-!do not cause abnormalities
(\oJyatt,FrC>Jn& Kupfer,1971) •

•••• 00 ••••
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III.6 HENORY AND SLEEP.

Jenkins & Dallenbach (1924) found
evidence that rote-learnt material was recalled better after 8
hours of sleep than wakefulness, presumably because of the lack
of interference by subsequently learnt material. Empson & Clarke
(1970) discovered that REM sleep seems to be important for the
consolidation process. 20 yoked pairs of s~bjects listened to
tapes of nonsense phrases before bed. One Subject was later chosen
to be REB deprived, by waking. At that time the other subject
was woken too. The Experimental subjects showed less recall
than the Control subjects woken at random sleep stages.

The idea of 'sleep-learning' whereby
auditory information is supposedly absorbed and consolidated in
the absence of wakefulness is popularly believed to be an estab-
lished effect. However, Simon & Emmons (1956,1956a) discovered
failings in methodology in such work. They used all-night EEG
monitoring on 21 subjects. After establishing their baseline
general-knowledge, t,heypresented each of 96 questions and,5
seconds later, the answer. Subjects had to callout if they

heard an answer during sleep. Subjects were tested the next day
to see if they could recall the answers. When subjects were

awake (showing alpha blocking) at the original presentations,

recall was very good - when drowsy (alpha present) recall

was not so good (50%)('> Recall was minimal otherwise. The

authors also tried repeating stimuli - in the form of 10 one-

syllable numbers - (Emmons & Simon,195Cb). The Experimental
subjects performed no better than Controls. It therefore appears
that memory traces (engrams) are not laid down during sleep.
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111.7 EXTERNAL STIHULI AND SLE};P.

External stimuli can affect a sleeping
person. In Stage 2 of NREM sleep a sudden sensory stimulus causes
the appearance of a 'K-complex' in the EEG (Davis,Loornis & He~vey,1939;

Roth,Sh?i·! 8.·Green,1956).The size of the response appears to be related
to the meaningfulness of the stimulus :Osvrald,TCl.ylor& Treisrnan (1960)

found that subjects responded more to their name being called
than other names or to their name being played backwards.

In REM sleep external stimuli may
be incorporated into dreams reported on waking. Berger (1963)
found that spoken names were included - often in a distorted
fashion. Thus, 'Naomi' became 'an aim to ski', and 'Jenny'
became'jemmy'. Dement & Wolpert (1958> tried stimulating
subjects with a tone, light and water-spray. They found the
incorporation amounted to 9%, 23% and 42% respectively.
Koulack (1969) used an electrical stimulator positioned on the
median nerve at the wrist and obtained direct incorporation in
~~ of cases and indirect in 24% , when the stimulus was applied
3 minutes after the start of the REMP and where wakening occurred
3 minutes after stimulation •

••••••••••
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I11.8 SIGNALLING FROM SLEEP.

Several studies have claimed to show
that animals and humans can make movements or signals (motor acts
or speech) from the 2 states of sleep. The movements though are of
a simple repetitive kind, or single responses to stimulation, not
requiring higher processing. Oswald (1959c, 1960a) had subjects
moving arms and legs rhythmically to music with eyes closed or taped
open. The movements continued but less vigorously with the cessation
of alpha rhythm, but sometimes movements ceased. Defensive and
reflexive movements may occur in sleep, but these are also found
in decorticate animals (Kleitman & Camille,1932).

Vaughan (1963) used macaca monkeys
in an experiment to test whether they could respond (by pressing a
bar) to imagery in sensory isolation as they had previously been
trained to respond to visual slides. During the long isolation
periods some of the animals pressed the bar when apparently asleep
and displaying REMs. However, no electro-physiological data was
recorded, and of course anthropomorphic inferences cannot be
made regarding any human ability to do this. other possible causes
of the bar pressing activity could have been stress, contact-lens
irritation (they were used to provide an amorphous visual field),
or desire for stimulation rather than the observation of imagery
and responses to that.

~/illiams,~lorlock& Horlock (1966) performed an

experiment where subjects pressed a micrO-SWitch when asleep as an

instrumental response to switch off one of 2 tones or a single tone.
The rate of response was lowest in Stage 1/REM until punishment

for failure to respond was introduced. Then, re~nses from that
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~tage improved more than from any other Stage. The authors
believed that normally external stimuli are blocked by attending
to internal events. It is claimed that some responses in REM
occurred in the absence of alpha activity.

j.ntrobus,Antrobus & ~inger (1965) performed
an experiment in which subjects were instructed to signal which
sleep-state they judged themselves to be in (Dreaming: 'D' (Stage 1)
or Non-dreaming, 'Non-rl (Stages 2,3,4) by pressing a micro-switch
taped to the band. It was assumed that the greater visual imagery
of dreaming sleep should provide a suitable contrast for a decision.
The volitional signal was not elicitted by any form of external
stimulation. Four young adult females, who were paid, took part
in the study for between 5 and 8 nights each. Two subjects
signalled 2 presses for D sleep, aDd 5 for Non-D sleep, whilst
the opposite code was used by the other subjects. The authors
anticipated tbat D signals should occur at the end of a dreaming
period since the subject's attention would be distracted by the
dream during that Stage.A total of 76 signals in all were accepted
however the authors state:

• These signals were usually associated with an EEG
record which could be best described as indicating
a transient period of slight sleep disturbance.
Usually some Alpha activity was present on the record
as well as mu.Cle and/or bod~ movement. The mean
number of seconds @f muscle and/or movement artifact
preceding the signals was 6.9 seconds;following the
signals, 4.4 seconds.' (page 396)

No polygraphic examples were displayed in the paper.

In fact, Subjects could not dis-
tinguish between the states. More D signals were present than

Non-D and 32% of the D signals were at the end of Stage 1.
This author feels that the stated
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presence of disturbances at the time of signalling strongly suggests
that the subjects were briefly roused from their state - perhaps

•the demand characteristics caused an anxiety which periodically
woke t·hesubject. Therefore the study does not provide s\.\fficient
evidence that the subject can produce a physical moveme~t from
true uninterrupted dreaming sleep.

Max (1935,1937) observed finger
EMG activity in deaf subjects (who used sign language) during
sleep and claimed that this was not found in normal subjects.
However, Stoyva (1965) discovered similar activity both in deaf
and normal subjects. Finger twitching occurs in REM sleep, but
this does not constitute elaborate sign-language components in the
deaf. Therefore, the idea of using deaf subjects to communicate
ongoing dreams with sign language is not feasible.

show that'post-hypnotic suggestion'enabled a subject to describe
ongoing nocturnal dreams. They presented the results from a
single paid subject who was already an habitual sleep-talker.
'Post-hypnotic-suggestion'was supposed to have resulted in
increased NREM talking and to have initiated HBM talking (which
occurred after cessation of RBMs with muscle-tonus artefact and
low voltage fast frequency EEG i.e. of wakefulness). It see~s
in reality that the subject woke at these points (in response to
the heavy demand characteristics of the situation) and spoke a

few words. The REM-speech was hardly a description of the full

ongoing REMP, since on average it lasted 16 seconds. Since many

phenomena assumed to be solely attributable to 'hypnosis' have now

been demonstrated in non-hypnotized Control subjects (Barber 1969 ),
it is to be expected that waking instructions,without'hypnosis,'
will achieve the same effects.

• Discusr;ed on P&gc 127.
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In summary, it appears possible

that despite the massive motor inhibition of REM sleep (page 25 )

some simple ~sponsive actions are possible, but meaningful

communicatidn requires a waking EEG with associated motor

functioning.

....••....
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111.9 BORDl:..lu..ANDPHENOMENA.

There are several phenomena associated
with the process of falling asleep or waking :
a. Imagery.

Large individual differences exist in

the imaging ability of persons when awake. (Galton,1883 ,,
Mc Kellar,1957). In its visual form the capacity varies from
being able to conjure up and perceive, like a photograph,detailed
eidetic pictures (Haber & Haber, 1964; Hc Kellar,1957 )
to a cooplete absence of imagery. Perky (1910 ) and Segal &

Fusella (1969) found experimentally that subjects were unable
to distinguish between spontaneous imagery and surreptitiously
shown slides of low illumination. Some persons, usually good
imagers, also experience a phenomenon termed 'hypnagogic hall-
ucinations' in drowsiness before sleep (Maury,1848; Leroy,1933;
Mc Kellar& Simpson,1954).These are sensory-like experiences,usually
visual or auditory, where for instance a person may observe a
sequence of very clear pictures of distorted human faces,
amorphous shapes or scenes; or hear one's name called or some
meaningless sentence spoken. Mc Kellar & Simpson (1954) found

67/110 students reported hypnagogic phenomena: 50 auditory, 34

visual, 17 mixed. Polygraphic studies indicate that these events

occur during early sleep, when the waking alpha rhythm has

ceased (Davis et al.;1938; Dement & Kleitman 1957aJ.Oswa.ld (1962)

believes hypnagogic phenomena to be micro-dreams occuring between

fluctuations of cerebral vigilance, hence the reported 'spectator'
attitude rather than the feeling of participation in the dream.
The images are usually spontaneous and apparently unrelated,
though Silberer (1909) said that they could symbolise thoughts
(the 'autosymbolic' phenomenon). Ladd (1892) considered that
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dreams derived from images based on ideo-reti~l light ('entropic
light' - 'eigenlicht'). Binet (1894) thought hypnagogic images were
similarly formed. other writers have disagreed with that 'periph-
eralist' view saying that visions are centrally constituted.(Leroy,
1933; Alexander,1909). Oswald (1962) opines that hypnagogic images
are perceptual responses which need not rely on sense organ
stimulation. He cites Money (1960) who found that patients with
transection of the spinal cord can still experience sexual orgasm,
with no changes in the genitalia. 'Hypnopompic' imagery refers
to sensory;like experiences on waking. Thus for instance imagery
from dreams may linger for seconds or even minutes after waking
(Maury,1848; Myers,19D3).
b. The falling sensation.

Mc Kellar (1957) found that 144/182
students reported the sensation of falling when drowsy. Typically
the person may have the sensation of falling from a cliff or high
building.
c. The myoclonic jerk.

The falling sensation may be linked
with a bodily jerk which can be mild or violent (Roger,1931;
Oswald,1959b). They seem to occur in light sleep. Oswald (1962)
states that these phenomena may be thought of as an abrupt increase
in cortical facilitation accompanying arousal.
d. Sensory shock.

Weir-Mitchell (1890) described four

types of sudden sensory shock occuring to some persons during

drowsiness: being struck, hearing a sudden noise e.g. a shot,
seeing a brief Visual phenomenon e.g. a flash of light,exper-

iencing a sudden odour. A bodily jerk may result from the exp-

erience. A feeling of tension may precede the episode (Roger,1931).



Oswald (1962) points out that the phenomena are comparable to
responses to direct electrical stimulation of the occipital
motor cortex.

• •••••••••
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III.10 JI.B!!OHtlALI'llIbS UF SLEU-.

a. Insomnia.
Idiopathic insomnia is that condition

of sleeplessness uninfluenced by soporific drugs. Dement (1972)
reported that the subjective severity of this complaint often
bears no relation to the actual amount of sleep obtained by the
patient in the sleep-lab. In fact, half the patients had adequate
sleep though believing themselves to have spent much time awake.
This latter condition constitutes pseudo-insomnia. One explanation
of insomnia is that anxiety causes cortical excitation of the
reticular-formation, the activity of which on the cortex then
prevents sleep (Oswald, 1962) • Early morning wakening is a
common feature of psychotic or endogenous depression(Grinker,Miller
& Nunn,1961). Insomnia is also associated with many pathological
conditions which involve increased metabolism, including hypo-
thyroidism and Parkinsonism (Litvin,1950l and high blood-pressure
(Jacob50n,1929>. A few persons actually appear to require little
or no sleep at all, and remain healthy (Jones & Oswald,1968).

An unfortunate eventuality of the
chronic consumption of most sleeping tablets (e.g. barbiturates)
is drug-dependent insomnia. The initial effect of the drug

declines over a period due to physiological tolerance ; the dose
is then increased to compensate. This cycle can escalate and if

the patient desists from taking the drug a rebound amount of REM

sleep (which the drug initially suppresses) occurs with accomp-
anying nightmare dreams. The experience of such dreams usually
causes the patient to continue taking the hypnotic in order to
er 'adicate them (Gastaut,Luaresi,Berti Ceroni &: Coccagna,1968).
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Electro-sleep,involving electrical

stimulation of the scalp and hence brain has been claimed to be

an efficacious method of inducing sleep. However, Empson (1973)
failed to observe any decrease in sleep latency in normal subjects.
b. Nightmares and pavor nocturnus.

There seem to be 3 forms of night-
mare. Firstly, the 'incubus attack' of Stage 4 sleep, where a
sensation of choking or being assailed is often experienced.
Secondly, a similar phenomeron but in Stage 2 sleep, where the
severity is somewhat reduced. Thirdly, the Stage REM nightmare
dream. The vast major;'ty of nightmares are of the latter type
(Fisher ; Byr-ne f-,. Edw",!'ds, 19(;8)• T?_ch~rcardia and

hyperpnea occur during the REH nightmare dream, but in the other
types there are no physiological precursors except in fact a
slight decrease in respiratory rate (Fisher et al.,1968).

Pavor nocturnus (night terror) occurs
rarely in young children, usually aged 3-8. The child wakes terro-
iead, screams and runs wildly (IO..eitman,1939), though there is
apparent amnesia in the morning.

A fuller description of the literature
on nightmares is given in Chapter XVIII, in relation to an invention
of the author of a device intended to wake persons from the early
stage of nightmares.
c. Apnea.

Gastaut (1965) described a condition
where the patient exhibited a complete cessation of breathing at
the onset of sleep due to depression of the respiratory centre.
When the blood carbon-dioxide level reached danger point the
respiratory centre was stimulated and after some choked breathing
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the cycle was repeated - throughout the whole of sleep.

The usual complaint of these patients
is of hypersomnia, since obviously sleep is drastically affected.
The patients are usually quite unaware of the hundreds of waken-
ings in the night (Dement,1972).
d. Somnambulism. .sonn'lmbulismj s a disorder of Stae;es
3 or 4 NREJ.1sleep (Jacobson, FeLdman £: Bender,1965; Kales
Jacobson, Paulson, Kales & ':ialter,1966~ Broughton, 1968 ).
The incidence of this condition is not accurately knO\oln.There
appears to be a genetic factor involved, since Eakin (1970)
reports a 47% concordance in monozygotic twins and 7~ in dizygotic
twins. Dement (1972) recounts the story of one of his patients
who woke one Christmas to find a whole roomful of relations -
all apparently sleep-walking. Pierce & Lipcon(1956) found sleep-
walkers in the armed forces to be rather emotionally unstable -
often suffering also from nightmares, enuresis and phobias. The
initial onset often coincided with a chronic illness of one parent.
However, Dement (1972) urges that the condition should not be
treated since with children anxiety results which could be more
harmful.
e. Narcolepsy.

This is a disorder of sleep of unknown cause
characterised by sleep-attacks, cataplexy and hypnagogic imagery.

Attacks of partial or complete muscular paralysis occur in response

to strong emotion. During these seizures the person remains
conscious but may fall to the ground and be unable to
move. If the attack is of extensive duration REMs and dreams

may occur. Polygraphic sleep-research has revealed that narco-
leptics enter Stage REM sleep immediately on falling asleep
(Rechtschaffen, I;Jolpert,Dement,llitchells Fisher,1963). In
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t no d'l~rtir.1(: seizures, the body suddenly enters Stnge RBN slC'ep. 'I'ho so
REM attacks tend to occur at regular points in the day (Passouant

et al.,1968~. Pseudo-narcolepsy is often associated with some
underlying brain disease e.g. multiple sclerosis (Hunter,Blackwood

& Bullt1968). Dement (1972) reports that some 100,000 persons in
USA could suffer from narcolepsy.

Normal people as well as narcoleptics
occasionally experience sleep paralysis, especially at times of
long vigil. One name of the condition is 'night nurses' paralysis'
(Rudolf,1946). This author has experienced sleep-paralysis a few
times on waking from dreaming and has been unable to move any .
part of the body except the eyes. The breathing rate though, was
voluntarily variable.
f. Enuresis.

Enuresis tends to occur in or just
after Stage 3 or 4 of NREM sleep (Finley,1971; Schiff,1965).
Temmes & Towalka (1954) claimed ·that m of enuretics exhibited
epileptis: patterns in the Em. At least 2% of the population
are enuretic (Pierce,v/hitman, Haas & Gay,1961). In enuretic

children Broughton (1968) observed contractions of the detrusor

muscle of the bladder (even in 'dry' nights), but not in normal
children. Baller & Schalock (1956) found roughly 1~;b of-4-14 year
old children are persistent bed-wetters •

••••••••••
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111.11 THBORIES OF SLEEP.

Numerous theories exist as to the
function of sleep. It is remarkable though that despite the mass
of accumulated data, no single theory has become generally
accepted. The matter is further complicated because of the
existence of the 2 different states of sleep. Theories attempt
sometimes to explain one but not the other.

There is an idea that sleep is an
evolutionary leftover and is not really necessary. Some people
do indeed appear to be able to live with little or no sleep
(Jones & Oswald,196B), but these people are exceptions and
sleep deprivation is harmful (Morris~ Williams & Lubin,
1960; Lubin,1967; Wilkinson,1968). Animals deprived of sleep
have died after several days (Licklider & Bunch,1946).

The finding that increased NREM
sleep results from energetic exercise supports the concept
that renewal of SUbstances occurs then (Hobson,1968).

Dement (1964) suggested that REM
sleep occurs periodically to clear toxins which build up

during the day and NREM sleep. A theory that an oxygen debt

builds up during the day and is replenished in sleep (Wohlisch,
1956) has not been sUbstantiated by actual measurements
(Mangold,Sokoloff,Conner,Kleinerman,Therman & Kety,1955).

Berger (1969) thought that REJ.1sleep serves to restore the

neuromusculature necessary for binocular vision. However,
conflicting evidence exists (Herman,Tauber,Rosenrnan &
Roffwarg,1971). Snyder (1966) stated that sleep

exists to conserve energy and keep the organism out of danger
from predators. The HEN periods of arousal would be useful
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to detect anythine near. In fact thouch, cortical thresholds are
hi.gher in IlliJ: sleep (Benoit f, Bloch,19GO) and waking does not
always occur. Heddis (1975) also proposed that sleep serves to
maintain immobility in animals to aid survival :Hence the great
variations between different species. Freemon (1970) asserts that
there are 2 arousal systems for the different sleeping states,one
providing vigilance whilst the other undergoes 'renewal'.

Pavlov (1952) thought sleep happened
when Inhibition radiated through the cortex from certain areas.
Ephron & Carrington (1966) suggested that NREM sleep may be
harmful to the cortex and so 're-afferentation' is periodically
introduced in REM sleep.

Ontogenetic considerations by Roffwarg,
Dement & ]~sher (1966)led to the idea that the great amount
of REM sleep in the neonate is necessary to stimulate the cortex
during early development since external stimuli are lacking
in utero. In the adult t REM would be a left - over from this

process.
From a psychological standpoint,

Freud said little on the function of sleep except that it was
probably 'biological' (Hartmann,197). Fisher et al.(1965a,b)
adopting a psychoanalytical approach considered that REM sleep
discharges instinctual drives in the adult and physiological
drives in the child.

Numerous notions have emerged
recently concerning memory processing and sleep, although
Jackson (1932) had declared that sweeping-away of redundant

memories and consolidation of new ones could occur in sleep.

Evans & Newman (1964) pointed to a very superficial analogy
between computers and sleep suggesting that in ~1 sleep

irrelevant information is cleared. Breger (1967) put forward
the view that in dreaming sleep 'perceptual learning' occurs.
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Moruzzi (1966), Gaardner (1966) and Hennevin & Leconte (1971)
all suggest allied memory-consolidation ideas.

Hartmann (1973) believes that
NREM sleep has a physically restorative function whereas REM
sleep has many functions including neuronal repair, the formation
of new links in the cortex, and consolidation of learned material.
Oswald (1969) thinks protein synthesis and repair are major
functions of REM sleep. He points out that the very long drug
rebound phenomenon ties in with the life-span of brain proteins
(Oswa1d 1974).

The recent emergence of a tonic-phasic
model for sleep and dreaming (Moruzzi,1963; Jouvet,1965; Hartmann)
1967: Grosser & Siegal,1971) however, has produced a slightly
different perspective of the two sleep states. Phasic activity
occurs in in both NREM and REM sleep (e.go PGO spikes, REMS,
k-complexes, myoclonic twitches). The tonic condition represents
the background state. This model helps to explain, for instance,
early findings of 'variability of heart-rate' in REM sleep (e.go
Snyder71966).Gassel,~~rchiafava & Pompeiano (1964) showed that the

heart-rate increased after the first REF burst and then slowed

in tonic REH. Also, it has been found that gross body movements
tend to occur between REM bursts , wher-eas 'fine muscle activity'
(Bale.ridge, \'Jhitman& Kramer,1965) is associated ,.,rithID.:N

activity. The gross body movements appear to act as 'chapter

markers' to separate dreams (Dement & Kleitman,1957a). The

tOnic/phasic concept therefore reveals perhaps that the REN-
NREH dichotomy is too simpJistic.

Horne (1976) pointed out that REM
sleep does not appear to be important anyway. Slow wave sleep

(SHS) appears before REM each night and has priority after total
sleep deprivation (Kales et al.~970). In addition, short sleepers
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show comparatively large amounts of SWS (Jones & Oswald,1968;

Meddis et a1~1973). Using stimulations below the waking threshold

Agnew et al.(1967) found SWS much more difficult to shift the

subject out of than REM. They also observed that REM deprivation

led to no behavioural changes whereas S~/S deprivation resulted in

lethargy and depression. Significantly, the amount of S'iIS seems

to be associated with the length of the prior period of wakeful-

ness (Webb & Agnew,19?1; Karacan et al.~9?O). Horne (1975)

believes restitutional activity concerning the visual system

occurs in sleep. Blind persons show a Significantly lower

level of SWS than sighted persons ~Krieger & Glick,1971). That

view is reinforced by the demonstration (Horne & Walmsley, 1976)

that a high daytime visual load increases SWS.

In surunary, no clear-cut theory of
sleep has yet become univer.sally accepted.

Having discuosed the main areas of

study in sleep research the next Chapter turns to dreams ,

observing Man's interest in them from an historical perspective
and stating the major explanations to account for them •

••••••••••
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CHAPTER IV.

DREAMS.

IV.1 ANCIrnT INTEREST IN DREAMS.

Dreams appear to have been considered
important in several ancient societies as providing a channel of
communication between this world and other parts of it, with some
other existence beyond life, or the deities.

Information about ancient Babylonian
and Assyrian beliefs has been secured from archaeological discoveries
of cuneiform-script clay tablets, such as those from the great library
at Nineveh (5000 B.C.). These societies attempted to interpret dreams
e.g. flying indicated disaster for the dreamer (de Becker,1968). Mamu
was the Babylonian goddess of dreams. Temples existed to her, where
magical rites were conducted to counter devils and spirits of the
dead which were supposed to cause unpleasant dreams.

Papyrii (such as the Chester Beatty
papyrus, 1350 B.C.) have survived showing that the ancient Egyptians

believed dreams ('omina') were messages from the gods. Serapis was
the Egyptian god of dreams. Several serapeums. like those at Thebes

and Memphis, were constructed where oracles ( the 'Learned Men of the

Magic Library') interpreted dreams. The technique of dream incubation

was practised whereby a person requiring an answer to some personal
question would sleep at the temple (or could send a stand-in)
probably after magic rituals, and produce dreams which would then
be interpreted by the oracle (de Becker}1968). As well as providing
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answers, dreams could warn of impending danger or demand penance.
A discourse published in the XIII th dynasty (c 1770 B.C.) lists
many activities in dreams,with simple comments as to whether or
not they are good or bad omens. A concept of contraries or opposites
prevailed in some interpretations. Thus, if a woman dreamed of kissing
her husband, trouble was imminent for her (Sauneron, 1959). An
inscription on the sphinx at Giza tells of a dream of Thutmose IV
(c 1450 B.C.) in which he was promised the kingdom by the god
Hormakhu in return for clearing away sand from the sphinx.

In early Chinese society dreams were
attributed to wanderings of the 'hun' or spiritual soul. In the
separated state it could communicate with the souls of the dead. In
the Chou-Li (c 400 B.C.) astrological factors were incorporated
into dream interpretation. In a Taoist work, the Lie-tseu, six
different types of dream are listed: tcheng-mong (ordinary dreams),
ngo-mong (dreams of terror), seu-mong (dreams of what was thought
during the day), wou-mong (dreams of waking), hi-mong (dreams of
joy), kin-mong (dreams of fear). Yin and yang (2 opposite energy
forces, negative or positive, male or female) should be in harmony
for good health, and dominance of one of these could lead to dis-
tressing dreams. Yin dominance for instance might result in dreams
of fire. Dreaming of food meant approaching illness, singing and
dancing meant weeping • Again, the notion of opposites was present
(de Becker,1968). Bxternal stimuli were recognised as being incorp-

orated into some dreams, so that if one slept on a belt a snake

might be dreamed of. It seems that much empirical evidence was

behind Chinese belief but this has been lost. The Taoist concept
that a knowledge of the cause of a dream destroyed any fear in it
is that of the later psycho-analysts. The Chinese sage Chuang-tsu
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(c 350 B.C.) raised philosophical questions by considering dreams:
, While men are dreaming, they do not perceive that it
is a dream. Some will even have a dream in a dream and
only when they wake they know it was a dream. And 50,

when the Great Awakening comes upon us, shall we know
this life to be a great dream. Fools believe themselves
to be awake now.'

, Once upon a time, I, Chuang-tzu, dreamed I was a
butterfly, fluttering hither and thither, to all intents
and purposes a butterfly. I was conscious only of follow-
ing my fancies as a butterfly, and was unaware of my
individuality as a butterfly. Suddenly I was awakened
and there I lay myself again. Now I do not know whether
I was a man dreaming I was a butterfly, or whether I am
a butterfly now dreaming I am a man.'

(r1acKenzie,1965; pages 57,58)

A treatise on dreams in the Atharva
Veda (a book of wisdom, 1500-1000 B.C.) states early Indian beliefs

concerning dream interpretation. Aggressive or power dreams were
favourable even if the dreamer suffered mutilation in them. However,
a passive role or some form of physical loss (e.g. teeth, hair) was

a bad omen. The interpretation by opposites appears here too e.g.

seeing oneself dead meant longevity (de Becker,1968). The treatise
states a negative correlation between period of night of the dream

and the time until its realisation in real life. The later in the
night the dream the sooner it would operate. Also, it was suggested
that if a series of dreams occur, only the last should be interpreted-

presumably recognising some form of psychological refining process.

Dream content was also linked to the temperament of the dreamer

(phlegmatic,sanguine or bilious). This represented a significant
advance - the intrusion of physiological/personality aspects in

affecting dream content.
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Dodds (1957) states that an early

Greek idea of dreams was that a god or ghost visited the dreamer,
entering the room through a keyhole (often the only aperture).
Later, (c 500 B.C.) incubation was practised in temples dedicated
to Aesculapius - the god of healing. The course of treatment or
medicine to be used were supposed to be revealed to the sick
person. Oracles were subsequently present at the temples.

The Greeks recognised 'true' and
'false' dreams. Homer stated that true dreams came through the
gate of horn, false via the gate of ivory (based on a Greek pun).
This true/false, good/bad dichotomy of dreams is a recurring theme
in many societies.

The Greek philosopher Heraclitus
(,540-475 B.C.) made the observation that each man retreats into
a wo~ld of his own during sleep. This was a turning away from the
current superstitious ideas. In the 'Treatise on Dreams' (attributed
to Hippocrates) symbolism in dreams is referred to. The universe
(macrocosm) may represent the body (microcosm). Thus, in a dream

where the stars shine brightly, the bod1 is in good health. Or,
to dream of rivers pointed to an excess of blood (de Becker,1968).
Any imminent illness was indicated bya prior 'prodromic' dream.

Hippocrates did believe that some dreams were 'divine', from the

gods.
Aristotle also thought that dreams

could be prodromic, but refuted 'divine' dreams 0•.the grounds

that lowly animals have dreams. He pointed out that apparent

precognition in dreams might result from the dream affecting
waking behaviour,so that self-fulfilling prophecies might occur.

Plato, in his 'Republic', stated
that ' In all of us, even in good men, there is a lawless wild
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beast nature which peers out in sleep.' The 'beast' was set
loose during sleep because of the absence of reasoning ability
then (Mc Curdy,1g46).

Roman beliefs regarding dreams were
similar to those of Greece. The Caesars took them very seriously.
Calpurnia, wife of JuliuB Caesar, was supposed to have dreamed
of his assassination the night before, according to Plutarch.
Lucretius (c 11 B.C.) made the interesting statement that dreams
are composed of sequences of still images observed quickly.
A most outstanding contribution to the study of dreams was made
by the Roman Artemidorus (c 200 A.D.). His work 'On,ierocritica'
(The Interpretation of Dreams) drew upon much early information
and reflected the state of the art at that time in a very detailed
form. He recognised that each person has different associations
to dream images and BO individual interpretations are necessary.
He noted two classes of dream: Somnium, which have references to
the future, and Insomnium, which are everyday dreams. The interp-
reter had to find out certain points initially: natura (whether
the events are natural), lex (lawful), consuetudo ( customary for
the dr~amer), tempus ( conditions under which it was dreamed),

ars (occupation), nomen (name). Associations were obtained and

puns noted. Examples of symbolism are also given the mouth may

represent a house, the teeth,people in the home. Sowing, planting,

tilling, were said to have a sexual meaning. The recurring notion

of opposites in dreams was further exemplified. Clearly, much

accumulated observation and knowledge from many civilisations

over millenia bad crystallised into the Roman art of dream inter-
pretation (de Becker,1968; Mac Kenzie,1965) •

••••••••••
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IV.2 EARLY CHRISTIAN Vn..'WS.

During the Biddle-Ages interest in
dreams declined as dream-divination was linked with sorcery by
official Christianity. Nevertheless, some dream-incubation per-
sisted into this period. A few Christian writers commented
on dreams. The perennial problem was how to distinguish between
divine and demoniacal types.

Gregory of Nyssa (c 400) in his
treatise 'On the Making of Man', accepted divine dreams, but
revived the naturalistic approach (from the Greeks) stating that
while sensation and intellect were absent in sleep the 'nutrative
faculty' prevailed. He thought dreams could illustrate the dreamer's
personality. In addition he stated that the driving force of man's
passions, expressed in dreams also, is the drive toward sexual
reproduction.

St. Augustine (354-430) believed
demons could affect dreams. A prayer attributed to him asks God
to maintain him in 'chaste desire' in sleep and protect him from
dreams which 'owing to animal images' would result in 'pollution'
(de Becker,1968).

St. Thomas Aquinas, in 'Summa Theol-
ogica' wrote that dreams have a prophetic character. He also
suggested the idea (reminiscent of Jung's synchronicity concept)

that the premonitory dream may be merely a sign - 'a single cause
of both the dream and the event' •

••••••••••
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RELIGIO-POLITICO-CULTURAL DREAr~.

Dreams have had a marked effect on the
development of some religions at crucial stages. In the case of
Christianity the early biblical dreams were accepted as divine
revelations yet later interest in dreams was suppressed as
sorcery. There are about 15 dreams mentioned in the Old Test-
ament, most of which occurred at critical points in history
and propagandised the Jewish cause. Examples are the dreams of:
Abimelech, regarding the protection of Sarah and the seed of
Abraham; Jacob ; Joseph regarding the expulsion of the Jews
Daniel ; Solomon. There is a remarkable absence of women in
Old Testament dreams. De Becker (1968) points out that a common
link is a need to compensate for the dreamer's inferiority by
evoking the protection of an omnipotent personage which psycho-
analysts would recognise as a father figure. Another observation
is that dreams were sometimes re~ated until action was taken
by the dreamer. (e.g. Pharaoh's dream of the years of abundance
and famine.) The New Testament dreams have a simplicity
suggesting authenticity according to de Becker. Dreams for
instance caused Joseph to tolerate Mary's pregnancy, and to
flee into Egypt. No dreams of Christ have been recorded
(KelseY,1968). Macarius and ~ancis of Assisi, both founders
of orders, had vocational dreams.

The Koran of the Mohammedans was
apparently revealed to Mohammed via dreams, and dream interp-

~etation was regarded by this group as quite acceptable. The
'adhan' call to prayers was begun by Mohammed as the result of
a dream of one of his followers.

Buddha's vocation was determined by
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dreams of Maya (his mother),Cudhodana (his father) and Gopa (his
wife). The latter's dream of universal disaster was interpreted
(by opposites) by Buddha to reveal future happiness. de Becker
comments that the Buddha family dreams are different from
biblical dreams in having no 'will to pc.wer' • Five of Buddha's
dreams are recorded which directed his life.

An interesting aspect of religious
dreams is that the major (and minor) characters in the real
situation were reported to have experienced 'convergent ' dreams
- although 'demand characteristics' ( Orne) 1962 ) could be
behind this, especially in a society where dream interpretation
was common. Thus, Joseph not only dreamed, so did Jacob, Jacob's
father, Pharaoh and his officers. (If precognitive dreams
do exist, perhaps they could be more readily identified from
'chance' dreams by seeking this alleged 'convergent effect'.)

Numerous dreams are supposed to have
shaped history by affecting the behaviour of powerful men,
though of course to what extent they are exaggerated ,post hoc,
is difficult to ascertain. Another type of dream allegedly
describes historical events precognitively, without affecting

the event. It is said that Caesar decided to cross the Rubicorn
and attack Rome after experiencing a dream of incest with his
mother. The oracles saw this as a symbolic sign of territorial
conquest. Hannibal invaded Italy after an encouraging dream.

The German Chancellor Bismarck was confirmed in his plans for

was with Austria by a dream he communicated to William I.

Ghengis Khan, Cromwell and Hitler had dreams which decided
their vocation.
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Hitler, when an NCO in the First
World War apparently dreamed of being buried by a shell-hit. He
was at the Somme and all was quiet. Waking, and feeling restless,
he walked into open country - which was dangerous. A shell suddenly
hit the place where he had been sleeping, killing all his comrades.
From then on the future FUhrer was convinced he had a divine

(de Becker,1968).
An examPle of dreams giving rise to

a new philosophical concept is that of Descartes. He had three

mission in life

dreams one night : the first he interpreted as an exposition of
his one-sidedness i.e. suppressed sexual and religious life.
The second expressed his uncertainty, whilst the third indicated
to him that he should try to join the forces of philosophy and
wisdom. On waking after the second dream he thought he saw sparks

in the room so he opened and closed his eyes to convince himself

he was awake. This author would suggest that perhaps a false-
awakening (See page 113 ) occurred at t~t point •

••••••••••
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TV.4 PRE-:rnEUDIAlJ DREAMscrrors.

The following summarises }reud's (1900)
review of the literature which was directed at certain basic
aspects of dreams. (It was preceded by a description of ancient
beliefs.)
1. Relation of the dream to the waking state.
a. The dream as 'another world'.

e.g. Strumpell (1877) stated that 'he
who dreams turns his back on the world of waking consciousness.'
b. The dream as a continuation of waking life.

e.g. Weygandt (1893) said 'dreams lead
us back into everyday life instead of releasing us from it.'
(Also: Haffner,1884;Jessen,1855; Radestock,1878\Hildebrandt 1875).
2. The material of dreams - Memory in dreams.
a. Hypermnesia in dreams.

e.g. Delboeuf (1885) reported that the
name of a plant that was in a dream was traced back to an occasion
of having written it 2 years before. (Also: Maury,1878; Jessen,1856~
b. Childhood memories in dreams.

e.g. Maury (1878) saw in a dream a man who
gave his name. He discovered he knew him as a small child.

(Also: Hildebrandt,1875; Strumpell,1877, Volkelt,1875).
c. Recent menories in dreams.

e.g. Robert (1886) stated that normal

dreams are usually occupied with impressions of the days before.
d. Insignificant material in dreams.

( e.g. Hildebrandt,1875; Strumpell~877;
Ellis,1899; Binz,1878).
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3.A.Dream stimuli and dream sources.

a. External sensory stimuli.
e.g. Maury (1878) had an assistant

produce external stimulation (e.g. bells, Cologne water) while
Maury slept. Some stimuli were incorporated into dreams.
(Also: Jessen,1856; D'HSrvey,1867;Hildebrandt,1875;Weygandt,1893).

Strurnpell (1877) and Wundt (1880)

tried to explain the mismatching of dream images with the external
stimulus by proposing that unclear stimuli gave rise to illusions.
(Freud would ask why certain associations are chosen).

B. Internal sensory stimuli.
e.g. Wundt (1880) said internal

stimuli play an important part in dreams !.e.g. ringing in ears).

(Also: Maury,1878; Ladd,1892).
C. Internal physical excitation.

e.g. Strumpell (1877) said that in
sleep the mind becomes more aware of the body (As Aristotle had
believed). (Alao: Radestock,1878; Spitta,1892; Maury,1878;
Simon,1888;Schopenhauer,1851; Vold~896; Krauss,1858,59).

'Typical' dreams were said to be

caused by organic stimulation. Thus, Strumpell (1877) opined that
flying dreams are due to the sensation of the lungs sinking when

the thorax is insensitive.
D. Psychic exciting sources.

Freud stated that psychic factors

in dreams were usually depricated. However, Scherner (1861) was

an exception and Volkert (1875) had doubts. Wundt (1880) took a
middle course stating there is co-operation of somatic stimuli
and psychic instigations, which were unknown or day residues.
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4. Why the dream is forgotten on waking.
e.g. Strumpell (1877) gave several

reasons: Weak pictures were forgotten soon ; most dreams occur
only once ; dreams lack order ; inrushing sensory input on waking
swamps memories ; most people are disinterested in dreams ; there
is a change of feeling on waking.

On the matter of possible falsification
in the dream memory, Strumpell (1877) stated' consciousness,
involuntarily inserts much in the recollection of dreams.
(Also: Jessen,1856; Eggers,1895' Spitta,1892).
5. The psychological peculiarities in dreams.

ao The state of falling asleep.
e.g. Schleiermacher (1862) said that

when awake we think in ideas, when asleep psychic activity is
thinking in pictures. This latter process is involuntary and occurs
in a state of distraction. Spitta (1892) termed the transformation
of an idea into an hallucination Dramatization. (Also: Burdach~830;
Delboeuf,1885; Strumpell,1877).
b. Incoherence and lack of laws of causality in dreams.

(e.g. Lemoine,1885; Maury,1878;
Strumpell,1877; Spitta,1892; Radestock,1878; Jodl,1896; Stricker,
1879, 1883).
c. Associations in dreams.

Stimuli were supposed to awaken
thoughts which were presented visually and these progressed

by the laws of association (e.g. Strumpell,1877; Wundt,1880;

Weygandt,1893).Maury (1878) gave examples of phonetic links.

( On the matter of supposedly
instantaneous dreams (e.g. Maury's execution dream), Freud was

non·committal, stating it was a delicate and far reaching question.)
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Chabaneix(1897)considered that the dream could solve intellectual
problems.
6. The ethical feelings in dreams.

Two views were presented:
a. Morals do not exist in dreams.

e.g. Jessen (1856) stated that man has
no conscience in dreams ,e.B. he thinks nothing of murder.

(Also: Radestock,1878; Volk~lt,1875).
b. Morals do exist in dreams.

e.g. Schopenhauer(1851)believed we
act and talk in character. (Also: Haffner,1884; Hildebrandt,1875).

Freud commented that those held the
latter opinion were careful not to accept full responsibility
for their dreams.
c. other points.

Hildebrandt (1875) said the dream
allows us to glance into the inner recesses of the mind. Kant
believed the dream existed to lay bare for us our hidden dis-
positions and to reveal to us not what we are but what we might
have been if we had a different education. To Radestock (1878)

the dream often only reveals to us what we do not wish to accept
to ourselves. Hildebrandt (1875) thought that inhibition
slackens on entering sleep, so the dream shows our real nature.

(Also: Spitta, 1892). Maury (1878) stated that the dream reveals

a repressed immoral disposition of the dreamer. Stricker (1879)

said if we are afraid of robbers in a dream, the robbers are

imaginary but the fear is real.

7. Dream theories and functions of dreams.

Various loose groupings of theories
existed:

a. Full psychic activity in dreams.
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e.g. Delboeuf (1885) believed the

mind to operate in an undiminished way during sleep. This view

says nothing about the fUnction of dreams though.
b. Partial psychic activity in dreams.

The 'ruling theory of the time'
subscribed to this view (i.e. the dream occurred in a partial
waking state.) Binz (1878) believed that sleep was caused by
fatigued albumen in the brain. In the morning parts of the brain
were operating but others not ; this was the dream state. Binz,
like Maury, considered the dream to be useless.
c. other 'extant' ideas.

Robert (1866) gave the dream a
function : a physical process of elimination or excretion of
useless thoughts.

Delage (1891) noted that we do not
dream of significant events of the day, and thought that they
had not yet been psychically adjusted. He also believed that
strong impressions which had been accidentally repressed were
the subject of dreams. The function then was to solve psychic
tensions. The same author though supported the 'partial
psychic activity' theory of dreams.

Burdach (1830) thought the dream
had a refreshing function, allowing one to indulge in free play.
(Also: Purkinge,1846).

Freud (1961) stated that a far reaching
and original attempt to explain the dream was given by Scherner

(1861). He stated that decentralisation occurs in sleep so fantasy

dominates. It builds on waking memories and has to depict thoughts
in symbols. The material is largely derived from sensory stimuli
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but this material is sub~ervient to the fantasies. The fantasy
plays a game with stimuli and represents the organic source by
symbolism. Thus, the body is represented by a house, the lungs
by a stove, the penis by a clarinette, pubic hair by fur, the
female thighs by a narrow courtyard, and a vagina by a slippery
footpath. However, Scherner could ascribe no useful function
to the dream.
8. The relation between dreams and madness.
a. Etiological and clinical relationship.

Hohnbraum said that the first attack
of insanity often originates in an anxious and terrifying dream.
b. Changes to the dream in madness.

A person recovering from insanity may
be normal in the day but the dreams contain insane themes.
c. The inner relationship between dreams and psychosis.

Kant stated that 'the lunatic is a
dreamer in the waking state'. Haury noted links between the
dream and madness: The suspension or retardation of self-consc-
iousness, the combination of ideas by association, changes in
personality.

Radestock (1878) said most hallucinations

involve sight and hearing, and pointed out that fever patients
often have hypermnesia. He also commented that wish fulfilment
characterises both dreams and madness.

Obviously, many ideas which people

often believe were attributable to Freud (e.g. symbolisation,

repreSSion, hypermnesia, childhOod memories,falsification,
dramatisation, associations, day residues,)
existed at the end of the 19th century •

already

••••••••••
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IV.5 FREUDIAN l>REAM THEORY.

The previous section demonstrated

that much of what Freud wrote on dreams was built on the ideas
of earlier writers. Freudian dream theory ties in with his
conceptualisation of personality which involves a tripartitate
structure: the unconscious Id, seeking gratifaction of basic
(primary) instincts, especially sex and aggression; the conscious
Ego in contact with the real world and aware of society's
restraints ; the Super-ego which reminds the person how one ought
to behave. In sleep the Ego is absent, so the Id (like Plato's
'wild-beast') obtains vicarious gratification via dreams. Freud
considered the dream to be 'the Via Regis (Royal road) to the
knowledge of the unconscious in mental life'.

Freud (1961 )stated that dreams have a
meaning and that they are wiah-fulfilments. Those are ancient
ideas, but Freud added the important notion that dreams represent
disguised wishes. Another idea of his was that dreams guard (i.e.
maintain) sleep. Dealing with this latter point first, he believed

that the organism basically seeks inactivity and so the function

of dreams was to divert the irritable wishes of the Id by allowing
illusory satisfaction. In that way the organism need not rouse
and expend energy.

In order that the Ego and Super-Ego

should not be shocked by a direct display of gratification of

blatant sexual wishes, the dream had to achieve this via symbolic

subterfuge. Therefore a discrepancy exists between the reported
dream (manifest content) and the underlying, lascivious, dream
thoughts (latent content). It is the function of the dream-inter-
preter to analyse the dream by tracing the antecedents by a process
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of free-association. People have different personal associations
so no single interpretation can be applied to everyone. However,
certain universal symbols in the dream (which Freud claimed
could not be traced back ) can have specific meanings. Thus,
birth may be represented by water , male genitals by tbe number
3, the penis by rnachinery,sticks or serpents, temale genitals by
pits, caves,bones,landscapes, chests, pubic hair by woods or.

thickets, masturbation by sliding or gliding,(etc.).
Dreams arise either as a direct

suppressed instinctual impulse from the Id, or a conscious (Ego)
desire persisting from the day. The basic,repressed, dream-thoughts
are transformed into acceptable images by the 'dream work'
mechanism, which seeks to evade a hypothetical censor of the
Super-ego. A process of 'secondary elaboration' or revision
(whereby the pvrson attempts to make sense of the strange sym-
bolism and associations) may cause further distortion,in reporting.

Freud was adamant that there were

no intellectual operations in the dream work: it was merely a
translating device. Thus, when a person dreams of performing a

calculation, or thinking, or making a judgment , one bas only
dreamed of doing such a thing.The relevant point for analysis i~

for instance, "I made a judgment'.
Material for the dreams consists

of recent memories,including trivial incidents, and previously

forgotten experiences obtained by hypermnesia. The dream may

be instigated by: A recent significant event which is directly

or indirectly represented in the manifest content, or some
baSic repressed wish which has been aroused by some association
with a recent trivial event.
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Freud accepted that somatic stimuli
can be incorporated into dreams, although they are woven into
a theme where there is a basic instinctual wish. The external
stimulus is represented in such a way as to maintain the dream.
Thus, an alarm-clock can become a telephone which does not have

to be answered.
Some other Freudian notions are:

T hat all the dreams in one night are supposed to centre on the
same latent dream thoughts ; dream distortion is not always
necessary since the dream of the death of a loved one may in
fact simply state that unrecognised wish.; often, significant
fragments of dreams are repressed but may emerge in psycho-

analysis.
Freud had the greatest difficulty

explaining anxiety dreams as wish-fulfilments. He pleaded that
the dream work may have been incompetent so that direct latent
material is presented , or that the fulfilment of the wish in
itself provokes anxiety, or that the censor has been over~
powered by strong Id forces.

Definite statements about affect

in dreams were made. It is always toned down in the manifest
content due to inhibition , or the cessation in sleep of the
forward movement of energy from sensory to motor regions, or
by censorial measures. However, the nature of the affect

remains the same in both latent and manifest content - except

in an inversion situation when it could represent the contrary
(The ancient concept of 'oppOSites'.)

Apart from symbolization other
dream work mechanism are condensation, dramatization and

displacement: Condensation fuses different wishes in the
latent content so forming odd composites ,the multiplicity
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of latent thoughts was termed 'over-determined'. So, a dream-
person might be observed consisting of the traits of several
different people. The important factor to the interpreter is
what these people have in common. Similarly, names may be
combined, joining two or more persons "lith something in common.
The condensation process can also demonstrate similarities,
agreement or identity between elements in the latent content.
A suppressed wish for two people to resemble each other may
be represented by a composite person.

Spitta's (1892 ) notion of drama-
tization (or representation) was employed by Freud. This is
where thoughts or concepts are expressed in visual images and
the whole is like a theatrical production. Logical connections
between dream thoughts may be represented by the synchronous
appearance of the elements concerned (i.e. in the same dream).
Causal connections between dream thoughts could be represented
by an introductory dream followed by a main dream ,or by a
scene gradually changing into another. Conflicts between
dream thoughts might by the process of opposites represent them
as fused. Reversals greatly aid disguise, thus a woman dreaming
of a child wading into the sea and drowning may be expressing
a birth wish.

A further disguise device is dis-
placement ( or transference} where significant elements are

transferred to an apparently trivial feature. This trans-

position also occurs with affects, so that powerful affect may
be focussed on some insignificant object (As with t.e.~ a

neurotic phobial Displacement is supposed to explain much
of the superficial bizarreness of dreams.
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Many criticisms have been made of ireudian
dream theory. At a very basic level, Popper (1959) considered that
psycho-analytic theory, including dream theory, was a myth - that
it was too easily verifiable but not readily falsifiable. Eysenck
(1953) thought Freudian views unscientific since they are based.
on unverifiable metapsychological propositions. By today'S standards

Freud himself was unscientific in that he did not quantify data,
used no Control groups and simply relied on his memory for state-
ments made by patients. The concept of reaction-formation

(by which a~ instinctual wish can be expressed by its exact oPP-
osite) makes the theory 'slippery' and hypothesizing difficult
for experiments. Kline (1~72) however, in a review of
experiments bearing on Freudian theories,claimed that several
empirical propositions were supported. Some of the studies re-
garding dream theory will be examined here.

Symbols are supposed to be present in
dreams according to Freud, but they can also be expected in
waking life since they reflect the operation of the unconscious
mind. Hammer (1953) used a test of symbolism supposedly rep-
resenting castration anxiety on a group of 20 male subjects who
had been sterilised, and compared them to a si&ilar-sized group
of Controls who had undergone other operations. (The E group was
of lower intelligence though). Each perso~ was given the HTP

test (Buck,1948) - in which the ~ubject draws a house, tree and

person - before and after the operation. The test is claimed to

provide a measure of genital symbolism in that a person with

castration anxiety should,BaY, omit the chimney (a phallic symbol),
show a felled tree, or draw a person with no head. Using Fisher's
exact probabili~y test the E group showed significantly more
castration anxiety than the Controls, and significantly more than
before the operation. The concept of symbolism was therefore
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supported by Hammer's study.

Mc Elroy (1954) found, using Scottish
children, that females preferred 'male' (pointed) shapes and males
preferred rouded shapes. This was perhaps rather too simple an
experiment though, as different associations for the sexes could
explain the findings. Jahoda (1956) replicated the study in
Ghana, where children are less repressed sexually, and found sex
differences in 5 out of 12 items.

According to Freudian theory, in psycho-
pathy, repressed primary process material should be nearer
consciousness than in normal Subjects. Early work did support
this (Starer,1955).However Moos & Mussen (1959)using ~tched groups,
found that psychotiCS, neurotics and normals all attacned genders
to symbols better than chance (10 males were used in each group to
assign a gender to certain psycho-analytical symbols ).In fact
though, from the Freudian viewpoint, perhaps the psychotics
should be much superior at symbolism. So the finding might be
said to support symbolism but not necessarily Freudian theory.

Cameron (1967) used 2000 children
aged 3-1? in a study where they had to state their prefeZ"flnces
for symbolic representations of the genitals. He found that

children under 4 (Freudian oral/anal stage) showed no preference
for male or female symbols; those between 4 and 6 (phallic stage)

preferred shapes of the opposite sex ; those between 7 and 12

(latency period) preferred symbols of the same sex; and those

between 12 and 17 (genital stage) preferred symbols of the opposite

sex. The chi-squares supporting these findings were small though.
The results do give support to the Freudian concept of symbolism
and psycho-seuual theory , but the latter is of somewhat dubious

validity OQ.ine, 1972).
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Hall (1953, 1966) got Subjects to

record their dreams and so collected over 10000 (manifest-content)
reports. He claimed that the dream represented conflicts in the
dreamer. Interpretation (without recourse to unconscious meanings)
involved examing a series of dreams. His data has been used to
test Freudian hypotheses:

According to Freud, the dream of being
attacked represents the fear of castration by the father, and the
dream of falling means the fear of losing maternal affection
(Freud,1940). Hall (1955) asked Subjects whether they had these
dreams, which was the more unpleasant, and which parent they found
it easier to argue with. Results were contrary to Freudian theory
in that females who had only one of the dreams had a greater
incidence of dreams of attack. Also, males with only one dream
had more dreams of falling. Hall podnt ed out that the findings
were congruent with Freudian theory if one assumes that the dreams
do not represent fear of the action but rather the action itself.
so, he argues, a woman has more dreams of being attacked because she
thinks she has been castrated. A man dreams more of falling

because in the dream he is castrated and so exhibits feminity -
which Freud characterised by passive aims and masochism (Freud,
1931), and a sense of inferiority (Freud,1926). Hall's post hoc
reason~ng though is scientifically questionable.

Hall (1963) hypothesized from FreUdian
oedipal theory that there should be:

1. More male strangers in dreams than females.
2. More male strangers in male dreams than in female dreams.
3. More aggressive encounters with male strangers than female
strangers.

4. More such encounters in male than female dreams.
5. More free-associations of fathers and authority figures to
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male strangers in dreams. He found that the first 4 statements were
supported (at or above the ~~ level ) and the last 2 were marginally

supported.
Hall & Van de Castle (1963) hypothesized that males

would have more dreams on a castration-anxiety theme than of
castration-wish or penis-envy. The opposite would be true of females.
Castration-anxiety was supposed to be symbolised by e.g. injury,
defect of the body, loss of any object, inability to use the penis
(or symb.ol thereof) and any femininity. With castration-wish, these
themes should apply to another in the dream. Penis-envy was envisaged
to be reported by acquisition of a penis or symbol, admiration of
a man, or acquisition of masculinity. The results of the experiment
supported the hypotheses at a highly significant level.

On the topic of wish-fulfilment in dreams
Lee (1958) studied 600 rural Zulus (uncontaminated by knowledge of
Freudian or Jungian theories - although hlxperimenter bias is still
possible). In Zul.~ society women who do not produce children are
treated with contempt. Lee found that infertile women experienced
more 'baby' dreams. Also, pseudocyesis was common, and sufferers
tended to have direct dreams of babies. Thus the notion of the

dream as representing a basic wish gained support from this study.
Fisher & Dement (1963) argued that REM

sleep permitted Id discharge and so any deprivation should lead to

psychotic symptoms. A need to dream was hypothesized (Dement,1960).

However, Dement (1963) later stated that this could not be so, as

among other arguments, lowly animals also had REM sleep. Further,

in man, mono-amine-oxidase· inhibitor drugs abolish REM with no

significant psychological effects ( Wyatt et a1~19?1Q ) Thus, it
seems there is no need to dream, and perhaps not even a dire need

for REt-!sleep.
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Penile erections have been observed in RU\ periods (}'isheret al.~1965).
However, these are not necessarily linked with dreams since
erections can eet out of phase with REMPs by waking subjects
in REI·;(Karacan et a111965). Nevertheless, the cyclic erection
could conceivably De affected by REB content e.g. a detumescence
could occur in an anxious dream. Karacan et al. (1966) tested
that hypothesis using 16 subjects, each spending 6 nights in the
sleep-lab. Dreams were subjectively rated for anxiety on two
scales (Gottschalk Scale, NO"llis Check List ), and a measure of

penis size was obtained. 8q~ of REHPs were accompanied by
erections..i'he Gottschalk score linked with erection size
indicating that penile size is related to the dream content -
although recent ejaculation does not affect the erection.

Dement & yJolpert (1958) found that
various external stimuli (i.e. tone, water-spray, light) were
incorporated into dreams on some occasions. Also, Berger (1963)
obtained evidence that names could be woven into dreams when
spoken to the Subject in Stage REB. The incorporation was by
assonance, association, representation or was direct.
Both these studies might be said to support the Freudian idea
that the dream guards sleep - or rather REM sleep (since the
effects are not observed in NREt1).

Foulkes & Rechtschaffen (1964) studied
the effect of a violent T.V. film,seen before sleep, on dreams,

compared to a non-violent film on a control night • Dreams after

a violent film were not more violent or unpleasant, but dream reports

were longer, more clear, more imaginative and more emotional.
Hardly any incorporation of the film occurred.

Dement (1963) found that anxious
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subjects in the sleep-lab on the first night, miss more REM than
non-anxioUB persons. Altshuler (1966) considered this to be evidence
that psycho-analytic theory is not supported, since greater anxiety
should result in more dreaming.

This author feels that it 1s important
to consider the historical perspective when appraiSing tests of
Freudian dream theory. A vast amount of what he wrote about dreams
had already been stated, even in some cases,for millenia. He
pieced together disparate findings and attempted to link them into
a unified theory. Many of the elements of this fusion probably
have some truth in them (e.g. symbolisation, wish-fulfilment)
as they have been observed over many generations and in several
different cultures. To test these elements and claim to be testing
FreUdian theory is not necessarily a correct assumption. The over-
all metapsychology could be erroneous. For instance, his assertion
that symbols disguise repressed sexual wishes could be true, but
it could also simply reflect a primitive visual-symbolic'mentation'
in dreams (like the autosymbolic phenomenon of Silbere~ 1909 ) ,

with no ulterior motive. Evidence then of symbolisation is not,
per se, evidence for Freudian theory.

Hall's psych~na1ytic explanations
concerning strangers in dreams seems to be unecessary to this
author. Hen perform more social interactions with strangers in

everyday life, surely, and so the findings can be understood in
terms of our ordinary patterns of behaViour. The Hall and Van

de Castle study could,too, merely illustrate that man does

suffer more injuries in his life anyway.

The finding that the erection
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cycle can be shifted from REM sleep to NRb~ ~acan et al 1965). "

is not supportive of psychoanalytic theory. Since dreams are
supposed to be highly sexual at base, the autonomic erection
should be present. Findings of dream anxiety causing detum-
escence are not so important as the fact that erection may be
transferred to a different sleep state.

Thus, in summary, great care must
be exercised in evaluating evidence for Freudian dream theory -
the basic propositions of which may be untestable •

••••••••••
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rv.6 JUNGIAN DREAM THEORY. (Fordham 1953 )

Jung was an erstwhile disciple of
Freud, but objected to the pan-sexualism of his approach and so
broke away to establish his own school of psychology. He saw
the psyche as self-regulating. A form of general energy, the libido,
flows between two opposing poles of personality - the opposites.
We undergo a process of individuation in life, which involves the
reconciliation of these opposing trends in our nature. Thus, the
unconscious can be vastly different from the conscious persona.
However, the unconscious is not a repository of repressed
instinctual desires, as in Freudian ideology, but can be a guide
and adviser of consciousness. The means of communication for
the unconscious is via dreams, visions and the like. Thus,
dream~ are the 'voice of nature'. They have a compensatory
function attempting to display any one-sidedness in our nature
so that steps might be taken to remedy this. A wicked person
is supposed to have highly virtuous dreams, and vice ..erea.
The dream then is a means of information and control.

In Jungian dream analYSiS, a series
of dreams is investigated. The dream itself is treated as being
important rather than the distant associations away from it.
A recurring theme indicates a wrongly interpreted dream.
Amplification is Jung's process of directed associations (in

contrast to free-association). The analyst keeps the associations

centred on the dream, but associations of both patient and analyst

are considered. In the therapeutic Situation, the first dream
is believed to be significant, as it reveals underlying att-
itudes regarding the treatment. In the method of dream-resolution,

the patient's present conscious situation is assessed, recent
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events are noted, and the subjective content of the dream is

recorded.
The structure of the dream,said

Jung, is like ttBt of classical Greek drama. The time, place and
persons involved is first dealt with. Then, there is the exposition
of the dream problem, which is followed by the peripety where
the plot is woven and a crisis develops. Finally, in the lysis
stage, the necessary solution is indicated. Jung believed that
dreams having no lysis could mean that actual death t,.asimminent
for the dreamer.

Apart from the compensatory factor,
dreams may also be prospective - anticipating future conscious
events and performance, like a preliminary exercise. 'l'hisfunction
is in total contrast to Freud, where dreams constantly hark back
to infantile sexual wishes. Dreams may revert to the 'land of
childhood' which was a period when consciousness had not separated
from the 'Collective unconscious'. Natural instincts are supposed
to be lost at separation, but if life becomes difficult, one may
wish to return to a time when the unconscious gave directions.
Jung believed that modern man has forgotten that the unconscious

is autonomous - it should be taken heed of.
A few experiments have been

conducted either to test Jungian theory, or the results of which

can be related to Jungian concepts. Concerning the major function

of dreams as being compensatory, the hypothesis can be deduced

that introverted persons should have extraverted dreams, and

vice versa. Sarason (1944), using 25 mentally retarded females
as subjects, noted that TAT (Thematic Apperception Test) themes
and dream reports were very similar - a finding that is contrary

to Jungian theory.
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Gordon (1953) performed a similar study using 29 psychiatric
patients, and despite 11/42 significant positive correlations
on various dimensions, believed that compensation does occur in

dreams.
Rychlak & Brams (1963) used the

MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) and the EPPS
(Edwards Personal Preference Schedule) on 41 College students
and compared these scores with the presence or absence of certain
themes in dream reports. Dream reports and personality measures
tended to centre on the same themes, so not supporting Jungian

theory.
Robbins (1966) used 32 students

and compared dream association ratings with EPPS scores. 3/11
dimensions common to both measures gave significant positive
coefficients of correlation. Brender & Kramer (1967) gave
TAT cards to 13 subjects who later slept in a sleep lab. 78
TAT stories and 34 dream reports were rated on 20 need dimensions.
4 of these (defence, sentience, affiliation, play) provided
significant positive correlations, and only 1 (dominance) gave

a negative ccefficient.
In a test of Jungian theory

Palmiere (1972) administered, to 114 students, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator and selected 25 at each end of the scale of

Introversion/Extraversion. 6 TAT cards were administered, with

questions on perso~lity characteristics of persons in the stories.

lo'antasiesof extraverts should have shown more repressed intro-

version and vice versa. On the contrary though, introverts chose

significantly more introverted responses.
Finally, Domi.no (1976) obtained
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dream reports from 62 students. which were rated on 15 pers0nality
dimensions and compared with scores on the same dimensions as
measured by the EPPS and ACT(Adjective Check List). 6 EPPS
scores and 10 ACL scores correlated significantly,and all
positively. It therefore seems that the notion of compensation
in dreams, a major element in Jungian dream theory, is not
supported by experimentation.

One criticism that might be made
of Jungian dream theory is the matter of why the compensatory
message has to be so subtle. Why should not a direct thought
occur in the dream or when awake that 'I am too one-sided in
my nature'2 It is rather like the Roman belief that dreams were
messages from the gods. The rebellious Cicero asked ,'Why if
the gods can warn us of impending events in dreams, should they

not do so when we areawake?'(MacKenzie 1965, paees 52-53)•

••••••••••
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rv •7 RECENT IDEAS Cl~DREAMS.
Some notions on the possible funct ions of the REH

State in the overall context of sleep were discussed in Chapter
II. Often though, any psychological significance of the dream
is given little consideration. The view is reflected in such
recent ideas as that where the dream is seen as a mere by-product
of memory organizational processes (Evans & Newman,1964) or where
the dream is said to be produced by the initiation of PGO spikes
caused by the release of monoamines at the pontine part of the
brain stem (Jouvet,1967). other writers however, have continued
the long-standing opinion that dreams are of psychological import
and have developed their own systems of belief (e.g. Adler,1958;

Fromm,1949; Hall,1953; Ullman,1962).
Evans & NeWlDlU!l(1964), treading on the dangerous

ground of superficial analogy, proposed that dreams serve as a
'memory filter' rejecting redundant memories and responses -
process that must occur in computers from time to time when
programs are updated. They point out that human memory traces
are adaptive to new situations. Computer programs too are evolved
and redundant material is removed 'off-line' so as not to affect
on-going processing. Old memories are not erased, they assert,
since they may 'come in useful one day', but links between
memories are modified in dreams. If the activity is prevented

'breakdowns' can occur. Short re-routing of several items can

be reflected in 'non-sensical' dreams whereas modification of

lengthy 'programs' would result in long' sensible' dreams.

Repeated dreams would result from constant interruptions in

the modification process et certain memories. The theory appeared
at a time when it seemed that a 'need to dream' existed. That
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view however has not prevailed and consequently the theory
has been left rather high and dry.

Jouvet (1975) suggested that dreams are products of
cortical stimulation arising from PGO spikes. His ideas are
based on extensive neuorophysiological studies of cats. He
has found that PGO spikes occur under the control of a 'pace-
maker' in the lateral part of the pontine tegmentum in the region
of the nuclei pontis oral is and caudalis (Laurent et.al~1974).
Rapid ocular activity in Stage REM sleep is synchronised with
PGO spikes • The spikes are seen to occur continuously after
pharmacological effect on (using reserpine or para-chlorphenyl-
alanine),or lesion of, the raphe nuclei (which results in a
decrease of 5-HT). An inhibitory control operates normally to
suppress PGO immediately on waking and this appears to be due
to the activation of nor-adrenalin neurones. Another observation
by Jouvet is that stereotaxic bilateral destruction of the caudal
part of the nucleus coeruleus selectively suppresses the powerful
motor inhibition ~f Stage REM. Cats with this lesion evince

'pseudo -hallucinatory behaviour' at REM times (Jouvet ,1975'.
acting out aggressive and other instinctive behaviours. In Stage

REM then , massive muscular inhibition and the raising of sensory
thresholds effectively stop any input or output, so most neurons
can receive only endogenous information coming from the pons.

This process can only occur when the organism is asleep, hence

Jouvet states that sleep is the guardian of dreaming ( A direct
reversal of Freud's· dictum.) He also thinks that the period

of sleep following dreaming may be important for the integration
of information since a correlation exists between Stage REM duration
and the following sleep period. (Ursin/1970). Another observation
of Jouvet is that REM sleep appears most in the organism in utero
and at birth, so it must play some important maturational· function

\
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then. Two kinds of processes seem to occur: The first (e.g.
maturation of the visual system) appears to possess a critical
period and depends upon stimuli from the external milieu. The
second process seems to constitute a programmed genetic readout
as a function of prior epigenetic events. Here, REM sleep programs
or organises the integration of all the complex motor sequences
necessary for genetic behaviour (instincts). Jouvet considers
this to be the function of REM sleep, under the possible control
of PGO activity. In adults, modification due to learning occurs
to the neuro-system, however it is at this stage a rather redundant
process, as total inhibition of REM can be seen by MAO-inhibitors

or <xo- methyl DOPA drugs.
Hartmann (1973) suspects that dreaming sleep has

a function independent of dreams. These are mere concomitants
or indicators of brain processes. Thus, superficial 'condensation'
could result from circuit connections being tested or formed -
especially in the cortical areas served by ascending catecholamine
pathways. Hartmann points out that a single, short stimulation
of the cortex can lead to a whole story of events which unfolds
over several seconds or minutes (Penfield & Jasper,1954). From
another approach, Hartmann pondered on what is not in the dream.
He notes for instance that emotions are more primitive in dreams
and that the dreamer seldom feels fatigued, that free-will is

absent (except in lucid-dreams). In addition, emotions change

rapidly, attention is limited and reality testing is minimal.

Hartmann suggests these systems are 'shunted out' during the

repair processes of REM sleep. The lack of a ~continuing sense

of self' he states is the most prominent characteristic of post-
lobotomy patients (Robinson & Freeman,1954) - having of course
much cortical disconnection. This situation permits the more
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primitive 'primary process' activity to be reflected in dreams.
The changes in dreams during the course of the night could
indicate processes occurring at different levels of the brain.

Some major psychological viewpoints on
dreams will now be considered. Adler (1958) proposed a theory
of dreaming which is not as detailed as Freud's but presents a

very different approach. Mainly, he believed that sleeping and
waking thoughts were similar, only there is some relative defic-
iency in sleep. Thenfore he disagreed with Freud that the Un-
conscious was important in determining dream thought and that a
dichotomy between Consciousness and the Unconscious existed.
Sex and aggression do not generally dominate waking thoughts so
they would not do so in dreamso However, like Freud, Adler
believed that dreams occur when one is troubled by some unresolved
problem in waking life. He also recognised the presence in dreams
of such mechanisms as condensation, displacement and symbolisation.
The symbol he saw not as a disguise but as a simple expression.
Adler considered day-residues to be more important than Freud
since they represent waking troubles. The dream though, fools
the dreamer over the resolution of the problem. Ullman (1962)
though pointed out that this notion is somewha~ contrary to

Adler's insistence that the dream and waking thought are similar.
His ideas provided groundwork for the later opinions on dreaming

of such theorists as Fromm (1951), Hall (1959) and Ullman (1962).
Fromm (1951) rejected much of Freud's dogma. He thought·

that in sleep our frame of reference changes drastically from

waking concern about survival and mastering the environment to an

inner world concerned exclusively with ourselves. This contemplative
state can also be attained by a waking person by focussing on
inner experience. The logic of the dream world is entirely valid
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for that situation. Symbolic language is employed but in Western
culture this comprehension has atrophied. Dreams are therfore
remnants of this mode of expression. Fromm believed that in
dreams we are no longer exposed to cultural pressures and can
therfore become aware of what we really feel and think. Thus,
true insights and value-judgements may be experienced in dreams

as well as immoral wishes. He saw the 'low' (Freudian) and 'high'
(Jungian) aspects of the dream as dogmatic restrictions and thought
either side of the dreamer's character can be expressed.

Hall (1953) obtained a total of 10,000 samples of
reported dreams from a normal population. The most frequent settings
were: part of a building (24%); a conveyance (1~) ; a whole
building (11%) ; place of recreation (1~~) ; street or road (~) ;
shop (4;) ; classroom (4%) ; office or factory (1%) ; miscellaneous
(14%). In the first named setting the most common rooms in the
dreams were in order: the living room, bedroom, kitchen, stairway,
and basement. Hall saw the most outstanding feature of these
settings was their commonplaceness. Bizarre and unfamiliar settings
are seldom dreamed about. However, the settings do not mirror our
daily lives since places of work have a lower frequency in dream

reports. In addition, recreational settings are higher than in

real life. As to the characters appearing in dreams, Hall

divided hi. Subjects into 2 groups. The younger group (18-28)

produced 1819 dreams. In 1~~ of cases only the dreamer was present.
In the rest the average number of persons in the dream was 3

including the dreamer. 43% of the characters were strangers,

37% were friends or acquaintances, 19% were family members or
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relatives and 1% were famous persons. The dreamer's mother appeared
most frequently (34~),then the father (2~~), brother (14%) and
sister (12%). Men dream twice as often about males than females
but women dream equally of both sexes. Also, people generally
dream of persons of their own age group. Older persons (30-80)

generally showed little difference, but dreamed more of younger
persons. Hall generalised by saying that children dream of their
parents , and vice versa, and husbands and wives dream of one

another.
Regarding actions in dreams, Hall found the

following frequencies for different categories: walking, running,

riding, etc.- 34'~; talking - 11% ; sitting - ,.,,;,; watching - ~;
socialising - 69j ; playing - ~ ; manual work - 4% ; striving - 4%

quarelling and fighting - ~~ ; acquiring -~. Flying and floating
were not observed to be frequent dream activities. Hall summ-

arised these findings by stating that 'dreamers go places more
than they do things ; they play more than they work ; the
activities are more passive than active.'

An analysis of 1320 dreams provided information on
the relations between the dreamer and the other characters. Most

acts were hostile (388 to 188). Of these, the bahaviour was:

Murder - 2% ; physical attack - 28% ; denunciation - 27~;
feelings of hostility - 8%. Emotions felt in dreams were: app-

rehension - 40% ; anger, happiness and excitement - 1816 each ;

sadness - 10 %. Thus, 64% of emotions were unpleasant and 1~

pleasant. Strangely, though most dreamers judged dreams more
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often pleasant (41%) than unpleasant (2Yt~). Hall could find no
special characteristics of coloured dreams. In 3000 dreams, 2g;.
were coloured (31% females, 24% males).

Armed with this data from typical ordinary people Hall (1953)
propounded his ideas on dreams. He belives dreams can provide self-
knowledge and that they may be studied to ascertain what a person
thinks about during sleep. The dreamer's problems and conflicts
are experienced in the dream, portrayed like a theatrical pro-
duction. On the matter of sex-dreams Hall stated that nocturnal
emission shows 'unmistakably' that the dream is sexually motivated.
However, this may not be so: Excessive sexUal arousal (linked with
erection in Stage REM) caused by some physiological instability
could perhaps produce an orgasm. The dream content is not always
sexual in such dreams and in that case it is not necessarily symbolic.

Hall gives 4 rules for understanding dreams. Firstly, that
the :whole theatrical effect of the dream is a creation of the
dreamer's mindo It provides a picture of subjective reality.
Secondly, that nothing appears which the dreamer does not put there.
Therefore the dreamer is best able to interpret the dream. Thirdly,
that several conceptions of the dreamer's self, or others, may be

revealed. Fourthly, that the dream is an organic unity which needs

to be interpreted as a whole. As for symbols in dreams, Hall

believes they do not disguise but are merely expressive devices

as occur often in waking life (e.g. a lion represents courage).

However, his notions generally appear to accept Freudian dogmas

such as the Oedipal complex and the omnipresence of sex and aggression

in dreams.

Essentially he sees the dream as providing information about
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the dreamer's concept of self, other people, the world, driving
forces, and conflicts. Five major conflicts develop in life :
The child and its relationship with the parents ; the freedo~-
security conflict of childhood and adolescence ; the inherent
bisexuality conflict ; the moral conflict between biological and
sociological feelings ; the biological life/death conflict.
The dream reveals the person's feelings on these topics.

Ullman (1958, 1962) came forward with his own views on dream
consciousnesss. He agreed with several statements of Adler :
His criticisms of Freudian theory ; the emphasis on the possible
relationship of the dream to the life-style ; his emphasis on the
dreamer·s orientation to the future. Ullman agreed partially about
Adler's notion of the use of metaphor in dreams as a device for
stirring up feelings regarding an aspect of the dreamer's current

life situation. He believed that the crucial quality of the dream is
its capacity for revelation rather than concealment.

In modern dream interpretation, dogmatic assertions are
being generally abandoned and a mixture of techniques and beliefs
are often employed. For example, Faraday (1972,1974) encourages
the recording of a dream diary and a discu5sion,when awake, between
the dreamer and any dream character to determine more about the

character (A method employed by the Gestalt therapist Frederick
Perls). She states certain rules for dream interpretation:

1. The dream should first be taken literally, as it might be a

reminder or warning.

2. It it makes no sense taken that way, the dream should be seen
as a metaphor.

3. Recent events trigger the dream.

4. The feelings in the dream are a good guide to the particular
problemD
5. Dream themes must be interpreted individually to suit the
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dreamer's particular life experiences and circumstances.
6. A dream theme can repre~nt different meanings on different

occasions.
7. The dream points to something that requires attention.
8. The dream is understood only when it makes sense to the dreamer.
9. If the dream is incorrectly interpreted the dreamer is unimpressed

by the interpretation.
Faraday appears to particularly seek out puns in dreams •

These may take several forms: Verbal,(gilt-guilt) ; reversal,(filling
full _ fulfilled) ; viSual, (baseball game -'base game') ; proper
name, (long johns - Long John Nebel) ; colloquial metaphor,(
shooting me down) ; literal,(bare chest - getting something off one's
chest). Faraday thinks dreams are of 3 basic types: 'Looking outward,'
providing information about the external world - often triggered
by subliminal perceptions; 'through the looking-glass', expressing
our subjective attitudes to the external world; 'looking inward',
giving a picture of our feelings concerning our inner world. The
dreamer may seek help from the dream itself in an interpretation
by asking it t. provide a meaning to a previous symbol. Faraday

encourageF group co-operation in dream analysis, to reduce
reliance on the psychotherapist and prevents the therapist's
personal values from being thrust upon the patient.

This author would comment that since the various dream-
interpretation Schools have all claimed to provide the true and
only method, and as each can give voluminous testimonials, perhaps
the dream in fact is fairly malleable and Bimp~y reflects the .person's
conscious biases (or the therapist~) regarding dreams. Since there
is no p~siological need to dream they need not be messages of
great psychological import. In addition, the various physiological
accompaniments of dreams may not be the result of psychological
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activity, overt or suppressed. Random changes in physiological
arousal might cause psychological effects. Nevertheless, the
choice of particular images is surely highly personal to the
dreamer and inasmuch their study may be revealing. Therapists
assume that some great truth from an all-knowing part of the
mind is at the base of the dream and that the dream is the only
channel of communication (i.e. It is a special state having
unique qualities). This author is reminded of his experience,
with 'hypnotic dreams (Hearne ,1973 ). It was found that similar
,roductions could be obtained without'hypnosis~ This might be
true of nocturnal dreams also. Perhaps the person need only
relate an imagined dream in the waking state.

Thus, despite millenia of dream interpretation, the dream
remains essentially a mystery. No one can prove that a partic-
ular analysis is the correct one; no one can scientifically
demonstrate that the dream even conveys a previously unrecognised,
important, psychological message - although the cases of creativity
in dreams indicate the presence of some complex mental activity
during that state.

• •••••••••
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TV.8 CRBATIVITY AND Dl{;.:;;·dLS.

Creative people are said to have
more imaginative dreams. Adelson (1957) reported that 8 College
girls in a creative-writing course had far more exotic dreams than
7 'uninventive' Subjects. Similarly, Schechter et al.,(1965) admin-
istered creativity tests to 105 students who also kept a dream diary.
The Arts students had significantly more recall of dreams than
Science students, and a significant positive correlation was found
between dream imaginativeness and creativity test score.

Numerous important artistic works
and scientific discoveries have emerged from the dream state.
Neils Bohr's dream of a solidified sun with its planets gave him
the concepualisation of the atomic model. (Krippner & Hughes,1970).
The Nobel Prize-winning pharmacologist otto Loewi discovered that
nerves affect the heart-beat via an intermediary chemical after a
dream suggested the experiment. He wrote the dream down but could
not decipher it the next morning. That night the dream recurred
and he performed the experiment on waking. Gannon (the neurologist),
Galen (the physician), Louis Agassiz (the naturalist) all reported

scientific discoveries in dreams. Elias Howe, the inventor of
the sewing machine experienced a dream in which natives were
throwing spears at him. He noticed that the spears bad eye-shaped
holes near the tip. He woke and realised at once that the dream

had solved the problem of where to place the eye of the needle

in the sewing machine. James \vatt had a recurring dream of

walking through a heavy rain of lead pellets. He thought the
dream might be indicating that molten lead dropped from a height
would form spheres. On test, his idea was proved wholly correct.
The chemist Kekul; thought of the ring structure of the benzene
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molecule after seeing, in a dream, a snake with its tail in its
mouth. He later told a scientific gathering that 'Gentlemen we
should learn to dream'. The mathematicians Condorcet and Carden,
and the philosophers AI-Marounand Synesius all had insights in
dreams (Krippner & Hughes,1970).

Among artistic creations, several
composers ( e.g. Mozart, Schumann, Saint-Saens, d'Indy) reported
that themes had been obtained from dreams. Tartini dreamed that
the devil played a sonata, but the composer, on waking, could only
remember the trill. R.L. Stevenson was able to dream whole stories
and even return to them if the end was unsatisfactory. His 'Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' was the result of a dream where a pursued
criminal drank a potion which altered his appearance.

These cases strongly indicate that
dreams have great potential in i~proving the quality of life of
mankind.

Having given a general account of Man's
historical fascination in dreams and some of the theories which
have been proposed to explain them, the next Chapter deals with

a particular type of dream - the study of which has been greatly
neglected.

• •••••••••
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CHAPTER V---------
LUCID-DREAMS.

V.1 THE PHENOHENOO.

There exists a type of nocturnal dream which is not
experienced universally and then not usually frequently even in
those who do report the phenomenon. It may be described and defined

as a dream in which the dreamer becomes aware that the perceived
situation is in fact a dream i.e. one has insight whilst asleep
and dreaming,that one is dreaming. The condition is not usually
developed by the dreamer in the form of dream-control, and probably
it is typically considered as an interesting trifle. The label
'lucid-dream' has been attached to the phenomenon indicating the
presence of lucid thought. At this present time most people and
even most psychologists are ignorant of the term 'lucid-dream'
and because of individual experiential differences probably some
would deny that such a concept is possible. others might refute
their validity on philosophical grounds (see Chapter VI).

During the course of this research the author exper-
ienced his first lucid-dream. It was a most memorable event and
the following account suitably exemplifies the dawning of critical
awareness within the dream:

'I was wandering along on some rocks by the sea-side
somewhere. I seemed to think it was by the Mediterr-
anean.People were around and I could hear them talking
happily and playing games. I looked down at the sea
and noticed it was clear and deep. I moved on and again
looked down at the sea. It was shallow here and I
thought I could make out some old pieces of metal in
the water. This interested me. Next, the sea had gone
and I was on the beach digging a small hole which
seemed to enlarge automatically. I was then reclining
on the sand feeling into the hole and picking out
old green-tarnished coins. The visual detail was very
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good. Suddenly I realised that this was a wish-fulfilment
situation (finding money) that I had often experienced
before in dreams. I said aloud 'This is a lucid-dream'.
I stood up and looked around me. It was an incredible
experience - a wonderful dawning of consciousness. It was
a beautiful sea-side scene. The colours were much deeper
than normal and the layout was a bit odd. Perspeqtive
did not seem to be accurate. There were a few people
around,swimming,etc. I noticed a tight feeling round my
eyes at first. I considered making the 8 eye-movement•EOG signals as practise but did not do so as there would
not be any evidence I had made them.' (See page 367 ).
A strong association between the easy acquisition of

precious coins in dreams and the concept of wish-fulfilment had
been established in the author's mind by several previous post-hoc
analyses of co~finding situations in dreams. The example given was
the first time that the perception of coins 'triggered' lucidity
(It has occurred again since on a few occasions).

Sometimes lucidity is attained for no apparent reason.
The moment of realisation in a dream of subject A.W. exemplifies
this: 'It was just an ordinary day - it could have been morning

or afternoon. I was just walking along the footpath. I
wasn't really doing anything particularly. I mean, there
was no situation really apart from that. There's no
reason I became lucid I know of.'
In a survey of University students Green (1966) found that

73~ of the sample answered 'Yes' to the simple question: 'Have you

ever had a dream in which you were aware thar you were dreaming?'.

(70/95 males, 14/15 females). The male/female difference was not

statistically significant.The figures may be exaggerated though
due to an acquiescence response (Cronbach,1942;Wiggins,1962) in

persons faced with answering a question concerning a novel concept •

••••••••••

• An experimental technique described in Chapter VII.
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V.2 Tru:: par:":: . ..'};.L Ii J'Oll.'j.U_;L 0] LUCliJ-DW;I.LS.

In the past, the importance or

even the existence of lucid-dreams was not appreciated, per-haps

because thev are not universally experienced. In addition, no

colJrtion of nccounts existed and so the phenomenon was not

ud0(:w,tpl:r Labe LLed or categorized. Howeve r , enourrh is knovn

about tne se dreams nov to ajrpr-eoint.e thnt they could be a ve r-y

useful tool for studyinr, not only drenms but other psycholofic~l

prOCefiGeS such as memory and extern.ql pprceptions.

Since the subject is apparently

fl.\·mrt' of the real situation of be i nrt conscious yet in a dr-eam

environnent, var-Louc exper-Iment at Lonn can be undertaker. , as the

hab i t unI Luc i d-cdr-eam vrr-it er-e have i nd i crt e r, ~y.rc·rir'ent [~ ccuLo

be of 2 tvne c:

1. \;here the subject nerforms norno predeterr.lineo t.a ak rmd

obco rve s the result. The obscr-vat ioris could concern (p,)

de Liber-et e rnarri puIn t i on of dream events. J. B~udy of whr t ern

and canr-o t be done in dreams might prove interestinp; psycho-

]or,icDlly. H~w is the lucid-drearn logic different from reality,

and \1h~!'!Does the' lucid-dream represent an earlier staf~e in the

developr.1pr.t of homo-sanien's pflyche ? (i.e. a 'fossil' conscious-

ne sr: ':). Cb) Observations of erlernal stimulations i.e. perc-

e pt ions of stimuli of any sc nsor-v rnorla I i ty to see whet her- nne

hOI-I nod Lf'Lcat Lonn occur in Lncor-por-at ion ,

? \)here the SUbject performs t.a skn or responds to Lnet.r-uct i ons

rivtn when dreaminr, - providing input of verbal material i~

fensible. ThUG, the intellir,ence, persoTh~lity, memory, thinkin8,

of the lucid-dreaner could be tested whilst in the dream strtte.

For inE~tnnce, d:iscrennnriN' concer-rd nr; recall could throw l:i["ht
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on nemor-y conso'l.Ldat i.on nnrl r.torv-r-c , lJUTI"'[" joc; t h..t t ho drC,IT'v>r',

personality is the oppoe i t o to t hr \·t)::irr f'orr r.:ir~nt <1.150 OP tested.

hnother type of study could involvf' inctructinrr the lucid-dreamer

to perform specific actions in thr- drec.m to oetermine the consequences.

These and many other experiments could nrovide a clearer picture

of the Mind of the dr-eane r and the n= tur-e of dr-eana,

I.n <"'1] thr.sp case s the out nut

of Lnf'or-nat f.on f'r-om the subject wou l.d be assumed to be by verbal

report on Hakinr;. However , if a svst em of 2-\·rr:y communication

could he devised, the subject couLd r-opor-t f'imultnncouE'ly \Ii th t.l«:

drear1 evert.

at <' ve r-v on::;i c level too,

the fact thrt dr-eanrs rei1.1J.~!do oc cur- ir, R:;]; slef'r> could be chovn

if the aubiec t could sirv:~l f:"'or r 11lcid-(~re;-1Y'(·m: that dre-:r., v.r:' c

demonat r-abLv ill 0t<::p;eR1~L cleer:. ()t11C'r f;.ctorr: '.'Lich couLd be

established arc: whet.her- lucidit~: 110rFir:tr. "hdh'Y' t he +c~~nor~J

order of events in the wakin~ report cor-r cr-r-ondn to U!p siF"nRlled

information, whe-ther- there is rf>T)rer;s:io~ or ;:,n"'''f':i:' cor.cerninr:

sir,nalJed natter. From the d",t, obtr.I ne d f r-o-: such fitudier: a

nevr theory of dr-ear.is , fTt' .. fro~l !:,~t[(-:rs:Tch()10r::icr1 ~~0CU:!..l1tio!:::-,

HoulJ pureJy be forthco"'1jnr, •

•••••••• 0
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v .3 CHAH"CT-::~RI~3TICS OF LUCID-DRBJ.ES.

Green (1968) collated ouestionnaire data

a nd lucid-dream reports, and descr-i.bedthe var i ous characteristics

of these dreams. These are to be re-~tated and commented on.

1. The transit iona)._~_t~e •
Lucidity becomes established at a crucial

transitional atage in the ordinary dream, howeve r sometimes the

dreamer mAy debate vhe ther- or not the experience is a dream only

to conclude, falsely, that it is reality. This error, which may

perhaps be due to inadequate critical observation and thought,

and/or exceptional verisimilitude of the dream-scenery, prevents

the generation of lucidity. Green labels this transitional staFe

a 'nre-lucid-dream', however that term, because it includes the

"lord dream, is probably best used to describe the uhoLe of the

ordinary-dream matrix, of that IU:HP, preceding lucidity.

The phenomenon of lucidity-rejection in

the transitional stage is somewhat similar to a false-awakening

(page 113) after lucidity. In both cases the actual state is not

appreciated by the dreamer. The main subject in this research

(.h.\i.) whe n in the transitional atage , habitually tests whether

it is a dream or not by attem~ng to fly or float. If he succeeds

he knows he is asleep.

2. The onset of lucidity.

Green categorized those dream events

coinciding with the onset of lucidity. ~he listed 4 basic pro-

cesses:

a. Emotional stress within the dream. This was the most frequent

apparent cause of lucidity in naive subjects. Usually the awareness

appeared in a nightmare so eTh~bling the subject to wake up. The sense
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of faMiliarity in recurring nip;htmares apparently sometiM(>[;

trigr,ers lucidity. Green regards this type of lucid-dream

as rudinentary.

b. Hecov,nition of incongruity. Often, the observation of

some glaring out-of-place aspect of the dream may be linked with

the start of lucidity. For example, van Eeden (1913) remarks on

an observation by Prof. Brnst Bach that on one occasion he (J·lach)

knew he was dreaming because he saw the movement of some bligs

to be defective.

c. Lucidity arising from the initiation of analytical thought.

Here, lucidity is achieved after drear" events lead to intellectual

thou~ht about the situation. As examples, see this author's

ac~ount on pap;e , and the following report from A.\/.

'~Jhen I was r-unning down this path
I got caught up with some kind of prickly bush. I knew
I was dreaming because whe n I got caught up first of
all I started trying to untangle myself and I thoup;ht
"This is one of those stupid things , you get caught
up in some irrelevant business and you can't get on with
the main thing". (Taped report)

The distinct jon between items band c is surely often very

difficult to decide upon, so perhaps this separation is not

wholly ~ustified.

d. Recognition of the dreamlike quality of the experience.

Green cites a ~ubject whose poor visual acuity in a dream

apparently led to lucidity.

~he also sensibly points out that

the correlation between a report of, say, incongruity and the

initiation of lucidity does not necessarily prove a cause and

effect connection.

This author considers that such a

rigid classificatory system is premature and perhaps undesirable.

If the establishment of lucidity is essentially caused, say, by
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nhyr;iolor:ic;-.] stir':'llrltio'. of t ho cortex, pnrallel dream event r

may not be linked Fl.nclan? r.uch at t ernp'tn by the dreamer would be

rationalisations.

3. Lucidity stp..rtinr from a waking stage.

Green is apparently prepared to include

under the term 'lucid-dream' visual/imarinRl phenomena'of the

v!akinr, state. In one type the subjec t deL'i ber= tc Ly ot t ernpte to

enter a lucid-dream whilst fallinr, Dslee!l. Uuf;-:)ensky(19(,0) is

cited as the only person who nruc t i eed this in R 'half-dream'

at at.e , lie found it easier to observe them t.hough in the morning.

This author opines that the falling-asleep 'lucid-dreams' vzer-e

dr-vamLe t e , It is possible to surface lir;htly arid re-enter RLJ:

in the later RLJ:l.:,. '''nother point Ls that if the Subject

experienced vi via vi auaL iMP' rer:v, the se dreams could have been

exar-rn'Lea of unusuaL hynnar-ogi c and hypnopompic ir,ogery. Up to

no\'! no electrophysiolor;icnl evidence hac been able to determim'

whctner lucid-dreams occur in REJ.isleep and ar-e therefore r;enuirJe

dreams, or are a form of visual imagery occurrinr in ~tar,e 1 sleen

or even when avrake,

~. }lving and lucid-dreams.

Hccordinr; to Green, the activity of

flying is characteristic of lucid-dreams. Host of the writers

of collected accounts of their luciu-dreams mention flying

pr-eaumabLy it is a spont aneoue'Ly., present dream-skill. The
,

term flying' covers many varintionr; in technique. It can include

flir,ht by makinr, ~!imninr-t~Te movements, floating, zooming like

a rocket, or gliding along ju~t above ground level. Whenthe

subject is flyinr in an ordinnry dream the action can sometimes

coincide \'Iith lucidi ty - ner-hapa by peychoLogi.caI a aeoc is t ion

viith prev:iPU3occaai onn wher-e flyinr and lucidity were co-tempor

aneous.
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It is ir.tereRtinr,to con8ider why the

unreal acti vit v of flyi nr is pORsi bIe in lucid-dreams. 'I'wo different

considerations occur to thi~ Ruthor. Firstly, it could be that in

a lucid-dream primitive areas of the brain are prominent in activity

and that the organism in effect reverts to an earlier evolutionary

stage. Piscean or amphibian stage s in the development of man could
•thus be expressed - flying being a representation of swimming.

Alternatively, a lack of muscular feedback with perhaps imaged

positive feedback could permit such activity. A control-centre

might send signals which are intended to reach the appropriate

muscles. These are however inhibited by the natural atonia of ru;r-:

sleep. Since the muscles are not operated no signals of effect

return and in their absence imaginal positive feedback could pre-

sumably occur. Hence, any physical activity is theoretically

likely in LucLd-rir-cama - so Long nerr.,ps that an overiding psych-

ological assertion in the Subject of impossibility is not present.

Subjects have certainly reported,for instance, an ability to pull

a f:nger off and replace it, or to walk through a wall,

Van Eeden (1913) wr-ote , on flyinp;:

, .Flying or floating ••• is generally
an indication that lucid dreams are coming. When I have
been flying in my dreams for two or three nights, then
I know that a lucid dream is at hand. And the lucid
dream itself is often initiated and accompanied all the
time by the sensation of flying. Sometimes I feel myself
floating SY/iftly through wide spaces; once I flew back-
wards, and once, dreaming that I was inside a cathedral,
I flew upwards, with the immense building'and all in it,
at great speed.' (Pages 449-450)

• Ellis (18q9) attributes such an idea to Stanley Hall •
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5. Physical realism in lucid-dream~.
----"-----__:::......:;_:_;_.,;:;;,.;;,_~;:;.;..;.~.....;;..;;:;_~~.....;;.__:

The lucid-dream environment is

reported to be similar to that which we term reality, althoueh

not in all respects. Van ~den had the impression of being in

a 'fake-world t cleverly imitated, but with small failures' :
, On ~ent. 9, 1904, I dreamt that

I stood at a table before a vlindo'vl.On the table were diff-
erent objects. I was perfectly awar-e that I was dreaming and I

considered what sorts of experiments I could make. I began by
trying to break a glass, by beating it with a stone. I put a
small tablet of glass on two stones and struck it with another
stone. Yet it would not break. Then I took a fine claret-
glass from the table and struck it w it h my fist, with all my
might, at the same time reflecting how danger-cue it would
be to do this in waking life; yet the r-lass remained who Le ,
But 10; when I looked at it a~~ir. after some time, it was
broken. It broke all rir,ht, but a little too late, like an
actor who misses his cue. This f,ave me a very curious
impression of being in a fake-world, cleverly imitated, but
with small failures.' (Page 448)

Green states that lucid-dreams are

generally realistic in that,say, animals and objects do not become

personified or talk, or change identity during the dream. However

she also eives examples where physical realism does break down.

Bhe considers that the dreamer's attitude may be relevant to this

matter.

Flying is a common departure from

reality in lucid-dreams,and Green also draws attention to tunnel-

travelling representing dispacement in space and perhaps time.

6. Psychological realism in lucid-dreams.

Green states that persons who appear

in lucid-dreams retain their identity throughout the dream. Persons

who are unknown to the dreamer are often compounds composed from

memories. The lucid-dream world is also somewhat idealised in
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t ha t ue f'or-mo d or rrotcf)f'uepersons are seldom seen. 5hf' alno cornmcnt

that a specific person in the dream occasional) y dors not r-e semb Lc

thRt nerson. Often, the dreA.mer discusses with the hallucinated

person the fact tha t it is B dream • V,l!l l:;edenwr-ot e i
, •• 1 saw lraf. van't Hoff, the

f'amour: lJutch chemi st , whom I had knov-n e r. F ct ude nt-, et andd nr;
in Cl r.ort of college-room, surroundeci hu " number of leRrned
people. I went up to him, knowi ng ve rv ve Tl that he WClS dead ,
and continued my inquiry about our condition after death. It

wa s El long, quiet conversation, in which I vms perfectly
awar-e of the si t.uo t Lon , J a eke d first why vie, lacking our
orrans of sense, could arrive at any certainty that the person
to whom viP. were talking vms r-eeLLy that pe raon and not a Fub-
.iective illusion. Then van't Hoff sa id: 'Just as in common
life; by Cl peneral impression.' 'Yet', I sHid, 'in common life
t.he r-r- iE~ ;1 f'tnbiljt v of obser-vation and there j G conno Iddat ior,
1,:" rene(lted obr.o r-vat i on ;" "He r-e [,IF:o'.s;;id v-.n ' t Eoff " 1-. no
t ne se ris=tion (I certainty iF trw SUf"l(-.'

7. Percentu~J texture in Luc i d-edr-eumr.,
(Par;es 450-451)

The visual detAil of lucid-dre?Mr nnT~prf'

to vary ...Tithin and between dreams although Green believes that

comp'l.e be realism seems to be the rule ...;1th hab itua] lucid-dreamers.

The r-anze of quality may be illustratf'd by the follO\dnr: 2 instRncps:

F. ~,"!erF (1R87):
, I waF, I thoUl"'ht,stpnding in my study;

but I observed that the furniture had not its usual distinct-
ness that everythin~ was blurred and somehow evad~d D

direct gaze. It struck me thnt this must be because I was
dreaMing. This was e great delight to me, as giving the
oppo:rtunity of exper-i.me nt.atton, ' O'ar-en 241-242)

,sub.iE'ctA.vJ. :

t In this lucid-dream, a scene-shift
occurred. I was amonr all these subu~ban houses and so on
and I was reading numbers on the gates and then it ran into
a scene like the seaside, where there were little shops
selling the usual seaside stuff - postcards, buckets,etc.
And I was looking around on anythinc that might have a nu~ber
on it - bits of advertisine: and so on. ' (page 377 )
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Unp interestinr difficulty reported

by some subjects is an iTlr"lbility to focus on r-ead'i.ngprinted or

vir]tten material. Oliver Fox wrote:

, In a dream of Knowledge readinf, is
~ very difficult matter. The print seems clear enough until
one tries to read it; then the letters become blurred, or run
tor-ether, or fn.de away, or chance to others. Bach line, or
in SOMe caRes each wOrd, must be held by Bn effort of will
until its meanin~ has been firmly grasped; then it is re-
leased - on vlhich it becomes blotted out or changed - and
the next held in its turn and so on. Other people have told
r.lethat they find the same difficulty in reading dream lit-
erature. (Page 46)

Sometimes rerceptual detail is

ext r-emeLy good - it must be if subjects cannot decide vhe ther a

f'itmdion is a drenm or reality. other eennor-v moda Lat ies «re

represented in Luc i.d-idr-enms , Flf' thpse example" shO\·!:

/.ud i t or-y and gustatory sensat ion. (Van Eeden)

, I took the broken glass and threw
it out of the window, in order to observe whether 1 could
hear the tinkling. I heard the noise allri~ht and 1 even sav:
two dogs run avlay from it quite n13ture.l1y. I thourrrrtwhat a
p:ood imitation this comedy-world was. Then I sax a decanter
with claret and tasted it, and noted with perfect clearnesE
of mind: '~Jell, we can also have voluntary impressions of
taste in this drenm-world; this har: oui te the taste of ....,ine'.

(Page 448)
Guat.at.or y sensation: (Subject A.v!.)

, I pulled a leaf (I think it was a
thistle) some sort of fairly fat leaf and tore it in two find
tasted it ••• it tasted swee t and sappy. ' (Taped report)

Green considers that proprioceptive

~ensation is implied by the reports of some subjects of being

awar-e of the position of their body;
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8. nerlOrv of Luc iri-r1r~(lr[).

Green r;tr;tef;thnt al] hDbitual

lucid-dreamers report the: .,'memor-y of the lucid-dream as being clear.

However, interest in the phenomenon probably accounts for a better

recall.

9. Nemory in _lucid-dre~.

Green points out that the ideal

It/ay to test memory in lucid-dreams is to test the subject's responses

to certain independent questions. However that is a state of exper-

imental development not yet attained. Subjects have certainly

remembered tasks or experiments to perform in lucid-dreams. For

instance Subject t.,v. :

, I looked 8t my hands and they
were definitely unusual. I mean, they ltJeren'tmy hands.
That's what gave me the clue - so it was after that I
started doing the experiments. And while I was flying I
remembered ( because I thought I was a bit behind schedule
you see) to, at least think about listening for words coming
in - but presumably you didn't send any.' (Taped report)

Van Eeden mentioned the 'nearly

complete' recollection of day-life in his dreams:
, In these dreams the reintegration

of the psychic functions is so complete that the sleeper
remembers day-life and his own condition, reaches a state
of perfect awareness, and is able to direct his attention,
and to attempt different acts of free volition.' (Page 446)

However, some lapses occur: (van Eeden)
, Then I saw my brother sittine

- the same who died in 1906 - and I went up t~ him saying:
"Now we are dreaming, both of us." He answered: "No , I
am not! II J-\ndthen I remembered that he was dead. ' (Page 450)

Green is of the opinion that a

hierarchy of memories exists in lucid-dreams:,
1. General psychological reflections and intentions are most easily
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nroj)0rticrc; of the phyrri ca), wor-Ld,"

? '0~ecific intentions relatinr to the lucid-dreaM, Dnd circum-

stClnCef"of feirly lor.r, f"tt'-ndinr; concerning Lis life and circumstance.

3.' There appf'are to be b positive resistance to accurate memories
•

of the most immedi:>te pnd rpecific concrete details of the subject'E

life. '

~he st8tes that concrete details

of this latter kind are the only inaccurntely remembered itemr.

in lucid-dreams. If true, this is a pot.e nt iaL'Lv interestinr obr-e r-v-

Rtion, a~ it su~rest~ that in the lucid-dream stAte those ~rear

of the br-ain dealinr \·..ith conso Li.datLon ond f'tornrf' of r-ccc r t m(,l-orief'.

are divorced from the dream consciousness areas.

10. Analytical thought in lucid~dreams. ~ r <""t· -~t' r-
]10:. Lt1 _:n\('~) a rr. lOT!" Green fir:dF

t r-at; fmrl~'ticnJ t hour-lrt Ln luci d-creaMs is re~o!"tror' not f:n 1'.0 f'au'l ty -

however there is ~n excpption :6h0 Ff:atpf" t~ t t~~ relrtionship be-

twecn the dream wor-Ldc:;ndr-er1 ,,'orIel may be subject to f,,111t~' r ea-

aorri nr; vhe r-e spe c if i c de t r=i Ls pre conccr-rv-r",

, I even reasor RE) f'o'LLov-s ; the irKlg'eF.

Hhich nppf'Rr to me in thiE dream are no more imposed upon me

than the images vhach present themselves to my eyes v..hen I am

mm.kf'. I ret[!~ n u; \Jell as ucua'l r.1Y freedom of choice to turn

rip'ht or left, to direct r1Yeyes in one direction or another,

and so on. Indeed, I car sunnon up certain scenes or produce

cr-r-taf,n imflp;eFaccor-d'inr'Ly Ft" I \·!ish or do not wish to act

Mentally as R :result of vhet I re e ••• How does the dream

differ for me f'rom realit:-/( I remenber , I reason, I \':ill, 1

do not will: I El.nnot the helpless victim of the hnllucinfltion

in which I an invol VE'd. If r'1y ect s of volition are not follov:ed

by repl e f'f'or-t s , thif' if; on'l.y becnuse instead of my physica1

or-gans obcyir.r nv t hour.l.t , on) y an imnr,e of this pr-ocees t~kl'f:

nlace; but the psycholoricr J phenomenon is exactly the san.e , !
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(;reeney.e;I~)~i:ies her st at ement conce r-rrinr tile oc ca s i onaL fnilure
of S ubject e to r-eali se the independence of dream ann.actua],world
in ane cLf'Lcmatter" hy cuoti ng hyers:

, I remembered that my Hife and children
were a\olay et the time (which was true) and I did not reason
to the effect that they might be present in a dream, though
absent from hornein reality.' (Page 242)

Green states that a learning effect

can operate hOHever in this area, so that improvements in reasoning

occur subsequently.

~. Bmo~ional ~ity __of lucid-dreams.
The emotional level in lucid-dreams

is another variable feature. Green gives an extren' example of
Fox:

, I dreamed that I \-Insstnndinp; on the
pavement outside my home. The sun was rising behind the Homan
wall, and the waters of Blethingden Bay were sparkling in the
morning'light. I could see the tall trees at the corner of the
road and the top of the old grey tower beyond the Forty steps.
In the magic of the early sunshine the scene was beautiful
enough even then•••••Then the solution flashed upon me: though
this gloriOUS summer morning seemed as real as real could be,
I was dreaming1 ' (Pages 32-33)

One interesting virtually universal

finding is that emotional involvement in a lucid-dream can waken
the subject. Thus, habitual lucid-dreamers try to avoid certain

situations in order to prolong the lucid state.
Subject A.\1. :

, We went off a bit into some, well
one or blO bushes - not enough to conceal what we were doing.
I started feeling her up and she said she didn't want me to,
but I carried on and I said 'Why do you say not to?' and she
said 'Because I want you to' - which I thought made a sort of
sense and I was thinking 'Well that's typical- you've p,otto
~et them goi~ before they say yes.' She had small breasts. Oh
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yes, 1 took her trousers balf down •••• she had U Bueae cut and
I called her 'stubble-hean' ••• I was goin~ to •••••••••• even
though there were people around ••• but then I thought 'No,
you will waken up some part of your brain which will lePtd
to - you'll wake up. . (Taped report)

Green quotes Fox on the suppression

of emotion in lucid-dreams:

, It was so difficult to maintain the
role of an impersonal observer in this strange Dream \~orld. to
realise that if I a.LLowed my emotions to get the better of my
mental control the dream would COele to an abrupt end. I would
enter a restaurant and order a meal, only to wake after sav-
ourin~ the first few mouthfuls. Indeed, to see how much one
could eat, without paying attention to taste, would form a good
exercise in mental control if only these Dreams of Knowledr,e
were more easily come by; but, as things are, there are better
ways of spendin~ one's time in the dream, and I do not recommend
it. Similarly, I would visit a theatre, but could neve~ stay
in the dream more than a few minutes after the curtain had
risen, because my growing interest in the play broke down my
mental control of the experience. I would encounter a fascin-
ating lady and even talk to her for a while, but the mere thought
of a pOssible embrace was fatal.' (Pages 43-44)

Green finds that t wo types of activity

in the lucid-dream cause a loss of lucidity:

1. Activities which arouse an emotional conflict, as they are not

performed when awake. }'orexample, danger-ov.s , immoral (to the subject)

or antisocial behaviour.

2. Activities which lead to a loss of mental control, or an

uncritical attitude to events (e.g. the Fox case,above ).

Green states that a few Slubjects reportedly experience

a type of claustrophobia in that they feel trapped within the dream:

This can cause fear - which probably wakes the Subject.
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1') co,t-"oll:'r,i;'t'· of Luc ir--c rct.:.J_.__ _;_:::"':' - _... -:----- t _l - '-_- zz: , •

Accordinc to Green, one rC[1:J.rJ,·;Jllpch,,"<lcteristic of

lucid-drenms is their relative ccnt r o'I.';-.hili tv, llo,,!cvcr1 many

neonle vno exne r ience them are unawar-e of this a apect s Peop'Le

report that they can, to var-y inr' der;rees 01: different occasions,

j nfluence the action and course of events in these dreaMs.

httermts at control seer: to h.rvr to be indirect ussua TLy , for

instance, in deBirin~ to travel to a place it might be necessary

to simulate some form of transportation. OccasionRlly, somethinr,

cnUF;Cf'the subject to Hake at this stage. As ",Jcll RS mA.kinf~

thi n=r: hr>nnen, another forrn of control is to keen calm throughout

the dream _ p~rr.npfi by irnorinr; surroundil1.f';events. 'I'h ic form

of cor.tr'o'L is referred to by \:hitem"'n (19h1). ~ubject 'h. ... ;.' in

thif: study considers thRt this techni('lue p:rolonrs lucidity.

be a learned skilL This author mannr;cdto make Cl r;irl a:ppf'Dr

by conecioun thought during his first lucid-drear. - a'l thourtl:

the way she entered the dream V!asnot as planned:

, I remer'lbered the controllrhilit;r

napect; of lucid-dreams and tnourtht I would try to make a girl

npne0r and that she should r-esemb.Lesomeone I once knew. There

WiS R f;tRck of deck-chqirs about ?O feet a\oray. I wa'Lked up to

thcn thinkinr; that she wouLd be behind them. As I approached

the deck-chairs I remember thinld nr: what a lot of drea;~-time

this pction would occupy. I looked round the pile of chairs

but there vrae no ['I'J..rl. I felt dJ.·5'" int d t th· .u nppoln e a J.S ~nability

to control dream content and walked on. Suddenly I noticed

a younr; girl walking towards me. She was short vrith dark

hair - which fitted the required description. I was wondering

whether to speak to her when she smiled at me and said 'Hello'.

I took her hand and we walked off happily together. ' (page 367)

h. detailed study of whdch dream act-

ivities can be controlled and to what extent might lead to interesting

findings of consistencies between subjects, which could shed new light

on the n~ture of dreams.
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]~Lxtra-sensory-perception and lucid-dreams.

Green considers there is evidence
for E.S.P. in '\-;akinp;-lucid-dreams'and hence expects a similar
f i ndi ng in sleepine;-state Luc i d=dr-eame , Few writers appear to have
made suitable experirr.entsthough. Green cites an example of apparent
telepnthic B.S.P. from 'Subject A.'

, I became aware that I was dreaming
and decided to try to communicate with my son. I had an impr-
ession that contact had been achieved and attempted to convey
to him the words, 'I can't stay long; I am feeling muzzy.'
'.-ThenI met my son the next day for Lunch he repeated these
words to me before I had mentioned the matter to him and said
that he had TPceived the impression in a dream in which he also
was aware that he was dreaming. ' (Green 1968,page 110)

Van-Beden reported a case of
ostensible E.S.P. from a lucid-dream:

, In ~~y, 1903, I dreamed that I was
in a little provincial Dutch town and at once encountered my
brother-in-law, who had died some time before. I was absol-
utely sure that it was he, and I knew that he was dead ••He
told me that a financial catastrophe was impending for me.
Somebody was going to rob me of a surnof 10,000 guilders. I
said that I understood him, though after waking up I was
utterly puzzled by it and could make nothing of it. I wish
to point out that this was the only prediction I ever re-
ceived in a lucid-dream in ~uch an impressive way. And it
came Or4Y too true, with this difference, that the sum I
lost was twenty times greater. At the time of the dream there
seemed not to be the sli~htest probability of such a catRst-
rophe. I was not even in possession of the money·I lost after-
wards. Yet it wns just the time when the first events took place -
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t ho rnil\"::v st:dker of 190; - t hot Jed up to r.1yfinancial

ruin. '

'I'he type of B.S.l-'. experiment ad-

vocot ed bv Green appears to be 'travelling-claivoyance' where

t ho dr-eaner- Foes to a place and aecer-ta ins Lnf'or-matLon which can

b(' verified Inter. Strc:drhtfor\'lRrd siMultaneous E.S.P. exper-

inrntction ir, r.t thir: stan', r.n impoRdbility due to the low

frequency of lucid-dreams and the fact thnt it is not feasible

as yet to determine when a subject is exper-i.encf.ng R lucid-dream.

If that were so a fellO\lI 'receiver' or 'transmitter' of E.S.P.

information could be roused to take part in an experiment.

The discrete altered state of connciousness

which is t he lucid-dream, mc-y be accefisibJe to oxt.r-a-rsenoor-v

claimed sone support to the concept of telepathy in ordinary dre~m~

( Ullman & Krippner, 1969 ).

1-. fHIRe awakeni ng occurs when et

ncr-son is under the misapprehension that \!akinr: has occurred frot::

[l dr-enm, 'I'he verisimili tude of the dreamer' Fe bedroom mny be so

nerfect that the suhject d00~ not even nuestion wh0ther it iA ~

dream. The state fnirly f'r-eouent Ly appears af't.er- p lucid-dream,

al t hour-h it is present too wi t h ordinnry dreams. Indeed a ""ake-

f'uLneas-d Tl.ued.on may also occur at other t ir'f's during the night.

Suhjert A.W. reported:

, J was aware of possible false aw-

akeninr8 nnd 1 thourht ' I'm doing alright' - but then,

~rmnrently, I had one because I Q:lrtainly woke up from one.

l'osnibly the telephone rall[; becauRe I dreRmt that it rang

and I vm~ tryinr; to answer it, and I \·ms thinking 'Am I

too Rleeny to realise what is hanperri ng - the~"re not

snyinr: flnythinp; because they can tell I'm beinr; stupid '-
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be er-uno 1 kept r~yinr- 'HelJo' rr:« tr'('Y hch't f'.c:Y 2n:,rthinr.

1 thour-ht I'd better record it ("nelthe tnpe-recorelcr vent

vr-ong , The caase t t e seemed to be haLf out arid it \laS makinc

c' funny \'lhinine no i.ae and I couldn't stop it. I started

pul.Ld ng the batteries out and it ,.,,<16 shortly C'Ster that I

voke up. ' (Taped report)

Reneat.ed falGe awake ni.ngs have

also ber-n recorded. Green cites De1nr.e who peycrol times one nicht

dreured he Has urgently called to a sick person. Each time he

dr-e r.sed hurr-i.ed'lv , and sponged his face. The feel of v:ater he

UOU[j,t "'!oke' him on each occasion, but in the morning there

'v'p:r, no evidence that be had left his bed.

Gr-een ho l d.: the v ievr that, there

nrC' t, '0 t;rnef" of f'oLse "".'akeninf,:

dr-er.n cXT,r'rience. If the subject rer;Jisef'. it :ire rt i L) re (rer.r·

2. j rarer cnt.orror-y is uher-e the subject o.1.1nearfOto wake , but

in an AtMosnhere of susnense • The effect is supposed to increare

in strenrtr over time, or tho 811",4('("+ ":-' \'18'-('· t n ~. ',tor"'"

it, ('nd very f'cv .. unsoplri st icete d suh;iects. Fox wr-ote s

, I -peaned from unremembered

dr-eams ('n(l thour.ht I ,.raf) awake, It \Vc1.S still night, and

r.;v r-oomvcr:! dar-k, i.1though it seemed to me that I V(JS

avake , I felt curiously disinclined to move. The atmos-

phere seemed chanr,ed, to he in a 'strained' condition. I

hC1.0a sense of invisible, intangible powers at work, which

caURed thjfj feelin.r: ap, of Flcrinl stress. I became eX"Dectant.

Certainly somethi ng \JnG about to happen.'

If the st~te persists apparitionF

may be obscrvf>c, or pF:vcho-kineti~ phenomenn. Pox (1962) found that

recognition of thiF, state led to An out-of-the-body experience.
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15. Lucid-dreams in 'hypnosis'.
Green claims that lucid-dreams occur spontaneously

in light 'hypnosis' - without direct suggestion. This author
seriously doubts that 'hypnotic' lucid-dreams and nocturnal
dreams are the same phenomenon. There has been debate in the
literature concerning alleged similarities between ordinary
nocturnal dreams and 'hypnotic' dreams. Klein (1930) ,for
example, held that there were no differences between the two
phenomena since similar types of dream report occurred. Both
phenomena were supposed to operate at an unconscious level
evincing a manifest and latent dream content (Mazer,1951).
Tart (1964),however, pointed out that experimenter bias and
demand characteristics had invalidated many experiments on
'hypnotic' dreams. Also, electroencephalographical recording
was not used. Some 'hypnotic' dreams may have been Stage 1
sleep dreamlets. Tart concluded,after experimentation, that
the two phenomena can be distinguished in several ways. Thus,
physiologically, the EEG and basal skin resistance are quite

distinct ; no 'dream-work' mechanisms were observed in his study;

some subjects could not dream of the suggested topic at night,
but could apparently do so in 'hypnosis'.

This author's own experience with research into
'hypnotic' dreams reinforces the view that the two phenomena

are not identical. In a study (Hearne,1973) 'hypnotic'subjects

produced dreams which were repeatedly stopped on command after

brief running intervals. When stopped the subject 'projected'
the image onto a drawing board and traced the outlines of objects
as well as describing colours, textures, etc. The end product

was ,ostensibly, a series of pictures from an'hypnotic' dream.
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However, it was later discovered, using several subjects, that
the same results could be obtained without prior 'hypnosis'. The
important factor was imaging ability ( see page 41), not 'hypnosis'.
It is interesting to consider that a Control group of simulators
might not have produced the same results - due to their poorer
imaging ability (Sutcliffe, Perry & Sheehan, 1970). Hence, yet
again, a phenomenon peculiar to 'hypnosis' might have been
claimed. In another study (Wagstaff, Hearne & Jackson,1978),
the finding that the amount of REM sleep was decreased by a
'post-hypnotic' suggestion to dream on any topic (Stoyva,1965a)
was duplicated without'hypnosis' - using mere instructions to
subjects. Green's'hypnotic' lucid-dreams are surely examples
of spontaneous imagery. Demand-characteristics (Orne,1962)
could also be influential in the experimental situation •

••••••••••
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·1£.. False lucidit_y.

Green does not mention a reported

'false lucidity' nheno~enon, a1though van ~eden comments on this.

rim/eve"',he blamed such episode s on "demorriaca'L mockery'. Van Eeden

wr ot e :

, In harch 1912, I had a very comnlicated
dream, in wh i ch I dreamt that 'i'neodoreHoosevelt was de a d , then
that I woke up and told the dream, saying: 'I was not sure in
my dream whe ther he waa really dead or still alive ; now I
know that he is really rlead; but I was so struck by the news
that I lost my memory'. And then came a false lucidity in
which I said: 'Jim! I know that I dream and where I am.' But
this was all wr-ong I had no idea of my real condition, and
only al ow'Ly, after waki ng up, I realised that it was all non-
sense. (Page 454)

.raIse lucidity may perhaps be explained

more satisfactorily by the intrusion into an ordinary dream of a

virtually automatic thought that the situation is a dream, but that

in this rare case the comprehension behind the thought is lacking.

It is presumably more common in habitual lucid-dreamers •

..........
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A handful of writers have
recorded accounts of their lucid-dreamn,collected over several
years: Hervey de Saint-Denys (1867,1964), van Eeden (1913),
DeIage (1919), F'ox·(1962),Ouspensky (1960), ~Jhiteman (1961).

'I'he l·jarquisHervey de ,saint-
Denys kept a diary of his dreams froM the age of 13, and noted
his observations (with coloured drm/inss) ovar some 1900 nights.
He experienced consciousness in dreams and was able to exercise
control althou~ht it was never really absolute. He performed
experiments in dreams, an example of which is the followine:

'One night, whi Le sleeping,
when I felt complete know'Ledge of my real state and I was
rather apathetically watching the passage of the whole
phantasmagoria of my sleep which, incidentally, was very
clear, the idea occurred to me to take advantage of it, to
make some experiments with the power I might or might not
have of evoking certain images by the use of my will alone.
I tried to evoke (some monstrous apparitions seen in a
previous dream). This first attempt met with no success.
At this moment the pastoral scene of a covntryedde gilded
by bright sunshine unfolded before me ••• I imagined that
if, in a dream,I performed the action of putting my hand
in front of my eyes, I should obtain a first illusion in
relation to what would actually happen if I did the same
thing while awake; that is to say that I would make the
images of objects which seemed to be situated in front
of me disappear. Then I asked myself whether, once this
interru~tion of preexisting visions had taken place, my
imagination would not find it easier to evoke the new objects
on which I was trying to fix my thoughts. The experiment
followed this reasoning closely. In my dream I saw a hand
in front of my eyes, and this did indeed have as its first
effect the destruction of the vision of the countryside ••

• Pseudonymof Hugh G. Callowy •
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For a moment I remflined Hithout seeinr; anything, as would
have happened in reul life. Then I mnde another enerGetic
call to the memory of the f<T10US eruption of monsters and,
aR if by enchantment, thin memory, now clearly placed in the
objective of my thoughts, sudoenly stood out sharp, brilliant
and tumultuous, wi thout my even not Lcing , before waking,
the "Tay in which the transition had taken place. '(Pages 283-6)

Hervey de Saint-Denys was certainly

an important pioneer in the discovery to science of lucid-dreams.

The term 'lucid-dream' was

apparently first employed by van beden. other writers have used

different descriptive terms. In a paper read to the Society for

Psychical Hesearch that author gave examples of several lucid-dreams

out of over 350 he had experienced since 1896. He insisted that

they were genuine dreams occuring invariably between 5 and 8 n.m.

They were generally pleasant and contajned flying or floatin~

frequently. He reported having nearly complete recollection of

day-life in the dream and a clear recollection on waking. They

were stated to have a very beneficial effect and "Jere allegedly

occasionally premonitory.

He quotes the German poet

Novalis as saying that when we dream we are dreaming, we are near

"Taking un , but he decidely rejects that view. Van l::;edenstated

firmly that lucid-dreams occur in deep sleep. His approach was

sensible, scientific and based on the vast experience of mamy

hundreds of dreams. His testimony appears highly credible and

the scientific testing of conditions within lucid-dreams was an

important contribution to understanding the phenomenon.

Delage experienced only a few

lucid-dreams • A characteristic of his was to perform dangerous

activities in these dreams in order to observe the consequences.
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Delage (1919):

'After various happenings, I find myself
at the edge of a frightful precipice, the mere sight of which
makes me tremble: a sheer,or even overhanging, cliff many hundred
feet high. ~t the bottom are sometimes sharp rocks, sometimes
houses and trees which look small in the distance. At the moment
when I tremble and hold tight, the dream suddenly becomes conscious:
I realize that I am dreaming, that all this is illusory and that
I am in no real danger. Then, in order to see what will be the
result of this decisioa, I make up my mind to throw myself into
the abyss. I do so and I always arrive at the bottom without a
shock unless my fall ends in a delightful f~ight.' • (Page 453)

He stated that his'conscious'dreams
were not like ordinary day-dreams in that in the latter type he had

full control over the actions. He continued:
, •••in conscious dreams, the awareness

of the fact that I am dreaming, is the only point of contact with
reality. Everything else belongs to the dream which, although
more or less directed by my will in certain respects, still
contains a very considerable degree of scope for the operation
of the unforeseen, independently of my will and controlled by
factors outside my consciousness. Everything appears vividly
objective and as convincing as the events of real life, in a way •which is quite different from the feeble impressions of day-dreams.'
(Page 454)

Fox (1962) used the term 'dreams of

knowledge' or 'celestial dreams' to describe lucid-dreams - which
he thought occurred when the 'critical faculty' had become aroused.

He referred to degrees of realisation and propounded a direct pro-
portional link between the dream's vividness and level of realisation.

'To get the best results I had to
know all about the past life of my earthly self, just as one does
in w~ing life, to realize my body was asleep in bed, and to
appreciate the extended powers at my command in this seemingly
disembodied state.' (Pages 34-35)

• Translated by C.Green(1968).
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He maintained that the deliberate

prolongation of a lucid-dream led to a different phenomenon ,
termed 'Astral projection' or 'Out-of-the-body state'.Another
method of achieving 'astral projection' described by him was to
'sit-up' out of a Type 2 false awakening ( V.3.14.~An important
consideration requires to be mentioned here though. Perhaps the
definition (to the subject at the time) of the experienced state

depends on the dream environment. If a subject becomes lucid

when say walking along a road, the natural assumption may be to
classify it as a dream. However, if the lucidity occurs in a dream-
environment identical to the subject's bedroom, especially in a
false awakening, an 'out-of-the-body' definition may be applied.
Fox's reference to catalepsy after 'out-of-the-body' experiences
points to the phenomenon occurring in sleep.

Ouspensky (1960) made deliberate
attempts to produce consciousness in dreams. He maintained that
such observations did not alter the essential dream and so was
free from what today would be termed 'Experimenter bias'
(Rosenthal,1963 ). His 'lucid-dreams' - if that is what they were-
were entered in a 'half-dream' state. His method was to try to
continu. awareness as he fell asleep. He reported an ability to

control these half-dream state phenomena. This author considers

it more probable that the experiences were a form of controllable
hypnagogic imagery.

Whiteman(1961) ,a mystic, has exper-

ienced and categorized some extraordinary altered states of

consciousness. To him the term 'lucid-dream' should be applied

only to t1}les denominated a dream at the time, but with minimal

insight. Uream experiences where experiments are conducted should
then be termed fantll81-separations or full-separations (ot con-
sciousness trom the body) according to the degree ot control and
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insight. This seems unecessarily complicated though and the
boundaries could not be fixed. His claim that states of sep-
aration can be entered when awake needs to be studied by electro-
physiological monit~ing, as it could be that the assumption of
wakefulness is illusory. In addition one would wish to know the
extent of the subject's own waking imagery ability. Whiteman's
categories may be entirely personal to him, and the strong
religious bias does not aid a scientific, rational, evaluation.

F.araday (1972) reports that she has experienced a
•'lucid high dream' whiCh developed from an ordinary lucid-dream.

In the 'high' state she felt great exhilaration as if under the
influence of psychedelic drugs~

, ••the most extraordinary feeling came over me. Surges
of energy pulsated throughout my body and I entered a
'high' in which I was completely transported on the kind
of internal journey only thODe who have experienced psyche-
delic drugs would understand. I could actually feel my
bOdy being moved by this energy although I knew perfectly
well that I was asleep. In the distance, I could hear
the hammering of the builders in the basement, a dog
barking in a neighbour's garden, and the distant sound
of traffic. I was filled with an enormous compassion for
the whole of mankind for not being able to share my
strange and wonderful experience at that moment ••• '

(~are~ 294-5)
Tart ( 1969) had found that a class of 'high' ordinary

dream can occur in persons who had experienced psychedelic drugs •
Faraday however states that she had such a dream before her
experiments with drugs. Afterwards, she was able to enter a
'high' condition in a dream by merely wishing she had some LSD.

The 'flashback' could be neuro-chemically caused or,perhaps

more likely, the mind images a previously experienced pleasurable
state.
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Tart (1975) in attempting to work towards some conceptualisation
of states of consciousness plotted the 2 dimensions of Rationality
and Ability to hallucinate, to produce quadrants consisting of :
State 1 , ordinary consciousness ; State 2, REM dreaming ; State 3,
lucid-dreaming. (Diagram below.) The approach is simplistic though,
and could give rise to basic misconceptions about the state of lucid-
dreams. In any case, rationality is often good in ordinary dreams
and may be poor in lucid-dreams. A better dimension would be
'awareness', but can there really be such a scale?
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,,'--- <, ,

I 0 '
I 0 \

to 0 0 0 I

\ 0 0 0 0:
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Mapping experiential space at various limes.

From Tart (1975).
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V.5 LUCID-DR1:~MS IN RELATIOO TO DREAM THEORIES.

If lucid-dreams are in fact true dreams occurring in
Stage REM sleep, as distinct from waking-imagery fantasies,
they constitute a difficulty for some dream theories.

Freud in fact accepted (in additions to his work

'The Interpretation of Dreams' 1909,1914,1930) that some persons
can consciously control their dreams. A wish to enjoy the dream
might even underly this ability. Consciousness enters dreams on
other occasions when control is lost. In some nightmares the
thought occurs •It is only a dream' as a defence against the
realisation of basic unsavoury truths.

Jungian theory, and later similar ideas, might
interpret the lucid-dream as an indication that the dreamer
has developed some insight into an aspect of the Self , although
this approach could entirely miss the point that the lucid-dream
is a phenomenon in its own right.

Evans and Newmans' computer theory of dreams

cannot explain any volitional control of dreams. They are
supposed to be the passively observed result of updating

processes in the brain. Similarly, Jouvet's view that PGO

spikes cause cortical stimulation so producing dreams cannot

cope with an autonomous dream. Likewise, Hartmann's circuit-

testing and shunting-out theory would appear to require revision •

••••••••••
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Green's examples of lucid-dreams, since

they cover apparent waking phenomena, point to spontaneous imaeery

rather than REM-state dreams. ~ure1y she is defining the term too

broadly. Those alleeed lucid-dreams occurring via 'daylight impres-

sions' and 'hypnosis' , recorded by her, are not in states of sleep

and the term lucid-dream should therefore not be applied to them.

~Jhat is required is an electrophysiologica1 sleep study using

lucid-dream subjects to ascertain which sleep staee these phenomena

occur. ~he enormous problem here though is, if they do occur in

sleep, how can the subject indicate when such a dream is experienced?

A person might wake and pronounce having just had a lucid-dream, but

that does not constitute scientific proof that the event wa s really

recent. The subject may have confused Rl!."1j periods for instance,

and not in fact woken in the lucid-dream REHP. Imagery charact-

eristics should also be surveyed since if the phenomenon is a

product of visual imagery, scores on that dimension should cor-

relate with the frequency of lucid-dreams.

Green considered the experimental prospects

concerninr, lucid-dreams. She stated that on the reported evidence

it woul.d be expected that:

1. Lucid-dreams should occur in the latter part of the night.

2. Presumably they should be associated with REli sleep.

She stresses the importance of determini~ how the EEG of lucid-

dreams relates to ordinary dreams.

Tart (1965) wondered whether a 2-way

communication system between Subject and Bxperimenter could be

developed so that instructions and reports could be signalled.
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He pointed out that such a step would change the status of the dream
from a subjective event reported retrospectively, to a more immediate
sort of behaviour. Tart asked whether subjects could incorporate
certain stimuli so that these could act as signals to direct the
tubject to perform specific activities in the dream. He believed
that simple motor acts, such as raising a finger, could be performed
and he considered the possi~ility of subjects using automatic
writing or sleep-talking. Green also suggested that subjects might
be trained to make motor responses. The enormous hurdle though
is the phenomenon of muscular atonia in sleep (page 2.5).
Even if it were possible to make some form of muscular response
on the realisation of lucidity, say be a conditioned twitch, that
is not the same as signalling meaningful information spontaneously.

Green asks whether a subject in a
lucid-dream is more accessible to external stimulation than in
ordinary dreams - presumably as this might decide the 'depth'
of sleep. A method of continual training of 5ubjects to have
lucid-dreams when falling asleep is recommended by her however
as she states elsewhere, that is not the typical lucid-dream. Van
Eeden for instance who recorded over 300 lucid-dreams, found they
occurred 'always' between .5and 8 a.m. Green is obviously aware

of the problem of identification of the point of lucidity in a
nocturnal dream, hence her advocacy of the falling asleep type

of alleged lucid-dream where the start is certainly known.

A fUrther topic mentioned by Green
is the possi~ility of subjects attempting ESP experimentation

within the altered state of consciousness of the lucid-dream.

Certainly, the fact that the subject knowe what the situation
is, enables such a study to be performed.

Clearly though, the overwhelming
problem is that of Signalling by the subject. Is such a technique
feasible ? Chapter VII gives an answer to that question.
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A NOTE ON DEY1ANDCHARACTERISTICS.

In a paper,important concerning any research with human
suhjects, Orne (1962) pointed out that the subject's eagerness
to please the experimenter can cause bias in the results. Thus
'demand characteristics' can operate in the experimental setting.
The subject cannot be regarded as a 'passive responder' to
stimuli. He or she has motivations concerning the experiment
and an idea of what the outcome should be. Consciously or un-
consciously the subject may actively perform in a way to validate
the experimental hypothesis. The psychological experiment is then
a form of social interaction.

In 'hypnosis' work,for instance, simulating control
subjects (who simply pretended to be'hypnotised') have been
found to behave with great effectiveness, deceiving well trained
'hypnotists' (Barber, 1969).

In sleep and dream research both experimenter and subject
invest much time and often there is great inconvenience, hence
it is to be expected that demand characteristics might affect
the experimental results. This factor would have to be consid-
ered in planning the experiments •

••••••••••

In any discussion on dreams it is necessary to consider

the philosophical aspects of the phenomenon : this will be
attempted in the next Chapter.
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C HAP T E R VI------------

PHn.OSCPHICAL ASPECTS OF DREAl·~S.
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C HAP T E R VI----------

PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF DREAMS.

Dreams and sleep-mentation have

been discussed by several philosophers. Malcolm (1959) examined

the previously stated opinions of philosophical writers on dreams
and claimed they were mistaken. Essentially Malcolm challenges the
idea that dreams represent mental activity in sleep and that they
may be consciously experienced. The matter is raised here not only
for its relevance to dream study generally but because a scientific
study of lucid-dreams might resolve the philosophical issues.

Descartes (193ld considered that
a human mind is constantly conscious, even in sleep - consciousnesn
being the 'essence' of mental substance. On dreams he says: ' all
the same thoughts and conceptions which we have while awake may also
come to us in sleep.' Malcolm quotes several other writers on this
point: Kant:' In deepest sleep perhaps the greatest perfection of

the mind might be exercised in rational thought. For we have no
reason for asserting the opposite except that we do not re-
member the idea when awake. This reason however proves nothing.'

Moore: ' We cease to perform (mental acts) only while we are asleep,
without dreaming; and even in sleep, so long as we dream, we
are performing acts of consciousness.'

Russell: ' What, in dreams, we see and hear, we do in fact see and
hear, though, Owing to the unusual context, what we see and
hear gives rise to false beliefs. Similarly, what we remember
in dreams we do really remember; that is to say, the experience
called 'remembering' does occur.'

Freud: ' Obviously, the dream is the life of the mind during sleep.'

Malcolm approaches the problem
systematically. He point out first that it is absurd and self- contra-
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dietary for a person to assert or to judge that he or she is asleep,
unconscious or dead. A person might say that he or she is asleep
when actually asleep, but the remark would not be taken seriously
since awareness would be absent. Malcolm says:

, In order to know that when a man said
'I am asleep' he gave a true description of his own state, one
would have to know that he said it while asleep and that he
was aware of saying it. This is an impossible thing to know
because whatever showed that he was aware of saying that
sentence would also show that he was not asleep. The know-
ledge required is impossible because it is self-contradictory.'

He further states that 'having some
conscious experience or other, no matter what, is not what is meant
by being asleep.'

Malcolm also considers states resembling
sleep and concludes that hypnosis,for instance, is not sleep. Also,
neither is a nightmare where a person is threshing about and talking.

In the case of differential discrimination of external sounds (e.g.
a baby's cry may wake a person whereas continual road traffic noise
does not) the lack of perception of some stimuli satisfies the criteria
for sleep.

hnalysing further the question of judg -
ments in sleep he considers possible ways of determining whether a
person made a judgment in sleep:

1. The person might state an awareness of being asleep at the time
of the judgment but this is self-contradictory Malcolm asserts.
2. The person infers being asleep because:

a. The judgment was cotemporaneous with ,say, a burst of thunder

but in that case the sleeper was not fully asleep says Malcolm.
b. The person knows the judgment was not made before or after sleep
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so it must be durinc sleep but the conclusion does not follow and
the truth is theoretically unverifiable.
c. At the time the person was having a certain experience that only
occurs in sleep - but it cannot be verified that this experience ever
does occur in sleep.
d. The person made the judg~lrt whilst dreaming - but the assertion
cannot be made that the judgment was made at the same physical time
of dreaming - there are no grounds. Additionally, there are questions
as to how the person knows dreaming occurred during sleep and how the
person knows a dream was experienced.
3. No physiological phenomena can be used as evidence that a judg~t
was made in sleep. For instance,if,on making a judgment a particular
brain-wave occurs its presence during sleep is not proof that a judg-
ment was made since the correlation was established in persons who were
awake :it might be true or false.

The arguments propounded by halcolrn
also apply to other mental phenomena,he states, such as thinking,
reasoning, perceiving, imagining and questioning , as well as 'pass-
ivities' such as fear, anxiety, joy,and imagery. Dreaming though is
an exception he says. The schema of proof against judgments in sleep
does not apply. Claims of making judgments or having imagery in dreams

he says are meaningless because they cannot be verified whereas what
establishes that a person dreamt is the telling of a dream. ~~lcolm

at one time held that since it is theoretically impossible to verify

that someone had images, say, in his sleep, but possible to verify

that he dreamt~ then a dream cannot be identical with,nor composed of,

images experienced during sleep. He thought it proof that dreaming

is not a mental activity or a mental phenomenon or conscious experience.
However, he now considers these terms vague, so instead, he opines
that dreams are not composeo of thoughts, feelings and so on.
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}~co~ states that he does not

maintain that a dream is the waking impression that one dreamt. He
does not know what dreaming is but we determine whether a person had

a dream by receiving a dream report.
Commenting on the link between RE~j

sleep and the great number of dream reports obtained on ~ing from
that Stage conpared to others,he points out that eye-movements should
not be used as a criterion for having dreamt. The assumption for
instance that a person who showed a long REN period but could only
report a short dream, had forgotten part of the dream does not
follow. ~~lcolm believes that the error of psychologists and others
is to assume that a dream must have a definite location and duration
in physical time - an example of vrhat ~littgenstein termed a 'prejudice I
caused by 'grammatical illusions'• The dreamer's assertion that he
dreamt Ijust before waking I is unverifiable. Similarly, the connection
between events in the dream report and external stimuli does not mean
the two events were simultaneous. The link is between waking reports
of dreams and physical occurrences.The'length' of a dream, too, has
no clear sense.

\-/hatMalcolm says about sleep applies

f'Jrmost of the time and his comments on the dreaming/REH correlation
are clearly sensible. However, his approach generally seems to be

too simplistic. How could he explain for instance the case of a person

in a state of 'sleep paralysis' where the person struggles (without

actually moving) whilst being perfectly conscious of the situation?

Physiologically the person is still in REM sleep, yet consciousness

is present (Rechtschaffen et.al.,1963 ). In particular, the matter

of lucid-dreams could demolish his stand if the dreamer could convey

information from the lucid-dream to the external world and respond
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fntelligently to questions from the real world. This would show the
presence of thought in sleep and if the dream report on waking
faithfully reflected information signalled from REM sleep, it would
surely be the simplest and most intelligent step to regard the
experience during which the signalling occurred as a dream if that
is what it was later described as. Clearly, the study of lucid-dreams
could exert a profound influence on great philosophical questions •

••••••••••

It has been the purpose of this Introduction
to establish the particular area to be studied - the lucid-dream
and to illustrate how the phenomenon relates to the general backcloth
of dreams and sleep-research. A thorough search of the literature
indicated that no previous electro-physiological studies specifically
on lucid-dreams had been published, therefore ~uch useful information
might be potentially discovered if an adequate methodology could he

developed. The next section of this ThesiG describes the whole course

of experimentation.
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O~VW.

The next 10 Chapters describe the experimentation
performed for this Study. At the beginning of the research
there was no apparent previous experimental work in the area
on which to base experiments. The main problem was that of
marking the lucid-dream in the polygraphic record. Chapter VII
describes the successful technique (involving ocular signall-
ing) which was fortuitously hit upon.

Having developed a method which effectively 'event-
marked' the lucid-dream, and could also be used as a channel
of communication from the lucid-dreamer, the neXt Chapter
(VIII) describes a large-scale study which obtained and
analysed electrophysiological data from 8 lucid-dre~night
records (and 8 control nights) monitored from one subject.
The next Chapter (XIX) presents an analysis of the psycho-
logical results of that first study.

Having acquired much information concerning lucid-
dreams in this subject, Chapter X reports on attempts to

find other suitable subjects and the great problems encoun-

tered. One other subject was obtained in that study.
In order to consolidate the evidence for ocular sig-

nalling from Stage REM sleep,and being aware of the strength

of demand-characteristics in experimental situations, the

author next performed an experiment involving control subjects

attempting to simulate these signals (Chapter XI).
The relative scarcity of lucid-dreams in the sleep-

laboratory led to an experiment to try to artificially induce
lucid-dreams in subjects by an external-stimulation method
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(Chapter XII).

A further study was next performed on the original
subject (Chapter XIII) to obtain information of a more diverse
nature. In addition, analyses were conducted on extensive
questionnaire and diary data supplied by that subject (Chapter
XIV).

Results of a questionnaire survey concerning lucid-
dreams in a large number of persons are reported in Chapter XV,
and Chapter XVI describes attempts to determine whether person-
ality and intelligence factors relate to the experience of
lucid-dreams.

• •••••••••
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THE NE\'J TECHII1~UL.

VI1.1 DJTrlODUCTION•
From the evidence discussed in 111.8

this author did not believe that volitional motor movements (e.g.
pressing a micro-switch) could occur in Stage REM sleep, in which it
was assumed lucid-dreams would be found. Nevertheless, a micro-
switch technique of signalling would be tried. However, in
considering an alternative method it seemed a distinct possibility

that eye-movements might provide the answer. The eyes are, of course,
readily motile in REM sleep, whilst the rest of the body experiences
a lack of muscular tonus ( 111.1). The question of whether REMs
represent looking-at-the-picture ocular activity (Aserinsky &
Kleitman,1955 ;Dement & Kleitman,1957a) or are simply concomitants
of a change of neurophysiological conditions (Oswald,1962), has
been a moot one in sleep-research. On the one hand, experiments
such as that of Dement & Wolpert (1958a) in which last-recalled
eye-movements before waking were compared with the ECG record,
offer evidence for the'scanning' hypothesis. On the other hand
the fact that congenitally blind persons show REMs ( Gross et al.,
1965 ) does not support the idea. Perhaps both views are
correct. Conceivably, most HEMs are spontaneous and undirected

(too gross to be scanning, as Oswald ,1962, commented), but that
some are deliberate scanning movements.

So, in the belief that directed ocular
movements are possible in dreams, a sleep-lab study was begun

to test the efficacy of ocular signalling from lucid-dreams,
as well as the feasibility of motor responses.

It was anticipated that if the subject made a sequence of 8 regular
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ocular movements on attaining lucidity, this would produce a
distinctive EOG pattern (different from the usual random trace)
which could be easily identified in the polygraphic record.

This preliminary study was to continue
until the S reported having had a lucid-dream in which,he made
ocular signals. The S would also be required to press a micro-
switch, to test for any slight muscular response. If this were
possible it would provide a simpler method than ocular signalling,
as the micro-switch could be linked directly to the timer/marker
pen on the recording apparatus.

VII.2 MErHOD.

A 37 year old male who reported that
he experienced lucid-dreams approximately once or twice a week
expressed interest in being an experimental subject. He stated
that he had had these dreams for some 20 years and reports an
ability to control the content and course of action to some
extent. He vas unpaid.

(b) Apparatus:

This initial study was conducted in the

sleep-laboratory using an Elema-Schgnander Mingograf recording

apparatus. Four channels recorded bipolar EEG, EOO (2 pens) and
submental EHG. Control settings were:
Em: Gain: 7OpV/cm., time-constant: 0.3 secs. ,filter: 15 hz.

- 7OpV/cm.,EOG: Gain: time-constant: 0.3 secs.,filter: 15 hz.
EMG: Gain: 2OpV/cm., time-constant: 0.015 secs.,filter: 700 hz.

The micrO-SWitch (Burgess Products Co.Ltd)
required a pressure of 200 gm to operate. It was taped into the
palm of the hand so that the fore;"finger could press the button.
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EEG(Fz)

EO(2

EEG(Pz)

EEG(Fz)

EOG
(2)

EOG
(1)

ELECTRODE POSITIONS----------------------_. FIGUREVII.1

(c) Electrode emplacements:
1cm diameter dome-shaped silver/silver-

chloride electrodes were attached to the scalp by collodion glue
and to facial skin by micro-pore surgical tape. Electrode-gel
was introduced under the dome by syringe, to improve conductance.

EEG was derived from electrodes posit-
ioned at approximately pz and Fz points, according to the.lnter-
national 10-20 electrode system (Jasper 1958). EOG was recorded
from electrodes placed above and below the outer canthus of each

eye, measuring diagonally across the face, so picking-up potentials
caused by shifts of the dipole moment of the electric charge

between the retina and front of the eye. The EMG electrodes
were situated on the jaw-bone, on either side of the chin, monit-

oring muscular tonus. A ground electrode was placed on the subject's
central forehead.
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(d) Instructions to s: (Delivered verbally by E).
, At any time tonight whenever you

become aware that you are dreaming, move your eyes from left
to right 8 times. At the same time press the micro-switch.
Practice it now a few times. 1When you wake yourself from the
lucid-dream, callout stating that you've had a lucid-dream,
turn on the tape-recorder and give a full report of what happ-
ened in the dream.'

The S was at no time informed that
muscular atonia is present in REN sleep in case demand ·character-
istics (Orne,1962) were introduced into the experiment. Subsequent
questioning revealed that tileS appeared to be unaware of the phen-
omenon. Spontaneous reporting of lucid-dreams was necessary in case
of cueing by the E.

(e) Experimental procedure.

The S was wired-up and went to bed.
In this initial study, the E did not manipulate conditions.
On the relevant 2nd night (see VII.3) the S went to bed soon after
midnight, feeling normally fatigued after an ordinary though busy

day. He had high expectations of producing a lucid-dream and

signalling by both methods .• Sleep onset time was not recorded

due to malfunction of the Hingograf initially (see sleep-pattern,
page 178 ).

• •••••••••

1 The S usually roused himself after a lucid-dream.
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VII.3 RESULTS:

The data suggests that ocular movements are a suitably
effective method of signalling from the lucid-dream. On the
first night of the study, the S woke at 8a.~. and reported
havin~ signalled from a lucid-dream. Unfortunately, the rec-
ording equipment had been switched off shortly before. On the
second night, the S again reported a lucid-dream. He was able

•to make extreme horizontal eye-movements without waking. The
lucidity-onset signals are shown on pa~e 163, whilst the whole
lucid-dream is displayed on page171 •

(a) Evidence for the Stage of sleep when signalling.

The Stage of sleep at signalling is unambiguous REM
(Rechtschaffen & Kales,1968), having:
1/ Low-voltage EEG with 'saw-toothed waves' characteristic
of Stage lEg sleep (Schwartz &- Fischgold, 1960), and absence of

alpha rhythm. (The S produces much 8-10 Hz activity when awake -

see Appendix, page 369).
2/ Random,rapid-eye-movements, followed by the sequence of
deliberate ocular signals.
3/ Low-voltage Er·1G,with heart-pulse from nearby blood-vessels
showing ·through •
4/ r~omovement ar-teI'ac'ts present.

(b) Absence of a muscular response ~n the hand.

The S reported dreaming of pressing the

micro-switch, and even hearing it'click', but in reality he did

not. The switch was not malfunctioning, as it operated on test,

and when the S accidentally pressed it in sleep during movement.

• The criteria of wakefulness and sleep correspond to those
of Rechtschaffen & Kales,1968.
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Cc) Independent assessment of the results.

Results of this study (and several
subsequent examples) were conveyed to Professor Allan
Rechtschaffen at the University of Chicago, who expressed

himself convinced that the signals were from Stage REM ~leep.
He stated that he too had used an eye-movement method for
obtaining simple information from a patient in a state of
narcolepsy (Private communication, 1975. See Appendix,pages 370-
371).

• ••••••

VII.4 CONCLUSIONS.

This test demonstrated that a technique
of signalling from lucid-dreams using eye-signals was feasible
whereas motor-movements were apparently not. The lucid-dream
was seen to emerge in Stage REM sleep,as anticipated. The
electro-physiological and psychological information regarding
this first identified lucid-dream is stated in the next Chapter
as part of the accumulated results obtained from 8 lucid-dreams •

••••••••
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Cli) .. PTER VIII

THE 1st A.\~. STUDY - EL~TROPHYSIOLOGICAL FINDINGS.

VIII.1 INTRODUCTION·

It was decided to follow up the
successful demonstration of ocular signalling from lucid-dreams
by a major study. The aim would be to obtain a record of 8
lucid-dreams having signals, so as to provide a satisfactory
statistical comparison on several measures, with selected
control nights (when the S had no lucid-dreams.) Simple man-
ipulations of experimental conditions would be performed, and
the S would be required to perform certain pre-determined
tasks in the lucid-dream,on occasions (These aspects are
covered in Chapter IX.)

Nothing Was known about basic sleer
parameters of lucid-dreams. Major questions selected for
examination were:
1/ Do lucid-dreams always occur in REM sleep, or are some a
form of hypnagogic/hypnopompic imagery happening outside of
REM?

2/ What is the duration of lucid-dreams ? (This S had estimated
a few minutes.)

3/ At what time of night do they occur?

4/ Is the sleep-pattern of lucid-dream nights any different

from non-lucid-dream nights?

5/ If lucid-dreams do occur in Stage REM, how far into the

particular REMP do they occur?

6/ Is the lucid-dream REMP disturbed in any way, indicating·a
lighter sleep?
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7/ Are lucid-dreams different autonomically, from ordinary dreams, ar.
reflected in heart-rate and R~; amount (linked with dream activity,
Dement & Wolpert,1958b )?

It was hoped that ,for the first time, answers to these

questions would be objectively ascertained using the S's ocular
signals as chart-markers to indicate the onset of lucidity.

It should be mentioned that this S
usually roused himself after a lucid-dream. That fact alone might
have identified the immediately preceding sleep-stage and time of
lucid-dreams, but not reliably so, as the S could confuse dream
periods if he had not actually woke after lucidity. In any case,
signalling from within the dream could obviously provide much
rrorepotent information.

VIII.2 MEl'HOD:
(a) Subject:

The same person was willing to return to the

sleep-lab from time to time for further monitoring during sleep.
It was decided to take advantage of this generous offer and obtain
as much data as possible from the subject before attempting to

generalise any findings.
(b) Apparatus.

The same Elema-Schonand~r HingoGraf ( see page 139)

was employed at first in this study, but later a Grass polygraph (Type
78) was used as the recording instr~ent.
Polygraph settings were:

EEG: Gain: 75,pV/cm., time-constant: .45 secs.,

tamplitude high-frequency setting: 35 hz.

EOG: Gain: 1~V/cm., time-constant: .45 secs.,
(2 pens)

~ amplitude high-frequency setting: 35 hz.
EMG: Gain: 2O-5~V/cm., time-constant: .015 secs.,

~ amplitude high-frequency setting: 3Khz.
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(c) Experimental design:
Details of manipulations and subject's

tasks are stated in the next Chapter, as only the basic para-
meters of lucid-dreams are dealt with here.

(d) Instructions to subject:
Instructions to the subject were ess-

entially the same as before ( VII.2.d), with modifications for
various subject tasks. The tasks are described in Chapter IX.

(e) Measures and statistics involved:
18 measures were employed in the

statistical analyses. These are shown in Table VIII.1,page 162.
The following measures were quantified thus:
Rh11amount: . This was scored by having a naive assistant
rate the amount of REM activity per page of sleep record
according to 5 categories : No REMs,t page of REMs,~ page of
REMs,i page of REMs, continuous REMs. The result was divided
by the number of pages to give a mean REM score.
Heart-rate: This was observed from the EMG trace. The pulse,
from blood-vessels near the recording chin electrodes, became

pronounced enough for visual counting in the low-tonus EMG
during Stage REM sleep. Heart-rate was measured by a naive

assistant for 1-minute periods •

Sleep-disturbances: Any observable increase in EMG was counted

as a sleep disturbance. The naive assistant determined where
this occurred.

SleeE-onset: This was taken to be from the first k-complex in
the sleep-record. The E observed this measure.
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% STAGE: Th~ percentn~e of each Sta~e of sleep was measured, up to

and i~cludin[ the lucid-dream, but not after ,in case waking and

-reporting created excitement so affecting the later sleep pattern.

Control data were from equivalent times in non-lucid dream nights.

A number of comparisons (e.g. heart-

rate before and durin~ lucidity) were made usinG Sandler's'A-test

(Sandler ,1955 ). This is a simple t-test for related samples having

a normal distribution, and compares differences between pairs of

scores. The sum of the square of each of these differences is

divided by the square of the differences. The resultant value

of A is referred to tables,using N-1 degrees of freedom. Values

equal to or less than the table value are significant. Normality

of the data was established by applying the Shapiro-',/ilk (1965)
test to the d~ta.

A computerized correlation pror,ram

(N31C) ,(University of Liverpool Computer Labor-at or-yj , \1:"'. '.::.·r,.~ f'or-

crosS-COTrt!~t~on of data. This provided a matrix of values of

Pearson's coefficient of linear correlation and tables of means

and standard deviations for the equal-sized data matrix •

••••••••••
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VIII.3 RLSULTS:
This investigative 1st A.vI. study

eventually covered 45 nights, over a period of approximately 1
year, before 8 lucid-dreams were recorded. On 3 other occasions
the S had a lucid-dream, but the results were not monitor~d for
one reason or another. Table VIIJ.1 on page 162 displays the

raw-data obtained.Six lucid-dreams occurred in complete all-night
records, but there were gaps in the 2 other records. Consequently,
comparisons of sleep Stages between lucid-dream and control nights
were made using 6 samples each. Other comparisons used da~a from
8 dreams in each group.

h. Basic findings for this one subject:

al The Stage of sleep in which lucid-dreams occur.
All the lucid-dreams happened in unambiguous Stage RLL sleep

accordine to the scoring criteria of Rechts~ffen & Kales (1968).

Ocular signals are shown on pages 163 to 170, and pictures of the

whole sleep record for the duration of each lucid-dream are displayed
on pages 171 to 177 • (See also sleep-patterns: 178,179 and 375, 37(' ).
bl Duration of lucid-dreams.

The lucid-dreams continued for
51 - 354 seconds (from signals to rousing), giving a mean length
of 153 seconds.

cl Time of occurrence of lucid-dreams.

The dreams happened from 2.32 a.m.
to 9.04 a.m., with 5/8 lucid-dreams occurring bet~en 5 and 8 a.m.

d! Sleep-patterns of lucid-dreams vs. Control nights.

Nine sleep-measures (~~-up to and

including lucid dream- Stage 1,2,3,4,REM,awake ;actual lights-out time,
sleep-onset-time, and total-sleep-time) were compared. using Sandler's

A test, but no significant differences emerged (Appendix,pages 372-374).
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A values were, respectively: 0.31,0.56,

2.7, 3.4, 75.2, 0.86, 3.1, 27.3, 1.8 • (5 d.f.).

e/ Latency into the REMP when the lucid-dream occurs.
The lucid-dreams occurred from 2.12

to 51 minutes into the particular R~'~,mean: 23.95 mins (decimal).
f/ Lucid-dream REMP disturbances. (Figure VIII.1?, page 180).

In case lucid-dreams were associated

with a lighter, more disturbed R}}W than ordinary dreams, the
number of sleep-disturbances in each lucid-dream RE}~ was compared
to Control data. A sleep-disturbance was defined as any noticeable
increase in EKG in the Polygraphic record. Such activity accomp-
anies any physical movement in the sleeping subject (Rechtschaffen
& Kales 1958). No si~ificant difference was found (A= 0.35;7 d.fin•s.).
g/ Physiological correlates of arousal in lucid-dreams vs. Control

dreams. Hean heart-rate in the lucid-dream vrv:

~ot significantly different from that in Control ~EMPs (A= 0.5;6 d.fins).
REM activity, however, was significantly greater in lucid-dreams
than Cohtrol REMPs (A=0.15; 7 a.r, ; P <0.01).

hi Physiological correl_a1es of arousal before and during lucidity.
Thp. mean amount of REM activity during

the lucid-dream was not significantly different from the mean amount
before l~cidity (A= 0.32;7 d.f ;n.s.).However,there was a significant
increase in heart-rate during the lucid-dream compared to that before,

taking a 1 minute measuring period, and allowing 20 seconds up to

the start of signalling, during which time the S was achieving

lucidity (A= 0.25; 7 d.£;. P«0.05). A similar increase was not found

in Control dream periods obtained from non-lucid-dream nights at
equivalent times (A= 3.8; 6 d.r.;n.s.),but when the Control measures were

obtained after a REH burst (as occurs in the lucid-dream) a sig-
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nificant effect was also shown (A= 0.19; 7 d.f.
i/ A consistent effect:

When lucidity occurred it alwsY8 followed
vrithin 5 seconds (mostly 2-3 seconds) of a REN burst or sequence -
the preceding length of which varied from 6 to 55 seconds, mean:
21.6. A REM burst was defined here as a period of REM activity
appearing in total to be separate from the relatively inactive
background EGG record.

• •••••••••

Cross-correlational findings.

(a) 9 measures based on 8 lucid-dreams. (Figure VIII.18. page 181).

The following pairs of measures
attained statistically-significant levels of association, usjnr
N-2 degrees of freedom, 2-tailed, ai.d t;-(S:: level of sigl"'.ificnnce
as a minimum.

1/ Length of pre-signal REM burst.
Heart-rate during the lucid-dream. (1st minute).
r= 0.87 P < 0.01

The question arises as to whether this

association is due to a common excitatory process independent of any

dream events, or whether dream events Rnd mentation are causil.g the

increased REI... activity and consequent elevation in heart-rateo
Subjectively the S reported that he always felt excited at ach-

ieving lucidity, but this feeling may have been 'rationalised' from

a burst of heightened autonomic activity.

2/ Heart-rate during the lucid-dream. (1st minute)
Heart-rate before lucidity. (1 minute)

r= 0.79 p < 0.02
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This association tends to indicate
that there is a strong autonomic influence in lucid-dreams. Order
and calm, reflected in a slower heart-rate, do not generally result
from the insight that one is dreaming.

3/ Latency of lucid-dream into the REf·JP.

REM amount before lucidity, in that REr'II?
r= -0.77 p < 0.05

This finding indicates that the longer
the pre-lucid REH period, the less REl-1occurs. This is not necess-
arily characteristic only of lucid-dream REMPs. In general,the later
REMPs are indeed longer, with less REM •

4/ Length of pre-signal REM burst.
Time of night of lucid-dream.
r= -0.70 P '( 0.05

This association states that later
lucid-dreams have shorter pre-signal REM bursts. This probably
reflects the fact that REM is more sparse in later REMPs •

..........
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(b) 18 measures based on 6 lucid-dreams.

(Figure VIII.19, page 182).

Pairs of measures attaininf, significant

levelc of association were:

1/ Lirohts-out time.
Sleep-onset time.(1st k-complex)

r= 0.97

2/ Time of night of lucid-dream
Total sleep time.

P < 0.02

These associations are obvioUG and

expected.

3/ REl~amount in lucid-dream.
Heart-rate in lucid-dream.

r= 0.89 P < 0.0,?,

This association mirrors the link
,

between REH and heart-rate found too in ordinary dreams.(Gassel et al.,
1964) •

4/ REl4amount before lucidity.

Disturbances in lucid-dream H~W.

T= -a.8R - p " 0.02
Disturbances in a REMP cause interrupt-

ions of R~~ activity. This finding supports that common observation.



5/ Heart-rate in lucid-dream.(1st minute)
Length of pre-lucid RD1 burst.
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r= ..c.27

This stronr ansoc LatLon was discussed
in the previous section on measures from 6 lucid-dreams.

6/ Latency of lucid-dream into HEl·:P.

% Stage REH.

r= 0.84 p <0.05

This is an expected association.

7/ Duration of lucid-dream
% StE::;e4.

r= -0.83 p <0.05

This association states that the longer
the lucid-dream the less the amount of Stage 4 sleep preceeds it.
Since the percentage of Stage 4 sleep declines in the night it might
seem that this link indicates that later lucid-dreams are longer,
however the association between time of lucid-dream and duration
is not significant (r=o.45). Therefore, this link perhaps suggests
that the interplay of sleep stages can influence the duration of

lucid-dreams in som. way.

8/ Heart-rate before lucidity.
REM amount in lucid-dream.

r= 0.82
This is a physiological link as pre-

viously discussed.

• •••••••••
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Vln.4 DISCUSSION

FindinGs.
The 8 lucid-dreams analysed with Control

dreams for this study revealed important basic information about
lucid-dreams. - at least in this one S. It has been shown that the
dreams all occurred in Stage REB sleep. Taking this to be approxim-

ately 25~:'of total sleep time,' probability of these lucid-dreams
all occurring in REM by chance is: P= (0.25)8= 0.000015. Lucidity was
always initiated not in quiescent, tonic RD1, but in a burst of
'fully blown' RDl activity, so reinforcing the link between the

lucid-dream and REM sleep. In addition, the lack of any sleep
disturbances just before lucidity points to the S being firmly
established in Stage REM.

This subject's typical lucid-dream lasts some
2.5 minutes, happening at 6.30 a.m. - some 24 minutes after the
beginning of the REHP.Lucidity-signa1s always appeared at the end
of a RD·1 burst averaging 22 seconds in length.

There seemed to be no difference between

lucid-dream nights and Control nights. The 9 measures compared

showed no special characteristics for the lucid-dream recordins
nights. Similarly, lucid-dream R~~s did not differ significantly
from Control REMPs.

The finding that heart-rate increased

significantly after lucidity from that beforehand appeared to be

an interesting discovery, especially as Control periods from non-

lucid-dreams did not reveal such an increase. However, it was
later realised that a better Control would be to compare 1-minute
samples in non-lucid-dream REMPs before and after a REM burst -
since lucidity is always initiated in a REM burst. This control
compar~son was performed. and a similar increase in heart-rate
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was apparent in those measures too (A= 0.19; 7 d.f.; p<0.05). Hence,
the increase in heart-rat~ during lucidity is almost certainly a
function of some r,eneralexcitatory process associated with REM rather
than due to psychological factors within the dream. A further com-
parison of heart-rate in the lucid-dream and in Control RD'Ws after
a REr ·OL1TStrevealed no siQ1ificant difference between these measures

(A= 0.5; 6 d.f.; n.s.). Similarly, the findinr, that R~4 activity
in the lucid-drea~, although not ereater than that before lucidity,
was sicnific~ntl~· different from that measure in Control RE!·IPs,
afforded a different picture when the Control measures were after
a HEN burst (matched for similar tirr.eof night and duration). 1:0

effect was then observed (A= 0.613; 7 d.f ;n.s.)These findings ill-
ustrate that care must be used in interpreting such results, a!1d
that suitable, comparable, Control situations must be employed.

The results also demonstrate that it
is possible to predict, fairly accurately, the relative heart-rate
in a lucid-dream from the length of the pre-lucid REH burst. This
offers compelling evidence that the emotional level of the dream
is pre-determined by neuro-physiological processes that cause REM

bursts and associated increase in heart-rate. It is possible that
a long pre-lucid REM burst is associated with an 'active' dream,

with high heart-rate. This could interfere with attempts by the
dreamer to orientate and think clearly within the lucid-

dream. Since later lucid-dreams tend to have shorter REM bursts
these dreams may be more lucid than earlier ones.

Two other results are potentially
important. The first is the finding that the amount of REM in the

lucid-dream R~ correlated significantly with the latency of the
lucid-dream, suggesting that perhaps a certain minimum amount of
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RDi is required before lucidity may he attnined. It could be that
(a) Physiologically: a certain level of Icortical bombardment' from
the reticular formation has to occur, or that (b) Psychologically:
enouEh dream-thoughts must be allowed before the topic of authenticity
of the environment is touched upon. The second result is the link
between 5: Stage 4 and duration of the lucid-dream. The consequent
aasumptLon that later lucid-dreams mi.ghtbe longer ....ras shown not
to be tenable. A likely explanation is that there is more room for
the lucid-dream when Stage 4 sleep is reduced.

Other points:

1/ The scanning hypothesis and eye-signals.
Regarding the 'scanning' hypothesis

of eye-movements in dreams, the demonstration that deliberate eye-
signals can be made in REM sleep must support that notion - certainly,

the motor ability is present. This author is of the opinion that
most REMs consist of spontaneous non-scanning movements but that
some are definite object-fixating or scpne-scanning movements.
2/ The pre-lucidity REM burst and non-maintenance of lucidity.

The consistent finding that ocular-

signals were always produced after a REN burst is of importance
in understanding how lucidity is initiated. A reasonable explanation

is that spontaneous neuro-physiological activity causing REHs also
stimulates the cortex via the reticular fornation, to a level where

consciousness is reached within the dream. Once achieved, however,

consciousness is not maintained indefinitely. The subject reports that

either a slow 'sinking back' into ordinary dream unconsciousness

occurs, or the Subject experiences a feeling of waking.
The author too, in his own lucid-dreams experiences an inexorable
decline of lucidity despite performing such lucidity-reminding
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tasks such as looking at one's own (drear.:)hands or thinkinG
repeatedly ''l'hisis a dream'. Therefore, presumably , lucidity in

dreams is not a welcome phenomenon to the organism and is physiol-
ogically suppressed. This is understandable since if people were
always conscious in dreams it mieht be difficult to differentiate
dream from reality. In addition, people might tarry too long in that
pleasant state and neglect the real world.

3/ Is it possible to fake the signals?
The presence of R~1s and low-tonus

EMG of IEH sleep could just conc edvab'l,vbe faked by a knowledgable
S, however the EED is very characteristic and is not considered
possible to emulate when awake (Schwartz & Fischgold,1960). Never-
theless, to be totally thorough an experiment in which simulating
Controls attempt to fake the signals was called for.(This is
reported in Chapter XI .•

4/ Is a 2-way communication system possible between Sand E?
The study so far has demonstrated

that the S can communicate to the outside world. An obvious pro-
r,ressionwould be to establish a 2-way link. This would be impor-
tant in determining for instance the mental functionins of the

lucid-dreamer by the S's direct involvement in various tests of
memory, intellir,ence, personality, etc., and also to demonstrate
the temporal continuity of lucidity in the dream (Ekperiffients
in 2-way communication are described in ChapterXIII) •

••••••••••
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VIII.5 CClICLUSICJIS.

The ocular signalling method of marking lucid-
dreams in the polygraphic record and reporting information to
the external world, has enabled ,for the first time, much basic
knowledge about lucid-dreams (in this subject at least) to be
ascertained. An important point is the fact that they are indeed
dreams from Stage REH sleep. It is recognised though that this
may not be so in all people who report lucid-dreams • There may
cases of waking imagery superficially masquerading as lucid-dreams.
Another factor that needs to be borne in mind is that lucid-dreams
might also occur in other stages of sleep, but that the musculature
may be too 'sluggish' for signalling. hdded to which the memory of
such events might be erased on waking from that state. Nevertheless,
a Stage REM lucid-dream phenomenon has been discovered in man •

••••••••••

Having catalogued the electrophysiological data
from this 1st A.W. study, the next Chapter presents the Psychological
information which has been determined.
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CH/~l-'TEP. IX 184
THE 1st. A.\'I. STUDY - PSYCHOLOOICAL FTIIDTIlGS.

IX.1 INTRODUCTlOO:

Apart fro~ establishing the basic

physiological parameters of the S's lucid-dreams, the 1st A.W. study

also afforded an opportunity of obtaining some psychological
information about these remarkable dreams. Experiments would not,
at this stage, extend to,say, external sensory stimulation of the
S in a lucid-dream, so as not to affect the physiological data
(e.g. duration). However, certain important facts could be
discovered about lucid-dreams by relating the dream-account to
any signalled events. The main advantage of the signalling method
is that specific dream events can be precisely pinpointed in the
polygraphic record. That is not the case with ordinary dreams.

Some major questions about lucid-

dreams, and dreams generally,which could perhaps be answered in
this study are:
1/ Are dreams brief constructions, or is there temporal similarity

with the real world?
The popular idea has existed ever

since ¥~ury's'execution'dream that dreams are in fact pre-planned

fantasies which are experienced very briefly ( Maury,1853).
The evidence against this concept has come from external stimulation

experiments where the time interval between various incorporated

stimuli (in the dream report) has been found to be close to the

actual intervals between stimuli ( Detlent & \'Jolpert,1957a ).

However, it might be argued that the stimuli were 'stored up' and
a compressed dream occurred on waking. It would be better for a

S to signal various activities in the dream and see how this relates
to the waking account.
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2/ Is the S lucid throughout the lucid-dream ?

The view could be propounded that
the S becomes lucid briefly to signal, than rapidly lapses into
ordinary dream consciousness. If the S could signal information
continually throughout the lucid-dream,that would argue forcibly
against such a view.
3/ Does the temporal order of events in the dream as reported
on waking correspond with the order of the signalled data?

We do not know whether the events
in dreams actually occur in the order in which we remember them.
Indeed, some writers have opined that the order of events is
manipulated on waking so as to become more comprehensible for
repor+.ing. This is the concept of secondary revision (Bllis,

1899;Freud,1900,1961). A comparison of different signalled
data and the wakine account should settle this important problem.
4/ DoeE the S have access to recent memories in the lucid-dream?

It is of interest to compare the lucid-

dream state to waking consciousness, as any differences could
have a profound effect on theoretical models. The question of
recent memories - a major psychological characteristic- is there-
fore relevant. If the S can, in the lucid-dream, recall instruct-

ions given before sleep, this would indicate that memory traces
are intact.

• •••••••••
HETHOD: (See previous Chapter, VIII.2).
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LUCID-DREAM:
(Polyc:rnnhic record on pace 171)

A. General.
The S went to bed at approximately

midnight. A fault in the Mingograf EEG machine prevented continuous
electro-physiological recording until 1.45 a.m. The S was woken
after each of the later REM periods and asked for a brief dream
report. This was to establish a psychological'set'of thoughts about
the experimental situation in the hope that this would encourage
the initiation of lucidity.

B. Dream accounts and lucid-dream information:
5 a.m. ORDDiARY-DREAI-1 report.

The dreamer was in Africa, with a male and a female. The girl had
belonged to the male, but was now with the dreamer. They were at
a border~post. The guards had shot someone. The dreamer felt uneasy.

6.30 a.m. ORDlJ;AHY-lJHE1.J; report.

A man and woman again. The woman took over from the Experimenter
at the EEG machine. The dreamer thought this odd. He told her to
clear off. She came upstairs to the dreamer's bedroom. She said
she was looking for an Indian. The Experimenter came up to the

bedroom and was concerned that the woman was talking to the S.

The dreamer stated that the time was 7 a.m. He then woke up.
8.10 a.m. LUCID-DREAN REPORT:

The dreamer was walking around the University with electrodes on.

He suddenly thought, ' I'm dreaming'. He immediately signalled

7 eye-movements. In the dream a girl was seen. The Experimenter

was trying to kiss her, saying, 'Would you consider it a pleasure •••

•••?' Apart from the initial lucidity signals the S also reported
making several sequences of eye-movements.
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Actual sets of ocular-movements. Those reported on waking.

7
12
7
4
4
4
4
4
4

7

10
10
4
4
4
I:-
4

The ocular sibnals in the EOO record were

judged separately by both the Lxperimenter and a naive assistant.

Both agr~cd on all signals.

C. Comments:
This was the first recorded lucid-dream

in which ocular signals marked the point of lucidity.
The dreamer was mainly concerned with

signalling informatio~ in this lucid-dream. The ongoing dream was

largely ignored.

D. Observations:
1/ TEMPORAL ORDER OF DREAl-lEVENTS IN THE WAKING ACCOUNT.

The electro-physiological record

shows that the S performed 9 separate sets of ocular movements
in the lucid-dream. This does not correspond precisely to the
S's waking account, however, limitations of short-term memory

•capacity could account for the discrepancies. Certainly, the last
sets of ocular activity were correctly reported, indicating the

operation of a typical recency effect in dream memory as occurs

in waking memory. This is of interest for dream theories generally,

as it seems to indicate that the temporal order of events is

as reported, especially the final events before waking.

• Liller, 1956.
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2/ TIME-ESTIMATION IN THE LUCID DREAM.

The actual duration of the period
of lucidity was 120 seconds (from signals to waking). The S's
estimate of 2 to 3 minutes indicates that a sense of time
operates in dreams, as in waking experience.

3/ ABILITY TO THINK COHERENTLY IN THE LUCID-DREAM.

The fact that the S could ienore
the dream-scenery and concentrate on signalling points to

an autonomy of Self in the lucid-dream. In addition, the
definite sequences of different types of ocular-signals
indicates coherency of thought.

4/ INITIATI<l~ OF LUCIDITY.

The incorporation of the exper-
imental situation (wearing electrodes) into the S's dream
appears to have helped initiate lucidity •

••••••••••



LUCID-DREAM: B
A. General:

The S was in bed by midnight. Sleep-
onset was at 00.45 a.m. The lucid-dream occurred at 5.18 a.m.

B. Purpose:

The S's task this night,was ~o attempt
to signal by any other means than the ocular movements(which were

also to be performedl Specifically, he was to concentrate on
pressing the micro-switch hard (It was taped to the S's hand, as
on each night in the sleep-laboratory).Additionally, the S was
to shout aloud (in the dream) to establish whether any sound was
audible over the intercom system. and whether any increase in
EMG amplitude resulted. The initial ocular signals were to be
4 left-right movements performed twice, separated by a short pause.

C.Lucid-dream information:
Realisation that the S was in a dream

occurred suddenly whilst he was in a garden scene. The S signalled
4 + 4 eye-movements as planned. On waking he reported having
pressed the micro-switch and shouted loudly and clearly. He was
convinced the Experimenter must have heard. However in fact
no sound at all was heard and there was no increase in EMG level.

Neither did the event-marker pen operate, although it was found

to be functioning perfectly on test. Only the ocular Signals
were communicted from the d~am.

D. A false-awakening:

The S dreamed he had woken from
the lucid-dream and was calling the Experimenter. However, the

sleep-lab was now very large. The S was frightened. He then really
woke up and called out again.



E.Observations:
1/INABILITY TO SIGNAL BY arHER MEANSTHAN OCULARMOVEMENTS.

The efficacy of eye-movement commun-
ication was again demonstrated, but apparently, muscular atonia
of other parts of the body thwarts other forms of signalling

.- although the S may dream of making physical movements •

•••••••••••
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Cl'olyr:raphic record on pnr:e 175)

LUCID-DREAl1: C

A"Genera1:
The S went to bed late, at 1.45 a.m. He

was woken for a dream report at 5.15 a.m. A lucid-dream was reported
spontaneously, at 6.30 a.m.

B.Purpose:
The author and S were running 2 para-

psychological experiments at the time (Hearne & WorsleY,1977;
Hearne)1977). It occurred to the author that a simple pilot
attempt at telepathy could be conducted whilst the S was in the
lucid-dream state. The author selected a 4-digit sequence by
blind entry to random number tables, ~hen the S was sleeping.
Low numbers were selected (1 to 5) to reduce the amount of sig-
naIling required in order that the dream should not be interfered
with to any great extent. On observing the lucidity signals, the
E would look at the B~quence of numbers and concentrate on them
The S would signal (by left-right ocular movements) any numbers
he saw in the lucid-dream. The probability of obtaining the same
sequence as the E would be (5)4 to 1 against chance. (Number:2444).

C.Dream account and lucid-dream information:

5.15 a.m. ORDn~ARY-DREAM report.
The S was dreaming of being in the Psychology Department. People

were corning in - students and staff • He was in a large corridor
or hall. He followed the EEG lead thinking he could disconnect

himself, but it went through a hole in the wall. He had to tell

someone to inform the E.

6.30 a.m. LUCID-DREAM REPORT:

(The S could not recall the exact dream setting when he woke).

He recalled signalling the initial eye-movements when he realised
he was dreaming. He remembered seeing pebbles and wood with great

clarityo He noticed that the wood-grain had a pattern which
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altered as he moved the wood. The S also saw a 3-figure number stamped

on something. It was, perhaps, 156. The S thought he had just sig-
naIled the last number when he woke.

Do Comments:
The Polygraphic record reveals that.

shortly after the initial eye-signals, the numbers 1 and 5 (or 6)
were communicated. The S did not wake shortly after signalling a

number as he stated in his dream report.
There was relatively little REH in

this lucid-dream. Also, it was not as vivid or coherent as is

usually the case.
E.Observation:
1/ TEMPORAL ANOMALY OF DREAH EVENT.

The fact that the S did not signal when
waking, or just before, indicates that some temporal anomaly occurred
in this Lucf.d-dream, Also, only 2 of the reported digits appear to

have been transmitted.

2/ F/LILURE OF 'TELEPATHY' ru LUCID-DREAH.

The subject's inability to observe suitable

4-digit numbers in the dream rather confounded this experiment,however
no signalled number-sequence corresponded to the target sequence.

Nevertheless, it was decided to attempt this method again •

••••••••••
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LUCID-DREAM: D O'ol;!I-;TU}ihic record on pUGe174)

(\tlholeaccount or. nartcs 377-379)

A.General:
The S retired to bed 15 minutes after

midnight. He was woken after 2 REM periods and asked to give dream-
reports. A lucid-dream was spontaneously reported at 7.45 a.m.

B.Purpose:

The plan here was to repeat the previous
task of signalling any numbers th& S saw in the lucid-dream (These
might be house-numbers, for instance.) The author again selected
a random sequence of 4 digits (1 - 5), whilst the S slept (3352).

C .Dream accounts and lucid-dream information:

3.20 avm, ORDD:ARY-DP.ElJ·;report.
The S was having a dream about a field.

6.00 avm, ORDDUJn-Dm~i.l: report.
There was 'some dream about "Kojak"'.

7.45 a.m. LUCID-DREAM REPORT:
The S dreamed about a film-star who was marooned on an island.
The S became lucid when looking at the sand and noticing small
plastic discs and thinking 'That's a funny thing to see there'.
A scene-shift occurred and he was among suburban houses, where
he saw numbers on gates. It ran into a seaside scene. He reflected
that the lucid-dream seemed fairly long. In another scene there was

a'sunken vineyard'. In another scene, a car was observed turning

a sharp corner. The numbers signalled were on gates, but some were

higher up, from awnings. The S started signalling shortly after
the initial lucidity signals, but he was not sure of the number.

He thought it might have been 223. He tried to transmit about 6
number sequences consisting of: 1 or 2 4-digit numbers, 3 or 4
3-figure numbers. However these latt~r numbers vere aborted as
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the S noticed that they contained a zero or a number greater than 5.

D.comments:
The Polygraphic record shows that shortly

after the initial signals, a number which might be 253 was comm-
unicated. Ho other number-signals can be discerned, although if
they were aborted after say only one or two eye-movements,' they

would not be obvious.
E-Observations:

1/ MANIPULATION OF LUCID-DREAH CONTENT BY PRE-PLANNING.

On attaining lucidity the scene changed
automatically to a suburban street where many house numbers were
apparent. This scene had been suggested in instructions to the
S before sleep. The memory of this plan must have been clearly
fixed and available in the S's mind at that point in the lucid-

dream.
2/ NON-CONCURRENCE Bl:."'T~IEEHSIGNALS HEPORTED AND OBSlillVlill.

Either the S had an illusion that
he started to signal some numbers, or he did begin to, but they
were abandoned early (after only 1 or 2 eye-movements) so that
they could not be distinguished from ordinary REN activity.

3/ FURTHER FAILURE OF'TELEPA'l'HY' D~ LUCID-UREAM.

The signalled and target numbers did

not correspond.

• •••••••• 0
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1SS-

1'be noisy air-condit ioninr; sYf>ter..

could conceivably have influenced the subject's dreams, hence the

'hir,h wind'. Also, the restraining 'wire grille' miGht have been

a symbolic reference to the electrode-Hires above the subject's heau.

In this case the et irauf.us may not have been so much tactile, but r-at l.c r

a et r-onr; rrernor-v trace. (TheSlbject has always to remember thct he

is 'I;Jired-up' and cannot for instance suddenly leap out of bed.)

..........
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(I'O} :,: '1';. r.n i c r-o cor-c, 0', ~). ,'r 17t)'
(\lh01(' i,CCOU:1t on p:-:-('~;3eO- 3C2)

Ao General.

11hf' s'lh.lcet H<l5 ill bed. at half-nidnirht.

Be Has not vo.ie n durin, the rri rtht , arid ,l Luc id= dr-ecm WH, r-enor tcd

snontnneousl~ at ~.~la.n.

B. l-ur-nose ,

THe subject \oJUS not given specific

t ask s this nicht. "fter sif~n,"11inc lucidity he could perform any

tests or activities he considered appropriate.

c. Lucid-drear.1 information.

out jl~ or-cor 'to Lt.:,>', out tLrcre v:ar: a \:ire: i-r:'Lu :iJ, t.r.: "'';':. iic:

t orr 'bionic' ne r non mirj1t, l:w)'.·j :.: ~J

in D Luc i d-idr-eam, 1'he subject f'Lew straight up for 10 feet, gave 7,

eye-::-iry;als and came down , He \,,'[;5 a.Lao Ci vin,,: Cl r-unrri nr: conne nt cr-v,

i'. Lex f \'~;f' observed, like [l thistle. 'i'he Subject tast.e d it, findiEr

it sv.ect and sc'ppy. lienr the end of the dr-eam he was inside a very

dirty bar-n=Lf.ke place, aome 12 feet Hide and quite long.

De Oomnent s ,

'i'he a i.r--ccndtitLoni ng in the sleep-

lab \:,H: rr.t hcr- nci sv , "fter this ni.ght; the noise level vias f,reatl~,'

attenuatec..

E. Observations •.--.

1/ COEFIHllK'l'Io;. 0} ',z, :r~Yl..:-.sIlI"rJ..S LINKED \rIITH 1<1..YII iG.

The subject's report of : distinct

eye-signals v.ho n flying appears correct fron the l'olYrT<~nhic chClrt.
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LUCID-DRBAH: F (~olyeraphic record on page176 )

(Whole account on page 199 ).

A. General;.
Lights-out was at 15 minutes after midnight on

thi~ night. The lucid-dream occurred rather unusually, in the

fir.»tREBP at approximately 2.30 a.m.

B. Purpose:
The subject was instructed to signal before and

after flying so as to mark a sample of EEG for that activity.
In addition, the Experimenter was to say aloud some random
numbers over the intercom system to see if they appeared to be
heard from within the dream.
C. Dream account:

2.40 a.m. LUCID-DREAM. (See report on par,e 199 ).

D. Comments:
Polygraphically, the record shows the normal 8

initial ocular signals appearing after a REll burst. Two other sets
of R~~s occur (of 4 eye-movements). No micro-~ritch signals
are seen in the event-marker channel although the system was
found to be operating later on.
E. Observations:
1/ FURTHER INABILITY TO OPERh.TE MICtO-SWITCH.

The SUbject reported clenching his hand in the

dream and feeling 'keys'there. Had this action really been

carried out the marker pen would have indicated this.

2/ POSSIBLE RECEPrION OF EXTERNAL AUDITORY STIHULI IN
FALSE-AWAKENING STATE.

Unfortunately, the actual place in the polygraphic
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record where the numbers were spoken was not marked. They were
uttered before the slbject roused from Stage REH (in a false-awake-
ning). It is interesting that the subject thought he was speaking
them.

• •••••••••
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Account of lucid-dream.

Subject: 1.. \1. LUCID-DREAH:F Time: 2.30 8.1'1.

It was at night and I was in the van.

I got out to see the shortest way going up a lane near Northwich.

I had seen a 'Castle' signpost, but my geogranhy was not· right.

vialkillf"back to the van I saw a woman going by. I was having sexual

tho~hts about her. I got in the van and it changed into a bike.

I was now lucid, and I made the eye-signals whilst riding the bike.

I thought I'd better get off it , so I did. I jumped off and it

sailed into a hedge. I clenched my fist to operate the micro-switch

I felt some keys in my hand. I was intendine to fly but by this

time the scene v/as fading. I was in the dark and tried to take-

off, but it was no good. The signalling there was ragged. I did 4

signals then stopped then did the last 4.
I then had a false awakening. I was lyinr,

down but thought I had a breathing sensation. I thought I was

counting , I heard 2 or 3 numbers : 3,4,2. I then woke and heard

you (B) saying numbers. (Actual number: 7,4,3,2.)

•• 0 •••••••
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0'01 Yr:rnphic r-e cor-ri on p"r:c 17G)
(Hhole account on p:l{'"f's 383-3E;1+)

tv; General.

The subject \lent to hed at 1.25 a.m. He

WCl.[; not \'JOKen in the night. 10 Luc id-rir-eamoccurred and vas reported

by the Subject at 9.30 a.m.

13. i-ur-nose .

In order to obtain a lli~tural lucid-drean

the subject was given no specific t aaks in the Luc i d=dr-eam apart

from signalling at the start of lucidity.

C. Lucid-dream information:

9.30 a.m. LUCID-lmLj,l1RBPO}L':

Tbe dream-scene et 1uci di t:" \:,::'8 re shaded garden. 'I'he subject r-ecaI.rc Cl

t.h'inki nr- an the lucid-drear", tnat he \·::.islucid at lnst (,liter seve rri

unsuccessfuJ nirhtF i~ the Eleen-lnb). lk decided to fly, after

signallinr; 6 eyc-cnovcr.e nt s , de rose a f'ev feet 0.!1(: fLev <"lon["about

10 to 15 feet, then down aghin.

The garden consisted mai~~y of trees and

crass although there was some sort of building vii th very hif,h

w.i.ndows, Someonewas in the buildinr; and the subject t hournt

he was being observed. The rubject concent.r-ated par t i cu.Iar-Ly

on nttemptinr: to press the micro-s\!itch before flying. After that

activity he could not think of any other suitable experiments to

perform so he \Joke himself up.

Do Comments.

The Subject reported that lucidity was

attained after drifting in and out of dreams. This ties up with

the Polygraphic record which ehows a Stae;e 1 and ~tage REB mixture.

The lucid-dream however , W'<.l.S firmly established in Stage REB.
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E. ObservntionG.

1/ COllFIRl:':'lTIOj; OF }'LYDiG-SIGiiiJ.,S IlliPOHT.

The Polygraphic record shows that

the .s.ubjectgave the initial lucidity signals, then some 15 seconds

later 5 other signals. l'his corresponds \.,.iththe subject's account

of signallinc before flying.

2/ POSSIBLB SYHBOLIC REFLlllil;0;:, 'I'O E.

The reference in the dream report

to an observer behind a \>Jindo\'!might symbolically allude to the

presence of the Experimenter who was situated in tl1e next room

behind a 1-Vlay mirror.

• •••••••••
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LUC ID-DH.i;;..M: H (Yolygraphic record on page 177

(\'Jholeaccount on page 205 )

A. General:
On this occasion t~~subject retired relatively

early, at 11 p.m.
B. Purpose:

The micro-switch was attached to the subject's
left hand this time in case the preferred hand was for some reason
more inhibited during sleep (The subject is right-handed).

A water-spray ( i.e. from a hypodermic syringe)
was used to stimulate the aubject in an attempt to induce lucidity
(See Chapter XII ). The lucid-dream reported here however, did
not occur in a REHP durine which water-stimulation was present.
C. Dream account:

7.30 a sm, LUCID-DRBhJl. (See report on par-e 205 ).

D. Comments:
The record reveals that an initial set of 9 eye

signals was followed by little ocular activity for some 2 minutes

until a major REB burst. A fresh set of 8 ocular movements was
then followed some 12 seconds later by a further 5. This second

part of the dream showed more REMs.
E. Observations:

1/ INAl3n..ITY OF SUBJECT TO PRESS S\'lITCHIN NOO-'PREFERRED HAND.

The subject distinctly recalled pressing the switch

and'felt it depress' , however. no such action really took place.
(On later test the micro-switch operated ).
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2/ HEPORTElJ LOS~ OY LUCIDITY FOLLOVJh1J BY RLCOVl.:RY.

After the initial signals, lucidity was lost.

The subject's reported 2 signals after flying cannot be dist-

inguished in the record. It might be that they are submerged

in the REB burst preceding the 2nd set of 8 ocular movements.

The loss of lucidity could be related to the rather diffuse

pre-lucid REN burst. Possibly, cortical stimulation was insuffic-

ient to maintain the state.

3/ EEG IlliCORD OF }LYUm.

The S ~ms able to signal before and after flying,

although he was 'losing control' of it towards the end. The reported

8 and 5 eye-movements corresponds with the polygraphic evidence.

The EEG of this 'typical' dream activity appears to consist of

distinctly slower saw-boot hed waves than much of the rest of the

record.

• •••••••••
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Account of lucid-dream transcribed from tape.
Subject: A.\J. LUCID-DR.l::AH:H Time: 7.30 a.m.

There were 2 lucid-dreams - together.
I remember pressing the button which was in my left hand about 3 times
and I thought I could feel it when I did it. In the dream I signalled
and flew but then I couldn't fly very we l.L and I signalled 2 to
mark the end of this attempt.
I can't recall exactly how I became lucid at first. It seemed as if I
was having strong imagery but I suspect now it was in fact a dream.
I think in the second lucid part I signalled 8 and flew and then 5

but I couldn't go on any longer because I was losing control of it.
Bvt I think I did control the dream. I seemed to be maybe at some
childrens' swimming pool and I was flying over that - but it wasn't
entirely artificial - there were rocks in it and I think I came
down on one of these rocks but not knowing whether I could continue
to fly or whether I was stuck on this small rock and then I sat
down in this chair and one of the children came and ploncked
himself on my knee which was unfortunate because somehow or other
I'd got a drawing pin stuck on my leg and when he did that he
knocked it right in. But the effect was painful and it seemed to

produce an injury out of all proportion to the size of the thing.
he muscle underneath the skin started sprouting out. This suggests

that I continued to dream when I thought I was awake, but I was not

really lucid then. It seemed to be sunny I think in the first part.

I started off near the water and made the first signals and then flew

over the water - it could have been a beach. It was all rather non-
descript but not non-aensical. I did the flying deliberately •

••••••••••
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IX.3 DISCUSSla:.

It has been clearly demonstrated in this subject that subjectively
reported dream activities, deliberately marked at the time by ocular
signals, show great accord with polygraphic evidence obtained from

unambiguous stage ~i sleep.
The results suggest that lucid-dreams may have natural

temporal properties (i.e. they are not brief phenomena) and that the
s,ubject is aware of the passage of time. The reported order of
dream events generally concurs with the signalled information, so
any effect of 'secondary revision' would seem to be minimal.

As well as autonomy of Self, coherent thought

would appear to be present, as in the dream the Subject acts on

instructions given a few hours before. Recent memories must

therefore be available - the: are not 'shunted out' for modification
or consolidation at that stage (IV.7). Occasional differencp.s between

reported information and observed data are found, but these could
be explained by the normal limitations in short term memory capacity.

~ne evidence sugges~too that lucidity is usually

present throughout the dream, since signals can be made continually.
When lucidity is temporarily lost, the subject is aware of that.

Possible symbolic references to the experimental

situation could be construed from the dream reports. The wires above
the subject which might entangle him (electrode wires ?) and the

observer behind the window (Lxperimenter behind the 2-way mirror ?)
I

are examples. The various micro-switch and 'running commentary

experiments indicate that the ocular-movement method of signalling

appears to be the only way of communicating to the external world
•from the lucid-dream state.

This author considers that the example of a 'flyinr,'

• A further method was later discovered. See Chapter XIII.
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Em is perhaps of some importance for future dream research.
Superficially, the EEG appears to be singular. It is conceivable
that when enough specific lucid-dream activities have been so
recorded it may be possible to identify dream activities by
on-line analysis of the EEG. This might apply to both ordinary

and lucid-dreams.
The dreams in this Study were relatively natural

examples (in that,say, external stimulation was not applied ),
although the sleep-laboratory is always an alien place to subjects
and can affect dream content (Dement et al~1965). Therefore, the
results may be slightly atypical from that point of view. It
should be noted too that the ocular signalling represents a
departure from normal lucid-dream behaviour. Regarding experiment-
ation within the lucid-dreams, the subject frequently sets
himself such tests to perform in lucid-dreams at home so that
aspect is not so unusual to him.

IX.4 CONCLUSIONS.

The results from this subject indicated

that:
1. The temporal order of signalled information in lucid-dreams

largely corresponds to that reported on waking. Some temporal

anomalies occur occasionally.

2. Time-estimation of the duration of lucidity is fairly good.

3. Coherent thought is possible in lucid-dreams.

4. External stimulation may be incorporated into lucid-dreams.
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5. The ~\bject waB apparently unable to signal from the lucid-
dream by pressing a micro-switch.
6. In the brief experiments performed, a telepathic ability was
demonstrably not a feature of lucid-dreams.
7. Pre-planning apparently automatically set the lucid-dream scene.
8. Lxternal stimulation may have been incorporated into a false-
awakening.
9. Possible symbolic references to the experimental situation
were noticed in some lucid-dream reports.
10. Lucidity was present throughout the lucid-dreams, but was
lost on one occasion, to reappear a little later.
11. Recent waking memories are c,~ilable in lucid-dreams.

This study, comparing information supplied from
within the dream and afterwards on waking, has therefore provided
novel evidence on some basic problems of dreams, as well as
illuminating aspects of the lucid-dream itself •

..........

Having described the electrophysiological and
psychological data from a major study of one subject, the next

Chapter chronicles attempts to find othrr lucid-dream subjects
and the results obtained,
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CHAPTER X---------

orHER LUCID-DREAM SUBJECTS.

X.1 INTRODUCTION.
The 1st A.W. study yielded previously unknown inform-

ation concerning lucid-dreams, but was limited to that one subject.
In order to generalise the findings, further subjects needed to
be studied. Therefore, advertisements were placed around the
University for persons who have frequent lucid-dreams to take
part in a sleep-lab study. The response was very poor, so the
Experimenter canvassed students in an effort to find suitable
subjects.

X.2 METHOD.

17 subjects (13 females, 4 males) took part in this
study. 10 (8 females, 2 males)young adult students were found
by canvassing. A further 7 eubjects (5 females, 2 males) were
obtained via friends (see Table X.1,next page). Unfortunately,
funds were not available for paying sUbjects and only 2 subjects

were willing to spend more than 1 night in the sleep-laboratory.

Subjects were wired-up using the usual ele:ctrode
•arrangement (page140). In addition, a micro-switch was taped

to one hand. The subject was allowed to sleep undisturbed

in the hope of monitoring a spontaneous lucid-dream.

Instrwctions to subjects:.

ttlfyou should at any time tonight when you are

dreaming become aware that you are dreaming, I want you to
move your eyes from left to right 6 times and press the micro-
switch."

The responses were practised sever~l times before sleep.
• See page 139.
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TABLE X.1
SUBJEC'l'S:

Reported
Subject Sex Age frequency

of lucid-dreams.

A M 19 2 per week

B F ? 0.5

c F 20 7

D M 22 2

E M ? 1

F F 27 1

G F ? 1

H F 23 2

I F 19 2

J F 20 2

K F 21 0.5
L F 18 2

M F 18 1

N F 20 1

0 F 20 2

P F 25 3

Q 1-1 24 2 Mean reported frequency:

1.9 per week •

•••••••••••

X.3 RESULTS.
Only one of the 17 subjects reported a lucid-dream

when wired-up in the sleep-lab. Eight subjects reported that

between the original canvassing and the sleep-lab monitoring
night, they had experienced lucid-dreams in which deliberate

ocular movements were made. It had been suggested tbat they
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practise such movements in lucid-dreams at home.

~ubject P (A.C.) produced ocular signals in the sleep-lab,

however she reported that the realisation of dreaming usually

comes with 'surfacing', and is only brief. Her results
were thus: (This subject was not linked to a micro-switch).

FIRST NIGHT: (The subject went to bed at 2.23 a.m.)

The subject displayed ocular signals

on 2 occasions, both at the immediate onset of Stage REM,

shortly after the last k-complex of Stage 2

4.10 a.m. The subject dreamed of being awake.

The experimenter was going over the eye-movement instruct-

ions with her. The subject moved her eyes to practise, but

she was not lucid (see page 213).

6.00 a.m. The subject became aware of dreaming

v,hen standing in an empty swimming pool, 50 she signalled

(see page 214).

COMHENTS:

•

On the first occasion (see Figure X.1,page 213 ) the

ocular signals occur soon after the final k-complex of Stage 2

and they are followed by apparent Stage REB. It is difficult to

decide which Stage the signals are in since,unfortunately, the

EEG is distorted by mains interference. It seems likely though

that they are in Stage REN.

On the second occasion (see Figure X.2,page 214 ) the

EEG is still affected by 50 Hz artefact. Movement artefact

is shown in the record soon after signalling starts. It is

likely that the subject has in fact woken briefly at this point.

1Urther disturbances occurred over the following minutes.

r
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S.8COND NIGHT: (The subject retired to bed at midnight).

3.10 a.m.: The subject reported a mundane
dream of shopping when woken some 6 minutes after making 4 signals.
She was looking at a rack with belts on it and sudder.J..ybecame
lucid. The signals were deliberate and occl.!rredin Stage-REN sleep.
They were produced 11 minutes after the start of that particular
REMP (see Figure X.3, page 215) some 10 seconds after some RENs.

(The chart speed was increased after the signals).
This subject states that in contrast to

subject A.~J. and those surveyed in Chapter X , her lucid-dreams
usually occur in the early or middle part of the sleep period.

x.4 DISCUSSION.

Taking the mean reported frequency of lucid-dreams
for the subjects to be 2 per ,...eek, perhaps 5 Ci.e. 2/7 x 17)
should have experienced lucid-dreams in the sleep-laboratory.
The discrepancy between expected and actual lucid-dreams may
perhaps be explained by a first-night effect inhibiting their
production~ They are elusive in the sleep-laboratory. A similar
dearth of nightmares has been found by investigators of these in
the experimental environment (Feldman & Hersen,1967). The psycho-
logical effects of being studied during sleep are obviously
potent. It is unfortunate that most subjects could only stay
one night in the sleep-laboratory. In future work, subjects should

have an adaptation night and be paid suitable remuneration as an

incentive to return.

Most of subject A.C.ts 'lucid-dreams' are perhaps
not true examples of the phenomenon, since she reports that,
lucidity is only brief and is often associated with surfacing.
However, the 2nd night sample does appear to be from stage REM
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sleep.
Although 16/17 subjects did not produce lucid-dreams

in the sleep-laboratory, of the 2 subjects who have to date
(iI..\'1. ,A.C.), both were able to produce ocular movements. There-
fore,probably the technique is satisfactory, but lucid-dreams
are rather scarce in the experimental setting.

Not enough data from the 2nd subject has been collected
for any statistical comparisons with subject A.W. One unusual
aspect of her 'lucid-dreams' is that they nearly always occur
in the early or mid-sleep period ; also, lucidity is brief.
There is some doubt therefore whether they should be presented
as examples of lucid-dreams along with those of subject A.\·J.,

whose lucid-dreams do conform to those typified in Chapter V.

X.5 COIlCLUSIOHS.
1. A first night effect appears to inhibit lucidity in the sleep-
laboratory in subjects.
2. A further example of ocular signalling from Stage REH was
obtained from a different subject,thus indicating perhaps that

it is a general ability.
3. It is not certain whether the 2nd subject's lucid-dreams
constitute typical examples of the phenomenon •

••••••••••

Having observed the problems involved in obtaining
lucid-dream subjects, the next step planned was a study to
establish whether simulating control subjects could produce

ocular signals and REM EEG.
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r; l /. PTE J~ XI

SH:DLATIHG CONTROL EXPERIMEHT.

XI.1 n'-JT'.KODUCTIOH:

The waking LDG of humans consists of
low-voltace (approxiFately 5~lV measured from the scalp) mixed-
frequency activity containinc beta waves (13-30 hz), alpha (8-13 hz)
and theta ...laves (4-8 hz l, REI-isare present but are different f'r-orn

those of Stage REN sleep (Jacobs et al., 1971), and submental Ei-~G
shows high tonus from muscular tenseness in the chin region
(Rechtschaffen & Kales,1968). The EID of Stage REJ.isleep contains
slower waves (theta,4-Bhz) with, in many Ss 'saw-toothed' waves
of about 3 Hz_ (Schwartz & Fischgold,1960). There is a lack of

alpha and b=ta activity. (To the skilled observer EEGs of the
various sleep Sta~es are easily recognised). REMs,of course,
occur in bursts and the El~G is very low, indicating profound

muscular relaxation.

To what extent is it possible to fake

these measures ':

1/ REES could be faked by someone who knew they occur in bursts.

2/ EEG could conceivahly be faked by a person who was extremely

relaxed, sayan wakinG from Stage REH sleep.
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3/ .so far ars can be asc er-trd.ncd , ther-e [Are no cases in the liter-

ature of a person being atle to alter the E.I:;Gto that of HE!: when

awake. Narc ol.ept Lcs may collapse into a state of cataplexy and

evince Stagc REJ.:, but this is in fact true Stage ME sleep

(Hishika v:a r· Kaneko ,1965. Demerit et cU.,1966;Roth et aJ. ,1969) •

Nevertheless, perhaps a S who \-lakes

in the night from R2J: sleep mc;.y be able to produce a REl: - like

E}TIand EMGwhilst deliberately moving the eyes as signals. To

test this possibility an experiment wou~d be conducted in whdch

Ss would simulate signals on wakin~ spontaneously during the nic;ht

or on gentle rousing from Stage Ra: sleep •

..........

XI.2 HZI'nOD.

(a) Subjects:

There were 9 Ss (3males, 6 females),

all young adult undergraduate or postgraduate students at Liverpool
University. Approximately half responded to an advertisement for Ss,
the rest were obtained by canvassing.
(b) Apparatus:

Ss were wired-up using the same electrode
emplacements as in the 1st. A.\I. study (Page 140. ).

(c) Instructions to Ss:

'Some people claim to have dreams in

which they realise they are dreaming. At those times they also claim

they can signal to the Experimenter by moving their eyes from left
to right 8 times , and simultaneously pressing a button 8 times.
However, it could be that they are really awake then. Your task is to
produce the same behaviour by pretending or fakihg in any way you
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like, whenever you wake in the night. Sometimes you will be woken
from dreaming by me saying 'signal' quietly. On hearing this, remain
quite still for a few seconds, then signal.
(d) Experimental procedure:

Do you understand ?'

Ss spent one night in the sleep-laboratory
to adapt to conditions, then the experiment was performed on the
second night. The experiment covered 18 nights in all.

Instructions were read to Ss when they
were in bed. Each S practiced the two types of signal 2 or 3 times.

In 1 or 2 later REN periods, regardless of
whether the S had previously signalled in the night, the S was gently
roused from REM sleep by the E saying 'signal' in a quiet voice over
the intercom system. If the S did not respond within 20 seconds, the
word was repeated a little louder.
(e) Experimental design:

The most REM-state like sample from each
S would be given,with.a randomly-selected example of the lucid-dream
S's signals, to naive judges. They would be provided with the basic
scoring instructions for Stage REM sleep (Rechtschaffen & Kales 1958).

and asked to select out any sample(s) showing these characteristics.
The binomial probability of selecting the real lucid-dream samples

(i.e. from the 1 st A.W. Study) would then be calculated •

••••••••••

XI.3 RESULTS:

(a) Evaluation of results:

A naive judge selected the most REM-
state like signals from the few (1-3) samples of each of the 9 Ss.
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The samples consisted of 3D-second sections of Polygraphic record
Xeroxed onto A4 paper. The naive judge was given these instructions:
, Select just one sample from those provided from each S, closest to
the following criteria:
1/ The bottom line (EMG) must not increase in thickness at all, except
for small (1/10") fairly regular 'blips' (Heart-beat).
2/ The top-line(EEG) must not contain a group of regularly spaced
waves that look like this:

The peak of these waves, when counted, would total about 8-10 per
cm. Ilaves of wider spacing are O.K. (n,b. to count peaks, just
count the top of each wave. Thus, this example has 5 peaks: )

1\ 'r'l\iJ~~ .'\.- \J it V \"

3/ The waves in the top-line must not change noticeably to a
different form at any place.

In fact, all the simulators were unaware
of REM atonia, and pressed the micro-switch when signalling with
their eyes, 50 making an obvious difference from the genuine
lucid-dream records, therefore, the marker-channel was blotted
out of the records.

4 different judges then attempted to

differentiate any signals in Stage REM using the same instructions
as above. The judges were naive concerning electro-physiological
scoring techniques. The instructions were preceded by a preamble:

, Your task is to pick out one of the samples of

electro-physiological data which pass the following STRICT criteria;'

A note informed judges to disregard the computer-typing on some
records. The lucid-dream sample had no special identifying marks.
The samples were presented in a different random order for each
of the 4 judges, to avoid any common preference-position effect.
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The judges were simply handed the records, witt the instructions, and
left alone to make their decisions. Judg-:nents were made individuallY,
on separate occasions.
(b) Sample characteristics: (Bee Appendix ,pages 385-393)

The samples showed the following characteristics at the time of signalling:
SAMPLE 1: (S:L.M.)
(See page 385 )

Waking EEG. Moderate-tonus EMG burst o£ slight
muscular activity. The micro-switch was pressed.

SAMPLE 2: (S: S.R.) Waking EEG,with alpha present. Low-tonus ENG, but
(See page 386 ) showing moderate muscular activity at points.

The S pressed the micro-switch.
SAHPLE 3: (S: R.C.) \-/akingEEG, with alpha present. Hoderate-tonus
(See page 387 ) EMG with some sporadic moderate muscular activity.

Switch operated.
SAHPLE 4: (S: P.S.) \-IakingEEG, with alpha. Hoder'at e EHG with sporadic
(See page 388 ) moderate muscular activity. Switch operated.
SAMPLE 5: (S: N .L.) Change from REtl, EEG to waking, with alpha, on
(See page 389 ) signalling. ENG increases noticeably from low-

tonus to moderate tonus. Some movement artefact.
S pressed micro-switch.

SAMPLE 6: (S: G.S.) Waking EEG with low-voltage alpha. Low tonus EHG.
(See page 390 ) S pressed micro-switch.

SAMPLE 7: (S:L.M.) REM EEG changing to waking, with alpha, on sig-
(See page 391 ) naIling. EMG remain~ low. S pressed switch.
SAMPLE 8: (S: S.C.) Waking EEG, with alpha. EMG shows long burst of
(See page 392 ) moderate muscular activity. S pressed switch.
SAJ.1PLE 9: (S: P.F.) Waking EEG, with alpha. Noticeable increase in

(See page 393 ) EMG. S pressed micro-switch.

LUCID-DREAM SAMPLES: (S:A.W.): REM EEG, with saw-toothed waves.
(See pages 167-170 ). Low-tonus EMG. S does not in fact press switch •

••••
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(c) Genuine samples:

For each of the four judges, a

different sample of ocular-signals record from the lucid-dream
S (A.W.) was supplied, in case a randomly-selected one happened to
be more'REH-like' than others. The records were from the Liverpool
sleep-lab work, so that the format was the same as for the £imul-

ators' records.
(d) Findings:

All four judges selected-out

only one sample as fulfilling the stated criteria. In each case
this was the signalling record of the lucid-dream S. Since the
chance expectation of choosing this record is 1/10, the overall
probability = (0.1)4 i.e. P= 0.0001. Thus, the genuine record
was selected-out from those of simulators at a very statistically-

significant level.

XI.4 DISCUSSION:
The results of this experiment

support the previously stated view that Ss cannot fake ocular-
signalling from HEH sleep. The evidence is particularly good since,
apart from the fact that naive judges (using the ordinary criteria
for defining REM sleep) could identify the genuine lucid-dream
record, all the simulating Control Ss pressed the micro-switch,

unaware of muscular atonia in real Stage REM.

• ••••••••• •

Having satisfactorily an~red the question of

whether or not Subject A.V/. was awake when signalling, the course of
experimentation turned next to determining if lucid-dreams could be
experimentally induced in the sleep-laboratory.
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LUCID-DREAM INDUCTION EXPERI~iliNT.

XII.1 nlTRODUCTION:

An obvious progression in the study of

lucid-dreams is to attempt to initiate them in persons who do not
experience the phenomenon, and to increase their frequency in those
who do. This should provide not only more Ss, but a more efficient
program for their investigation since lucid-dreams could be pro-
duced in the sleep-laboratory when required. The problem there-
fore presented itself of how to achieve this.

The author had noted that several
'lucid-dreamers' reported that specific percepts in dreams (e.g.
the sight of a dead father, with one S) regularly appeared to cause
conscious awareness within the dream. These specific 'lucidity-
generating-images' are powerful triggering agencies, however
their frequency may be low.

The idea occurred of providing an
external stimulus in REM sleep, so as to evoke a certain type of

percept, which if previously linked to the concept of lucid-~eams

should give rise to that state. It has been demonstrated that
external stimuli are incorporated into lucid-dreams, and that

a water-spray is particularly effective (Dement & Wolpert,1958).
Indeed, in that paper some Ss reported having a realisation of

dreaming at that point.

Therefore, it was decided to undertake
a study, the purpose of which would be to attempt to initiate
lucidity in a sleeping S in Stage REM, by means of a water-spray.
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Subjects would be asked to produce ocular-signals if such
realisation was present. It would be necessary to include a
Control condition in the design, using a catch trial (when no
stimulus was applied) in order to establish whether demanLchar-
acteristics (Orne,1962) were biasing the experimental.situation.
i.e. subjects might feel obliged to report having become lucid
on waking in order to comply with the Experimenter's desires
and not wishine to make the lengthy proceedings seem fruitless.

XII.2 METHOD.
(a) Subjects.

10 subjects (8 females, 2 males) were used in
this experiment. They were all young adult University students,
aged 19-27. All were unpaid volunteers obtained by canvassing

or in response to an advertisement.
(b) Appanat.us,

Subjects were wired-up using the same electrode

emplacements as in previous experiments (See page140 ).\vater
was sprayed from a Gillette 2 ml disposable hypodermic syringe

using a size 17 needle.
(c) Experimental procedure.

Subjects had one adaptation-night in the sleep-
laboratory (on whdch they wer-ewirer1.-upbut not monitored)

before being run on the second night, which was close to the

first. After being wired-up , the subject went to bed and was

given instructions verbally.
E trials: In one of the later REI-1Ps

the Experimenter crept into the bedroom and sprayed a fine jet
of water onto the subject's face or hand, using the syringe, from
a distance of approximately 12 inches.

C trials: In another of the later
RLIMPS the Experimenter crept.in,waited a short while, then with
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the syringe in hand, woke the subject without sprinkling the subject.

In either condition, on waking the S
)

was asked to report any dream event that had just been experienced,
and whether the realisation of dreaming occurred to the S on stim-
ulation.

One E and C trial was given, in random
sequence (determined by random-number tables) to each S. Overall
the two conditions were equally presented first.

The S's comments were tape-recorded.
(c) Instructions to Ss:

, On 2 separate occasions tonight when
you are dreaming, some water will be sprinkled lightly on your face.
as a result you may dream, say, that it is raining, or that a
pipe has burst and has sprinkled you. What you have to remember
is that if you dream of being sprayed in any way, it is a signel
to you. You should then realise that what you are experiencing is
a dream. You must then immediately signal back by making 6 left-
right eye-movements, whilst simultaneously pressing the micro-switch
6 times. Try to maintain the insight that it is a dream and
observe the dream carefully. A little later you will be woken and
asked to give a full account of your dream. '
(n.b. The S practised the signals several times before sleep.)

RESULTS.
FemaleSubject:A. (Sequence: E:C)

E: Dream of washing a baby and getting splashed.

c: Dream of attaching labels to objects.

No realisation of dreaming •

••
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Female
Subject:B. (Sequence: C:E)

C: No recall.
E: Dream of speaking to a friend who was inadvertently spittinc

at the Subject.
No realisation of dreaming •

••Female
Subject:C. (Sequence: E:C)
E: Dream of being on yacht, with spray on face.
C: No recall.

No realisation of dreaming •

• •Nale
Subject:D. (Sequence: E:C)
E: Dream of'thinking of what to say'.
c: Dream of seeinG trains at a station.

No realisation of dreaming •

• •Female
Subject:E. (Sequence: C:E)
C: No recall.
E: Dream of taking an exam.

No realisation of dreaming •

• •Female
Subject:F. (Sequence: C:E)

C: Dream of being in a big room, talking to a client.

E: Dream of watering plants in the sleep-lab. Water dripping from

washing hanging above the bed.

No realisation of dreaming •

Female
Subject:G.

• •

(Sequence: C:E)
C: Dream of standing outside a hospital.

E: Dream of standing on pavement with friends. Wiping feet on
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No realisation of dreaming •

• •
Male
Subject:H. (Sequence: E:C)
E: Dream of black cat which the Experimenter had let into the

sleep-lab. The cat pee-ed on the Subject.

C: No recall.
No realisation of dreaming •

••
Female
Subject:I. (Sequence: E:C)
E: Sexual dream.
C: Dream of unpleasant events, something to do with the weather.

No realisation of dreaming•

• •Female
Subject:J. (Sequence: C:E)
C: Dream of being by the docks v/iththe Experimenter, and goine with

him to a coffee-bar.
E: Dream of being in conversation with someone.

No realisation of dreaming •

• •

Two independent judges instructed to decide vhether or

not a water-spray theme was present in the dr«'am protocols had an
inter-rater reliability of 1oa~.Both judges saw the theme in 6
of the 10 Experimental dream reports and not at all in the 10

Control dream reports.

XII.4 DISCUSSION.
It would seem that water was incorporated into several

dreams, but it was not successful in producing lucidity. The 6~~
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incorporation rate is somewhat higher than the 4Z~ rate found
by Dement & \lolpert.(1958b). There were some procedural diff-
iculties with the method in that the stimulus was rather variable
each time as the position, direction and force of the spray
differed. Problems also arose occasionally when the subject's
face was covered by the sheet or blankets.

Possibly the technique was not successful as a
longer term learning process has to occur. Perhaps the concept

of lucidity needs to be firmly established in the long-term
memory before the feel of a water-spray initiates that thought.
It is interesting that a subject in a separate experiment (Wagstaff,
Hearne & Jackson.,1978)reported that the sight of water in an ordinary

dream did trigger lucidity. The subject knew about the water stim-
ulation experiment, and the association between water in the dream
and memory of the experiment apparently initi8ted insight within
the dream.

XII.5 CONCLUSIONS.
It was not found possible ,at least for 1 night only,

to trigger lucidity in ordinary Stage REM dreams by means of a
water spray in persons pDUiously 'set' to link water-stimulation

with the concept of lucidity.
Subjects did not appear to comply with hypothetical

'demand-characteristics' in reporting dreams involving water

when no stimulation was in fact applied •

••••••••••

n.b. Subject E reported at one point : 'I deliberately obtained
a clear image of a waterfall, then signalled - but woke after

4 signals'. The polygraphic record shows that the subject
experienced this whilst waking from Stage 2 sleep, which was
followed by Stages 1 and 2, then REM (see page 232 ).
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So far in this work, extensive data had been acquired

from subject A.~J.; other lucid-dream subjects hc.wevcr were not

forthcoming. The simulating control experiment indicated that

A.\J.'s signalling was from Stage REil sleep. The attempt to

obtain lucid-dreams in the sleep-lab by an induction ~thod

was found not to be feasible. At this stage, subject A.\J.

offered to continue experiments, so a 2nd A.W. study was planned.

The next Chapter gives the results of further experiment-

ation using this co-operative subject •

......•...
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C HAP T E R XllI---------_.-

THE 2nd A.\-1. STUDY.

XIII.1 INTRODUCTION.
The 1st A.vi. Study provided adequate electro-physiological

data for statistical analyses, and also a certain amount of psycho-
logical information concerning the lucid-dream state. At its con-
c1usion the ~Jbject expressed an interest in extending the
experimentation, 60 a 2nd A.W. study was planned. Unfortunately,
the subject's frequency of lucid-dreams is such that specific
numbers of lucid-dreams could not be expected to be obtained \olithin
the given period. The subject's visits to the sleep-lab
would be necessarily limited. Therefore, a flexible investiFative
study was envisaged to observe various bnsic phenomena of lucid-dreams.
Such an approach would not be so limiting as one experiment in which,
say,the subject signalled learned information over a series of lucid-
dreams in order to shed light on the ability to recall material
in the lucid-dream state.

The subject's powers of introspection and intelligence
would be particularly useful for subjective reports of dream events.
Various manipulations e.g. external stimulation, could be performed
in this 2nd Study, however as this would make the dreams essentially
different from those of the 1st Study, rfsu1ts would not be pooled
in analyses.

Aspects requiring elaboration would include: 2-way
communication; whether any other physical actions are possible in
lucid-dreams; and whether some other form of external stimulation could
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initiate lucidity, despite the general failure of the water-spray
experiment on naive Subjects.

From the point of view of increasing the possibilities
for experimentation, also from the philosophical aspect concerning
whether the subject really can think in dreams, the questi~n of 2-way
communication in lucid-dreams is of major importance. A problem
presenting itself in investigations involving external auditory
stimulation in a lucid-dream is the possibility of waking the subject.
Therefore it was decided that olfactory stimuli would be employed
first upon attainment of lucidity. It was assumed these would be
less likely to rouse the subject. If the s'lbjectcould sienal back,
by prearranged code, which of several stimuli were presented during
the lucid-dream, this would consitute 2-way commurricat i.onand shov!

the presence of intellieent mentation. 'l'helater auditory stimuli
could consist of saying aloud instructionn to the subject to perform
calculations and to signal the result.

Ocular communication may not be the only method of convey-
ir.r,information from lucid-dreams, despite general bodily paralysis.
It occurred to the author that perhaps the respiratory rate could
be altered in that state. (The author believed he could alter his
breathing rate in a related REH phenomenon - sleep-paralysis.) This

could be ascertained fairly easily be requesting the subject to
deliberately vary his respiration in the lucid-dream, in some pre-
arranged manner. If it worked it could open up a nevi channel for
communication from the sleeping subject.

The author came across a paper by Koulack(1969) which
showed that electrical stimulation of the wrist had a high rate
of incorporation in ordinary dreams (4ol~ direct.plUB 24~~indirect).
The method is easier and more efficacious than water-spray stimul-
ation. The stimulus is constant, and its operation can be directed
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while cbser-vi.nr:the polygraph chart. Therefore it ",/US planned

to perform Cl pilot investigation usine such stimulation in a
fresh attempt to initiate lucidity in this habitual lucid-dreamer.

All three approaches are aimed at improving the efficiency
of research methodology regarding lucid-dreams as well as invest-

igating crucial areas.

xrn ,a METHOD.
The same subject and electrophysiological recording

set up were used as in the 1st A.\i. Study.
a. 2-way communication experiment

This experiment was performed throughout the study
in an attempt to establish 2-way contact between subject and
Experimenter. 'l'womethods were tried:
1. Olfactory input to subject.

3 olfactory stimuli (lemon s~ent, peppermint toothpaste,
cloves) were employed in the experiment. The Experimenter
selected a random order for 3 trials by assigning a number
to each stimulus and observing which came first in random- number

tables , opened blindly. The probability of the subject ident-
ifying all three and reporting them correctly by ocular signalling

is (1/3)3 i.e. P= 1/27 = 0.037. It was pointed out to the
subject that the same stimulus might occur twice or even on all

three trials, by chance.

On attaining lucidity, the subject signalled that

fact. The Experimenter then entered the sleep-lab bedroom with

the stimuli and placed each, in its randomly chosen order, close
tc the subject's nose. His eye-movements were observed and after
signalling which stimulus had been applied, the next was then
presented. Because low numbers of ocular signals could be confused
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with ordinary RENs, it was established that the subject would
signal '2' for lemon, '4' for toothpaste and '6' for cloves.
2. Auditory stimuli~

After the olfactory stimulation the Experimenter said
aloud 2 numbers (1-9) separated by a calculation instruc~ion
(e.g. 8 minu6 3). The subject was instructed to signal each number
and the result of the calculation. The numbers were Belected
by blind entry to random number tables. The higher number was
given first and a gap of at least 1 was considered necessary
so that an answer could be transmitted.
b. Respiratory rate experiment.

In later lucid-dreams respiration was monitored by
taping a micro-miniature glass-bead-coated thermistor near a
nostril so that it registered the difference in temperature
between inspired and expired air. One of the EOG channels was
utilised for the purpose. A d.c. PGR bridge circuit set the
baseline,and gain was varied between 0.05 and 0.02 mV/cm. The
Subject was instructed to perform several rapid respirations
at some point in a later lucid-dream.
c. Electric-shock stimulus.

It was hoped that mild electric shocks administered
to the subject in Stage REB sleep would be registered and possibly
initiate lucidity if the subject could realise that they were

in fact external 'prompting' signals. Two 1~ volt batteries
(HP11) in series were connected via a potentiometer and push-
button to a ~ransformer (Radiospares type 217-567) giving a x30

increase in voltage. Two electrodes (1cm diameter) were attached

to the S'lbject's left fore-arrn some 2-3 inches apart. Electrode
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gel was used with the electrodes. A prublem was the threshold
of shock. It seemed to be high in REI! sleep, and if the Subject
woke suddenly, he complained that it wastoo painful.
XIII.3 RESULTS.

The 2nd A.W. Study covered 30 recording nights - 7 groups of
3 successive nights (weekends) and a period of 9 successive nights.
The total period during which the experiments were performed
lasted just over a year. 'Inrthose thirty nights,
5 lucid-dreams were reported, but 1 was not recorded polygraphicall;y
due to technical difficulties. In addition, 2 induced false-
awakenings were obtained.

Lucid-dream _'.__.1.. _ (See acc~un~ on paces 394-395)
Time: 10.20 a.IT..

This lucid-dream had a duratior. of apnroximately 65 f'econds•., .
'I'heocular sjgnals appear-ed after the cuatonary m~:·:burst, but very
Iittle REI'; activity occurred thereafter. Tt€ sicr.alsv:cre made 'vlhile
the S was flying, although the subject thought he was in a light
sleep. Immediately it became a false-awakening however. During
that period the lemon stimulus was presented but the subject did
not directly incorporate that smell into the dream. The subject
woke before further olfactory and auditory stimuli could be applied.

It would seem that olfactory stimuli are not incorporated into
the dream. It might be said that he was not expecting one at the

time because he dreamed he had woken, but the stimulus is fairly

pungent and was applied close to the nose for many seconds. In

adddtion the 'thinG on the eyes' (cotcon-woo'l,impregnated with

a liquid n might have had some kind of smell in the dream, but
it did not.
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Lucid-drenr.i,2
Time: 3.55 a.m.

(See account on page 396 )

A RE~ burst preceded the ocular signals in this lucid-
drea~, ~hich was recorded at slow speed (25mm/sec). Again, the
subject signalled while flying. The duration of the experience was
about 100 seconds, although the Subject believed it to be brief.
Perhaps a false-awakening occurred after signalling. The Experimenter
Was not present unfortunately when the dream was recorded so no
stimuli were administered. Howeve:r effectively it was a control
situation where no smells were presented. No strong smells were
reported though except for a very faint odour of lemon - so the
subject reported.

Lucid-dre~_ .~
Time: 1010 a.m.

Preceded by a distinct REIlburst and lasting some 60

(See account on pages 39&-399)

seconds, this lucid-dream showed little ocul.ar movement after ttlE

realisation. The Subject was flying again while signalling. A
false-awakening happened again too after signalling, as occurred
in·lucid-dreams 1 and 2. No stimuli wer-epresented and none reported.

Lucid-dream, 4
Time: 11 a.m,

(See account on pages 400-401)

Vigorous R~H activity preceded the lucidity-signaJs
here and the dream had a duration of some 35 seconds. REBs

continued after lucidity, and the record (page 246 ) shows a fast

respiratory rate there as was reported in the dream account. The

subject had been instructed to alter his breathing rate early in

the lucid-dream, which he acco~plished. This provides evidence
that another voluntary activity available in dreams is that of
controlling respiration. The subject woke before olfactory and
auditory stimuli were applied. The subject reported that he 'induced'
the lucid-dream be concentrating on visual imagery and then moving
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into that scene. Be also reported hearinG ~i6 breathin~ when
tryinc to alter the rate, but on the other hand a clock ticking
loudly close to the Subject was not heard. It is conceivable
that the high respiratory rate resulted in an increased metabolic
rate which increased cortical arousal so causing waking •

Induced false-awakening,1
.

(See account on page 402)

Time: 5 a.r.1.
The subject was electrically stimulated in tonic REl-'lby

a sequence of 3 shocks. The Subject responded by signalling 8

ocular movements but the REli activity was minimal for the 30 seconds

or so duration of the experience. This constituted the first

known electrically induced false-o.\.'akeninc, although of course
it had been hoped t.hat full lucidity would be initic,ted. The
subject's head vies: covered so no olfactory dimuli could be applied.
The s'lbject woke , or ...:as already avrake, when the first number was

spoken.
Induced false-a\,:akening,2. (See account en pages 403-404)
Time: 10.15 a.m •

3 shocks occurring in low-voltage REI-:activity triggered
the false-awakening here - the duratior. of v:hich is difficult to
determine since the EEG becomes like that of waking after some
25 seconds, but the D~G rer.'ainsLow for some 65 seconds. 2 o'l.fac'tor'y

stimuli were presented dur'J.ngthe latter part of the experience
and correctly signalled, but the subject vas probably awake then.

On 3 occasions within the same REMP

the aubject produced ocular signals in Stage 2 sleep, immediately

following a k-complex (see pages405-7 )Presumably a burst of internal
excitation was interpreted as being an electric shock. These were not
observed at the time as they were outside a REM period. They are

interesting because they show (8.) the subject can signal in NREM
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cleep, and (b) the k-comp'lex iE"B. str-ong internal sensation \-;hich
can DE' misinterpreted by a current psychological set. The subject
had no recall of these events on later 'tfaking. It is not known

therefore if they briefly elicj_ted lucidity or whether the ocular
responses were auto~~tic.

XIII.4 DISCUSSIOI~.
The lucid-dreams in this study appear different from

those of the 1st study in tp~t more false awakenings were present
(3 out of 4 recorded dreams). In addition the electrical stimul-
ation method produced 2 false-awakenings. It seems possible tr.at
the changed nature of the experirnentation in the 2nd study could
have caused this effect. t number of explanations may be offered.
Perhaps the subject was so 'set' to the sleep-lab situation recardinr
the tasks, that he natura11y dreamed he wa~ in bed after a time in
spontaneous lucid-dreams or on electrical stimulation. Howev cr,
the verisimilitude was such that he failed to recognise the
artificiality of the situation. Another explanation is that
dream imaeery deteriorated, so ending the dream when the subject

disregarded it in favour of the taskso The consequence could be
a false-awakening. Or again, per-haps the false-avfakeninr;was

a psychological defence to avoid having to perform the tasks.

The 4 dreams seemed generally shorter in length thari those
in the 1st study, but not significantly so(t=1.77;df=10;n.s.)Thus it seems

that the experirnental conditions were in some way unconducive to

the production of ordinary lucid-dreams. The answer to this

problem may be to avoid burdenin~ the subject with several specific

tasks in the dreams. Also, the subject should perhaps simply allow
the dream to run on for a while at first before attempting to
per-form experiments. If a false-a'rlakeningdoes occur, the subject
should be prepared for that eventuality and test the situation.
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One Method the s abject Lntends to use in future is to try to n.'itch
on a bedside lamp in the dr-eam, Lr, LucLd=dr-eame this is not usually
possible (Eee page 324 ) : The lamp appears not to work. If it does
not work the subject should assume he is still asleep and dreaming.
It is possible that at that point the dreamer may enter an ' out
of the body' experience, in ttat the situation ...,ill be like real-
life.

Regarding the 2-way corr~unication experiments, these turned
out to be rather indeterminate. On the occasion when stimulation
was applied but not expected, it was not incorporated. 'Iolhenit was
experienced, the Subject was almost certainly awake. The fact too
that the subject reported hearinc his own breathinG, yet did not
register the loud clock, indicates that perhaps the respiratory
sound was hal]ucinated - ar'v!af'the Round of the micro-s\:itch
v:hen it war. not actual] y pressed, or)previous occaed.ons,

As regards the subject O:yir..r:in Luci.d-dreams, on1y 1 good
sample of flying, clearly marked by signals before and after, has
so far been obtained (page 204 ). Although the subject reported
flying and signalling on several occasions the two activities are
mixed. If enough examples of flyinr; could be collected, t.hese could
be compared for similarities. On tr.e three tirleEin this study

, ,
when the subject viasflying and signalling the EEG baseline shows
a large slow ...'a~= over several seconds (e.g. page 397 ). It is
not known whether this is due to some movement artefact~ say head

movement (but it is not reflected in the other channels), or whether

it is a specific very slow brain wave associated with flying in dreams.

The effect is not present though in lucid-dream H of the 1st A.W.study
(page 177 ).

The subject's definite change in respiratory rate (see

record on page 246 )provides the first e¥idence for the voluntary
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control of breathinr in Stage REl:.The chart speed was unfortunately
slow in the polyv-aphic record though, so further examples are

really required for this effect to be demonstrated conclusively.
The new method of producing false-awakenings, if not

lucid-dreams, by usine electrical stimulation is of possible
great importance for future wor-k , A Lar-ge scale experiment is
required to test the technique on several subjects over a period
(see also Chapter XIX, page 308 ).

XI11.5 CONCLUSIONS.
The experimental situation can,apparently, significantly

affect the duration ,at least, of lucid-dreams. The several
false-av!akeninrs in this 2nd study might also reflect this phen-
omenon. These factors need to be considered in future work, as
other aspects of lucid-dreams mir,htbe similarly affect~d.

Inconclusive results wer-eobtained r~cardinl:ithe
reception of external stimulation \,lithinthe lucid-dream or
false-awakening. It could be,in fact, that external stimulation
is not incorporated at all in phasic REM, but is only hallucin-
ated then, hence other stimuli (e.g. the clock)are not received.
A new study of external stimulation is called for, in which

stimulation occurs in both tonic and phasic REN.

It is feasible for the lucid-dream subject to mark
specific dream activities by ocular signals. It is conceivable

that this technique will open up an interesting area in future

research, as different activities may have characteristic EEGs.

The results indicate that another channel of comm-
unication might exist for the subject
signalling.

It seems possible that a method of inducing lucid-dreams

that of respiratory

and false-awakenings could be developed using electrical stimul-
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ation in Stace REl-:sleep.

The 2nd A.W. study was hampered, then, hy an abundance of

false-awakeninss instead of lucidity, but several promising

observations have resulted which might provide the groundwork

for future studies.

• •••••••••

The next Chapter examines and analyses additional data

(questionnaire, diary,lucid-dream frequency) supplied by subject

A. \oJ. over a lone period. This Lnf'or-mati on should illuminate

several &spect~ of naturalJy occ~rrinG(hone)lucid-dreams.
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jJ)DITIli1:AL DATA FHOli SUBJECT: A.\J.

This subject tape-recorded his lucid-

dreams and some ordinary dreams, on waking, over a 170 day period

from August 1st 1976 to January 17th 1977. For part of that time

a questionnaire was filled-in after each lucid-dream,and A diary was

kept of each day's events. The data obtained is analysed here •

•• • • • • • •

XIV .1 l'RB~UEI1CY DATA.

XIV .1.1 mTHODUCTION:

A record of those niF,hts on which lucid-

dreams are experienced enables these questions to be answered:

a. What is the £ubject's overall frequency of lucid-creams during

the period?
b. Are there any periodicity effects,as reflected in a recurring

figure of days between lucid-dreams, or a biaG for certain dayG

of the week ?

Any finding of periodicity could point

to underlying causative factors concerning these dreams, in terms

of regular external (environmental) and/or internal (psychological/

physiological) influences.

XIV .1.2 RESULTS:

Figure XIV.1(below) presents those days
FIGURE: XIV.1

LUCID-DREAM OCCURRENCES OVER 170 DAYS:
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0=Lucid-dream.
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during the samplinr, period on which lucid-dreams occurred. Mostly

they were spread out, but some bunchi~; is apparent at the end of

the sampling period. The overall frequency of lucid-dreams was 1

per 4 or 5 days (36/170). Figure XIV.2,page254,illustrates the fre-

quency of lucid-dreams for different intervals between their occurr-

ence. It can be seen that one-quarter (9/36) of them happened 4
days after a previous one, and one sixth (6/36) "Jere experienced

the next day after a lucid-dream: these are the most common frequ-

encies. The maximum duration between lucid-dreams was found to be

12 days.

Figure XIV.3 shO\I/Sthat the distribution

of lucid-dreams was more or less equal for the different days of the

week, with a slight non-significant decrement on \iednesdays (page 254 ).

XIV .•1.3 DISCUSSION:

'I'hi e particular a ubject docs appear to

have a degree of cyclicity in the frequency of lucid-dreams. The

4 day periodicity effect accounts for 2~; of the data. It would be

of interest to discover whether this is linked to any other aspect

of the 8~bject's behaviour. For instance, perhaps lucid-dreams are

associated with peaks of cortical activity at 4 day intervals. This

might be reflected in,say, his persol~lity i.e. he could be more

introverted on those days (Chapter XVI). A causal link too might

be established by a detailed analysis of the subject's daily act-

ivities.

• •••••••••
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XIV •• 2 l>IAHY })l.Th..

XI'l2.1 DlTRODUCTION:
The concept that the day's events can affect

that night's dreams is a familiar one. It is a common observation for
most people, and is an integral part of Freudian and Jungian dream

theory ( IV.5 ; IV.6 ). Two questions therefore sprine to

"mind vis a vis lucid-dreams:
1/ Is lucidity in dreams linked to specific events in the day before':'

These events may have some special psychological significance
for the person and a replay in dreams may cause cortical arousal

so perhaps initiating lucidity.
2/ On days before lucid-dreams. does the person experience more
general stimulation (activity/emotional ar-ousr.L) ': 'I'his f'ol.Loweon
from the notion that lucidity arises from cortical excitiation.
Hany interesting events in the day might lead to more cortical

activity in dreams, hence lucidity.
A study of diary data might establish

whether these two factors are important or not.

XIV.2.2 JvlETHOD:
The S ab ject; (A.v!.) was requested to

keep a diary of each day's events over a period of several weeks.
A continuous record was not maintained, however enough data was
collected for 8 days followed that night by a lucid-dream, and

8 other days which were not followed by a lucid-dream.

The S was asked to put entries into
the diary on an hour by hour basis, and in no circumstances to fill

in the data for a previous day in case the subject's personal ideas
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on any pos"ible links between events and lucld-dreams affected hic,
diary entries. Control days were randor.Jlyselected, but were matched
for day of week for obvious reasons.

Measures:
A measure of experienced.

stimulation during the day was derived from the diary information
by scoring the amount of activity and emotional arousal. 3 naive judges
rated lucid and non-lucid dream days,randomly presented. The mean
score was rounded off to the nearest vhoLe number. The criteria vrer-e :

1/ Any recorded non-routine activity, 1 point.
2/ Any recorded emotional event,1 point.

Any link between references to specific
nctivities or persons and lucid-dreams would be investip:ated by
noting their presence or absence in the 2 sets of Land C data.
For the 8 separate items of E and C data, the presence of ,l reference
in 8 cases in one set and 0 cases in the other, would be statistically
significant (Binomial probability: P=O.002, 2 tailed). For 1 and 7
cases, P would be approaching significance (P=O.070, 2 tailed.)

XIV :'2.3 RLSUl.'PS:

(a) Diary references and lucidity.
The various items compared are shown in the Appendix, page 411 •

No specific activity or reference to a person appears to be linked

with lucidity in a dream thc.tnight. Of the 10 items compared, the

greatest discrepancy concerns reference to alcoholic drink. 2 of the

E days and 6 of the C days have such an entry however, the trend
is not significant.
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(b) Daytime stimulation and lucidity.

An independent t-test was used to compare the E and C
data scores on general daytime stimulation (See table below).
There was no significant effect for E days (followed that night
by a lucid-dream) compared with C days (not followed by a lucid-

dream. (t= 1.77 ; dt. 14 ; n.s.).

TABLE XIV.1

DIARY DAY-TIME STIMULATION SCORES.

E C

8 7

7 6

4 4
4 3
4 3
6 6

5 2

6 4
Mean: 5.5 4.37

XIV.2.4 DISCUSSION:

The amount of'general stimulation was found

not to be significantly higher on days before lucid-dreams, but
there appears to be a trend that way. The information though
concerns only this subject and is open to all the criticisms of
subjective data, however it points to an association which should
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be furthpr inve5tir,ated. The concept, stated in the Introduction,

that perhaps a more interestinr, (to the subject) day leads to

[7,reatercortical arousal i.a ~eams and so makes lucidity more

likely, requires further study.
The ether aspect of this study has shown

that certain specific events in th~ day before do not anpear to be

associated ~dth lucidity in dreams that night, althouGh the level

of analysis was not detailed •

••••••••••
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XIV.3 fost-lucid-dream questionnaire.

XIV.•3.1 D1TRODUCTION.

The purpose of the post-lucid-dream questionnaire was

to obtain subjective information on various aspects of the dream,

before and after lucidity, which were described in Chapter V. The

items would be: imagery brightness and clarity, emotional level,

clarity of thought and bizarreness of the dream. In addition,

questions would be asked on estimated duration, likelihood of

the events actually happening in real life, and ability to

control the dream. These were to ascertain how different exper-

ientially, lucid-dreams are from their ordinary-dream 'matrix',

and to investigate how the phenomenon of dream control correl-

ates with any of these data.

XIV .3.2 Mm'HOD.
The subject was asked to fill in the questionnaire

(See Appendix, pages 408-410) on waking after a lucid-dream. This
was usually performed after the subject had recorded an account

of the dream.

XIV .•3.3 RESULTS.

The subject completed the questionnaire after 29

lucid-dreams. The answers were in the form of numerals on a

scale from 1 to 7. Raw data is shown on page265 • The time

estimation data is in seconds. Since a few persons who reported

experiencing lucid-dreams told the author that thinking in them

could sometimes be 'clearer than when awake', the scale for

items 6 and 7 was extended to cover that.
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'Before and after' data was subjected to Sandler's A test,

and the entire data was cross-correlated using a computer program

(N31C - of the University of Liverpool Computer Laboratory). The

resultant correlational matrix is shown on page 26~

The mean ratings for the first 4 items in the q¥estionnaire

(see Table XVI.2,page 265 ), concerning the brightness and

clarity of imagery before and after ~ucidity, were around the

centre of the scale (i~no imagery, 7= like in strong sunshine).

Nean brightness before lucidity: 3.7
II II after II

Nean clarity before lucidity:
II II after II

The mean estimated duration of the lucid-dreams was 156

seconds, which is very similar to the mean dll!ation of 153 seconds

found in the sleep-lab study • The estimated range was from 5 to

360 seconds. A t-test showed that the sleep-lab duration figures

were not signicantly different from the mean estimated duration

of the large sample of home Lucd.d-dr-eams (t= 0.09; 7 df; n.s. ).

The mean level of quality of thought was found to be a

little less than in waking life both before and after lucidity:

Mean clarity of thought before lucidity: 2.6

" " " " after "
(Scale: 1=very unclear, 4= same as when awake,7Qmuch more clear).

The mean level of emotionality was fairly low both before

and after lucidity:

Mean emotionality of dream before lucidity: 2.8
II II " " after II

(Scale: 1=unemotional, 7= extremely emotional).

The bizarreness of the dreams was ,on average, was not

very great before or after lucidity:
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Mean bizarreness before lucidity: 2.8

" " after "
(Scale: 1. not bizarre,?= extremely bizarre).

Orl average, the dream events concerned things which
could possibly happen in waking life: 4.4 on scale (1= very unlikely

to happen, 4= possible,7= very unlikely).
The mean level of dream-control after lucidity was

4.7 on the scale (1= no control,7=very easy to control).

Sandler's A test findings:

1. Brightness of imagery before and after lucidity:
A=o.56. Not significant.
2. Clarity of imagery before and after lucidity~

A=0.33. Not significant.
3. Clarity of thought before and after lucidity:
A= 0.06. P < 0.0001
Subjectively, thinking was significantly clearer after lucidity.

4. Emotionality before and after lucidity:

A::O.14. P~ 0.01

Emotionality in the dream was subjectively greater after lucidity.

5. Bizarreness before and after lucidity:

A::O.15 P(0.01

Dreams were more bizarre ,subjectively, after lucidity.

Listed below are pairs of measures which attained
overall significant levels of association using N-2 degrees of

freedom, 2-tailed, and the 5}~ level of significance as a minimum.
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(Table values (overall data): ~~: 0.37 ; Q~: 0.43 ; 1~~:0.47 ).
The data was also split (days 1-15, 16-29) and

separate correlations computed to check whether any apparent
overall significant correlation was consistent throughout
the data. As 78 overall correlations were performed, ~pprox-
imately 4 spuriously significant correlations might be expected
by chance alone (at the ~; level).

(Split data table values: 13d.f.:~;;:0.51 ,3~:0.59 ;1~~:0.64 )
12d.f. :~;:0.53 ;4":0.61 ;1~;;:0.66 )

(Correlations:) (SEE TABLEXIV.3,page 265 ,and FIGURE Xrv.4,page266 )
1. ~rightness of imagery before and after lucidity:

r= 0.91 P<. 0.01 Split: 13df: 0.84; P < 0.01
12df: 0.98; P < 0.01

2. Brightness after lucidity and clarity before lucidity:
r= 0.50 ?( 0.01 Split: 13df: 0•.56; P < 0.05

12df: 0.42; n.B.

3. Brightness after lucidity and clarity after lucidity:
r= 0.44 Split: 13df: 0.58; P< 0.05

12df: 0.21; n.s.

4. Clarity before and after lucidity:

r= 0.90 P<0.01 Split: 13df: 0.91; P<0.01
12df: 0.89; P <0.01

These 4 findings, with the Sandler's A test results
essentially reflect the fact that the dream imagery does not

subjectively appear to change in brightness or quality with

the onset of lucidity. The non-significant correlations of

some of the split data in items 2 and 3 of the list above

indicates that the overall results are perhaps dubious.

5. Clarity of thought before and after lucidity:
P( 0.01 Split: 13df: -0.26; n.s.

12df: 0.82; P < 0.01
This overall finding indicates that the greater the
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clarity of thought before lucidity, the more so after that point.

However, the split halves of the data give different results,
so this finding is suspect.
6. Emotionality before and after lucidity:

r= 0.60 P< 0.01 Split: 13df: 0.51;. P < 0.05
12df: 0.70; P < 0.01

The dream is subjectively more emotional after
lucidity and the level of emotionality is dependent on the

degree before lucidity.
7. Bizarreness before and after lucidity:

r= 0.50 P< 0.01 Split: 13df: 0.76; P<0.01
12df: 0.15; ns s,

Overall, bizarreness cf the lucid-dream appears to
be linked to that measue before lucidity. However, the split
analyses give different results, so the result is not reliable.
8. Bizarreness before lucidity and likelihood of events:

r= -0.43 P <0.05 Split: 13df: -0.50; n.s.
12df; -0.31; n.s.

This overall finding is not reliable.
9. Bizarreness before lucidity and controllability of the

lucid-dream:
r= -0.43 P (0.02 Split: 13df: -O.33;n.s.

12df: -0.60; B(0.05
Whilst both split-data findings give negative

correlations, they are different values, hence the overall
finding is suspect.

In 16 of the 29 dreams the dream-situation
was indoors.

• •••••••••
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TABLE XIV e2

Ri,\! D!.TA. Post-lucid-drean questionnaire. 29 lucid-dreams.

Q: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
4 4 4 5 250 2.5 4 4 5 4 4 3 5.5
4 4 4 4 190 2 4 1.5 3 2 4.5 5 4
2 2 4 4 60 3 3 3 2 2 3 4 5
4 4 4 4 330 3 3 2 2 2 2 6 5 .
4 4 4 4 100 3 3 3 4 2 4 2 4

5 5 5 5 240 3 3 3 3 6 6 2 2

3 5 6 6 150 2 3 5 4 4 4 3 5

5 5 5 5 60 2 3 5 4 3 3 5 5
4 4 6 6 200 3 3 2 2 3 1 7 6

2 2 4 4 150 3 3 2 2 5 6 4 4

4 4 4 4 360 3 3 2 2 1 1 6 6

4 4 4 5 200 2 3 3 4 3 3 6 5
3 3 4 4 60' 2 3 2 3 2 2 4 4

3 3 3 3 10 3 3 2 3 2 2 6 2
4 4 4 4 200 2 3 2 5 1 2 5 5
4 4 .4 4 200 2 3 2 5 4 4 4 3
3 3 14 4 120 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 2

3 3 5 5 150 3 4 3 4 2 4 1 6
4 4 4 4 100 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5
4 4 5 5 250 2 3 2 3 2 6 6 6

3 3 5 5 200 2 3 2 3 3 5 3 5
1 2 3 4 5 2 3 6 6 3 6 6 4
6 6 5 5 120 3 3 3 4 3 5 6 5
4 4 4 4 100 3 3 2 2 2 6 6 6
4 4 4 4 200 2 3 2 2 4 2 1 6
4 4 4 4 30 4 4 2 2 2 3 5 5
3 3 4 4 120 4 5 3 5 1 1 6 6
4 4 4 4 250 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 120 3 4 2 3 2 2 4 5

Nean: 3.7 3.8 4.3 4.~ 156 2.6 3.; 2.8 3. 2.E 3.~ 404 4.7

Sandler's h. (Items 1&2): A=0.56. Not siE;nificant.
II " " 3&4 A=0.33. Not significant.
II II " 6&7 A=O.06. P (0.001.
II II II 8&9 A=0.14. P=Oo01.
fl II " 10&11 A=O.15o P=0.01.

(Table values: (29 df) ~~: 0.264; 15.1:0.161 0.1~;: 0.106.)
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TABLE: XIV.3

STATISTICALLY SIGIJIFICANT( OVEHALL)COImELATIOIW AND SPLIT-DATA.

267 .

COHRELATIor:s.

(Split-data correlations in brackets)

0.90
(.91,.89)

r1. BRIGIITllESS BEFORE LUCIDITY.

Lz, II AFl'Eh II JO.50
(.56,.42)

[
3. CLARITY BEFORE LUCIDITY.

4. " AFTER II

]
0.44

(.58, .21)

5. DURATIOH.

0.55 [6. CLARITY OF THOUGlIT'BEFORE LUCIDITY.

(-.26,.82) " " " AFTER II7.

0.60 [8. ENOI'IOIIJJ..ITY BEFOl(£ LUCIDITY.

(.51,.70) II AFTLH II9.

C· BIL.J"J<IOOIESSBEFORE LUCIDITY.
0.50

(.76, .15) 11. " AFTER II

12. LIKELIHOOD OF EVI,1ITS III RBAL LUL.
]

-0.41
(-.50,
-.31)

-0.43
(-.33,
-.60)

13. COllTROLlJ.BD...ITY OVB:HDHLJd; conru.r AImACTION•

••••••••••

XIV.3.4 DISCUSSION.

The results could be a function of the subject's

preconceptions, biases~esponding sets and various other psychol-
ogical artefacts. However, taking them at face value as being

truthful observations of subjective experiences, the findings
indicate that the brightness and clarity of the dream imagery
does not change after lucidity, but that clarity of thought,

emotionality and bizarreness do increase at that juncture.

The subjectively reported increase in emotional level could

be explained by the subject's excitement at achieving lucidity
or it is perhaps more likely physiologically based in that the
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Heart-·rate has been found to increase after a RE~1burst (which
invariably preceded lucidity in the sleep-lab -Chapter VIII).
The physiological state might therefore direct the emotional
level of the dream.

The significant increase in reported bizarreness

of the dream after lucidity is somewhat unexpected, however it
may be that the greater insight and observation after lucidity
may expose bizarreness in greater relief.

The split-data correlations indicate that
some overall significant associations may be spurious. A few
robust correlations survive: The subjective levels of brightness
and clarity of imagery wer-e dependent on those levels beforehand.
The subjective level of emotionality in the lucid-dream was
associated to the level before lucidity. This level had already
been shown to increase significantly on lucidity. Thus, in
these 3 measures the pre-Iu~id state was crucual in that it
set the level for the lucid-dream.

Further data from this subject and others
should show whether the less reliable correlations are genuine.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS.
1. A degree of cyclicity (of 4 days) was apparent in this
subject's reported lucid-dreams.

2. Lucid-dreams occurred on all days of the week, with no
apparent significant bias.

3. Lucid-dreams to occur more often after a day

of above average stimulation (i.e. more non-routine activity
or emotional events).

4. Specific events the day before, did not appear to be linked

with lucid-dreams that night.
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5. Subjective brightness and clarity of the dream imar,eryremain
the same after lucidity as before.

6. Subjective clarity of thought, emotionality and bizarreness
in a dream increase significantly at lucidity.

7.Subjective brightness and clarity of the imagery, and emotion-
ality of the lucid-dream are significantly associated with those
levels before lucidity.

From the data supplied by this subject it would seem
that physiological factors are important regarding lucid-dreams.
They could affect their very occurrence through cyclical rhythms
and the amount of cortical excitation in the day before. Also,
the emotional and imagery levels appear to be dependent on those
levels existing prior to lucidity •

..•.......
It was decided to attempt to discover whether the

frequency of reported lucid-dreams (in a large group of persons)
correlated with several imagery and sleep phenomena, to see if

any links were apparent which might throw further light on lucid-
dreams. The next Chapter describes that work.
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QUESTIONNAIRE IlJFORHATHX~.

xv .1 DlTHODUCTIOIl.

Very little is known about lucid-dreams. An
obvious possibility was that they were some form of imagery
which does not occur in REB sleep, and so the phenomenon would
not constitute real dreams. One way of studying this,without
a sleep-lab, is to give an imagery questionnaire to persons
\-Tho say they have lucid-dreams and see how the score correlates
with reported frequency of lucid-dreams. l~uestions on various
sleer phenomena could also provide correlational data. These
questions (pages 414-417) would give information on associated
phenomena the correlations of which might point to possible
causes or at least indirect links. It was decided to obtain
such data. Male and female scores would be tr~ated separately
and conbined to observe any sex differences.

At a later stage, the author considered that it
would be useful to have general information on the personal
experiences of subjects in specific areas in lucid-dreams.

The questions selected are shown on pages 281-2e3.

The questionnaire method has certain inherent
biases of course. The Lxperimenter can affect the interviewees'

responses (Hyman 1955); a social desirability factor (Edwards

1957) may operate ; an acquiescence tendency could distort

some answers (Cronbach 1942,Wiggins' 1962). Nevertheless, it
was felt that this method could provide some useful information
on matters related to lucid-dreams.
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The imagery part of the first questionnaire (questions 4-16)
was supplied by Dr J.Empson of Hull University.

It was felt that further pertinent questions
might be on : eidetic ability,hypnagogic and hypnopompic imagery,
perseverative imagery, body-schema experiences, micropsia and
macropsia, apparitions, auras, daydream frequency and vividness
of that imagery (These types of imagery are discussed in
Mcr.ellar, 1957). Questions on sleep/dream phenomena would
be on : frequency of recurring dreams, sleepwalking,sleeptalking,
myoclonic jerk, nocturnal dream recall , vividness of dream
imagery and whether the person saw himself/herself in dreams.
other questiobs on peripheral interests of the author were
also included.
'J.V.2 l·:"''T:{OD.

(a) Lucid-dreams, imnr;ery and ordinary dreams questio-

naire.
The Experimenter personally canvassed a young adult

University population and obtained questionnaire datu from 48
persons (24 males, 24 females), who stated that they had lucid-
dreams at a frequency represented by at least 2 on a scale of
1 (none) to 7 (every night). The University student population

is not representative of society generally, it is noted,

in that the intellieence level is higher than average and the
age range is limited. Nevertheless, useful information can be

ascertained from this sample. The data was placed in two

36 times 24 matrices (for the 2 sexes) and one 36 times 48
matri~ (combined), which were subjected to cross-correlation

using 'N31C' computer programme of the University of Liverpool
Computer Laboratory.
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(b) Lucid-drean phenomenn questionnaire.
The answers to these questions were in cateeorie~,

or simple yes/no responses. The answers wer-eexpressed in tabular
form. 24 persons took part (11 males, 13 females).

XV.3 IlliSULTS.
(a) Lucid-dreams,imar,ery and ordinary dreams

questionnaire.
The male/female raw data is on pages 412-13 and

a table of correlations for the items in relation to the
reported frequency of lucid-dreams is shown on page 275 ~
A table of means for the different questions is displayed on

page 274

It can be seen ( pace 274 ) that the mean reported
frequency of lucid-dreams for the sample was 3.6 on the ',7 point
scale (3.0 males, 4.2 females). The overall imagery scorer;wer-e
59.3 (males) and 65.3 (females), (62.3 combined). A significant
difference was found between the frequency of reported lucid-dreams
for males versus females (t= 2.41 ;N=24;P<O.02) (Page 418 ).
The overall imagery scores of the two sexes were not significantly
different though.

Totally different items correlated with the reported
frequency of lucid-dreams for the two sexes. For males, belief

in ESP (item 25) and reported frequency of daydreaming (item 27)

correlated significantly (25: r=O.46 ;N=24;P(-O.05 ; 27: r=O.416;
N=24;p<O.05). In females, reported hypnagogic-imagery frequency

(item 18), reported frequency of recall of nocturnal dreams ( item

29) and reported frequency of seeing oneself in dreams (item 31)

provided significant correlations (18: reO.53 ;N=24;P<0.01 •,
31: r=o.48 ;N=24;P<O.05). However,

when combined, 3 items which had correlated for males and females,
.... '2.77
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LUCID-DREAMS, IMAGERY AND SLEEP/DREANS QUESTIamAIRE.

MEANS OF RESPCl'{SES.

MALES (N=24)
3.0
2.0
1.5
5.35.4
5.2
4.4
4.5
4.3
4.5

CirNeJ'::' • 3.5
4.3
4.1
4.4
4.8
4.8
3.5
4.1
2.7
4.1
2.1
1.2
1.0
1.6
4.5
2.2
4.5
4.5
4.3
4.8
2.5
2.6
1.4
2.0
2.0
58.3

ITEH.
1 Fre~uenc~ of lucid-drc~r.~.
2 "of CCGor.latic eXT'erier;cc:--.
3 ,. of vehi cle-imar:e~':i•
4 Door imaR'E v~v:d,.,.·
5 Abilit:; to alter i~r..';·(.
6 Image of f ri end - v; vid:-:p:',.
7 Abil it;; to al t.er ir.;2.r-c(: ,.vo).
(?, [-i t i o (I.'; 1V. 1'\.1 o- _-' •
Q Ditl!) (sit dow~).
10 Druw ima~e of shape.
11 AbiJ ity to alter :inC'ce
,? :)it'o (move along).
13 Ditto (rotate through 90°).
~4 ~eliance on imagery
'i5 Ditto (remembering people)
16 Ditto (understanding stories).
17 Lidctic imagery.
'18 :':ypm[or;icimagery. (F'rc':).
19 Hyr~opompic imacery.(Fre~).

Ferseverative ima~er;.(~r~~).
c: , :-0'1:: scheme' pneno,·.(j'rf-"J).
-~ ?rra. of s0~i~- f~a~ts.

" "

., ;'=jCy'c,/r1'lCTQ!:Sj~~ :r';lur·:-:c:·.
:.e-[j_ cfin :~=j) •

Cl _>:"r:rierocr::or j"~l;.

>7 : rN'Uf'r:::;0-1' c18ydreamin;-.
'8 Vjv~dneE~ of daydreams.

:F'req.recall of night dreams.
Vividness of night dreams.
Freq. of seeing self in dreams.
" " recurrine dreams.
" ., sleep-walkinr..

29
30
31
32
3334 I! " sleEP-talking.

" f111inr' sensation."

••••••••••

:FEHALES (N=24)
4.2
1.7
1.3
5.96.0
5.7
4.q
5.5
5.04.8
3Q1
4.4
3.74.9
5.8
5.6
3.34.2
2.7
4.1
1.7
1.3
1.1
1.5
4.7
2.7
5.6
5.1
4.7
5.6
3.0
2.9
1.5
2.2
3.1
65.3

HIXED (N=48)
3.6
1.8
1.4
5.6
5.75.4
4.7
5.0
4.74.6
3.3
4.4
3094.6
5.3
5.2
3.4
4.1
2.7
4.1
1.9
1.3
1.1
1.5
4.6
2.4
5.04.8
4.5
5.2
2.7
2.7
1.4
2.1
2.5
62.3



(Sicnificant values of r : 275TABLB XV.2 (22 d.f: ~~=o.40 , Qv= 0.47 , 15~=0.52 •
(45 d.f: ~~=0.29 , Q_.= 0.34 , 1~_;=0.37 •

CORRELtTIUJAL DATA.
Lucid-dreams, imagery, dreams,questionnaire.
See ~uestionnaire, pages414-417 •

CORRELATIONS OF ITEMS 2-36 v/ITH ITEH 1 • VALUES OF r:

rrEHS. HALES (N=24). l'EHALES (N=24). HIXBD (N=48).
2. -o.oB 0.33 0.05
3. 0.11 0.28 0.12
4. 0.01 0.01 0.07
5. 0.16 -0.04 0.14
6. -0.12 0.19 0.07
7. 0.17 -0.09 0.10
B. -0.07 -0.08 0.01
9. 0.05- 0.03 0.10
10. -0.35 0.12 -0.08
11. -0.09 -0.14 -0.14
12. -0.19 0.14 0.01
13. -0.14 -0.23 -0.2G
14. -0.08 0.17 0.07
15. 0.16 0.26 O.Zl

16. -0.35 -0.20 0.23
17. 0.05 0.10 0.05
1B. -0.06 0.56 1 0.19I

19. -0.01. 0.19 0.07
20. 0.31 0.06 0.17
21. -0.13 0.05 -0.10
22. 0.36 0.06 0.16
23. 0.36 -0.22 0.07
24. 0.09 o.~ 0.21
25. ro:l~6_j 0.35 r 0.40
26. 0.32 -0.24 0.10
27. ~--I 0.<'.6I 0.42 I 0.32
28. 0.10 0.rJ7 0.13
29. 0.21 0.43 0.33
30. 0.07 0.39 0..2-5
31. -0.13 0.48 ] 0.22
32. 0.39 0.21 0.30
33. -0.08 0.31 0.14
34. -0.17 0.02 -0.06
35. 0.14 -0.25 0.06
36. 0.00 ·0.02 0.07
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TJJ3LE XV.3

SIGI!IFICA!!T OVERAIJ.. CORHELATIOHS AND SPLIT-DATA CORRELATIONS.

(Pearson's coefficient)

l-1ALES:

1. FR!_;'tUENCY OF LUCID-DREAHS / BELIEF IN ESP.

r= 0.46 ;22 d.!. ; P (0.05.

ITEMS

1,25

Split:(r= 0.56;10 d.f. ; n.s.
(r= 0.22 ;10 d.f.; n.s •

.......
2. FREQUENCY OF LUCID-DRBAJ1S / FREQUENCY OF DAYDREAND~G.

1,27r= 0.42 ;22 a.r, ; P <'0.05.
Split:(r= 0.38 ;10 d.!. ; n.s.

(r: 0.37 ;10 d.f. ; n.s •
•••••••

FEMALES:

1• FREQUENCY OF LUCID-DREANS / FREQUENCY OF HYFNAGOOIC INAGERY.

r: 0.5.b ;22 d.f.; P(O.01. 1,18

Split:(r= 0.25;10 d.f. ; n.s.
(r= 0.74;10 a.r, ; P ,0.01

•••••••

2. FREQUENCY OF LUCID-DREM1S / FREQUENCY RECALL OF NIGHT DREAMS.

r= 0.43 ;22 d.!.; P(0.05. 1,29

Split:(r= 0.19;10 d.f. ; n.s.
(r= 0.52;10 d.f. ; n.s •

•••••••

3. FREQUENCY OF LUCID-DREAMS / FRE((UENCY OF SEErnG SELF IN DREAMS.

r= 0.48 ;22 a.r, ; P<0.05 1,31

Split:(r= 0.22 ;10 d.f. ; n.s.
(r= 0.65 ;10 d.f. ; P < 0.05 •

•••••••

Split-data correlations: (N-2 degrees of freedom used).

Table values: ~~: 0.58 ; 2%: 0.6~ ; 1?~:0.71 •
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and one item which had not, gave significant correlations.
These were items: 25,27.29 and 32 (reported frequency of
recurring dreams).

In the Table on page275 , it is clear that since there
are a large number of correlations the significant ones could
be statistical artefacts. Approximately 2 might be expected,
per column,by chance alone ( at the ~~ level) which could
account for the apparently significant items. Therefore
it was decided to perform split-half correlations of the
male and female data (i.e. subjects 1-12,13-24). Any consis-
tent, genuine, effect should be present in both halves. Table
XV.3 on page276 states the overall and split-data correlations.
It can be seen that the split-data analyses are all dissimilar,
except for the frequency of lucid-dreamsl frequency of day-
dreaming correlation for males - but these correlations are

not significant. Therefore, the overall correlations are
not reliable.

(b) Lucid-dream phenomena questions.
A table showing these results is shown on pages281-2~3.

In general, compared to ordinary dreams , imagery and thinking
in lucid-dreams tend to be of the same or better quality. The

dreams are also more memorable. Most people (more females)
report that they are neutral to pleasant experiences, happening

mostly after 5 a.m. and lasting an estimated few minutes.

Various visual distortions are noted by most persons in the lucid

state. Time in lucid-dreams is usually reported as being like
real time, or is somewhat compressed. Most persons wake from a
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lucid-dreaM and about half the sample had experienced false-
awakeninr;s to their knowledGe. Host persons had not performed
experiments in lucid-dreams and had not attempted to control
events. Despite the fact that flying is often reported by
habitual dreamers (V.3.4 ),most persons had not flown in
lucid-dreams. Finally, most persons state that they would like
to experience a lucid-dream again.

xv.4 DISCUSSION.
Significantly more lucid-dreams were reported by

females than males. This may be a genuine sex difference
but it could also simply reflect some bias in the question-
naire methodology. Perhaps ~les are more reluctant to dis-
close information about lucid-dreams which they may think
are abnormal. The same higher frequency is found in reports
of nightmares by females (Feldman & Hersen,1967). Therefore,
this finding must be treated cautiously.

Although the frequency of lucid-dreams appeared to
correla~e, significantly, with different questionnaire items
for males and females, the split- data technique of testing

the correlations indicated that these associations were not

reliable.

The lucid-dream phenomena questionnaire shows that
the items generally concur with the picture of lucid-dreams
portrayed in Chapter IV. Exceptions are: The low reported

frequency of flying in lucid-dreams; the lack of experiment-
ation in them ; the lack of control over events in them.

General inexperience and ignorance of the control aspect are

probably effects here, in which case an older sample might
provide different answers to the questions.
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COllCLUSIOIlS.
1. Significantly more lucid-dreams were reported by females

than males , but this result is uncertain.
2. Hone of the questionnaire items correlated reliably with

reported frequency of lucid-dreams in subjects.
3. llost lucid-dreams are of the same or more vivid quality

as ordinary dreams.
4. Host persons find lucid-dreams neutral or pleasant,

emotionally.
5. Nost lucid-dreams occur after 5 a.m.
6. Most lucid-dreams have a duration of a few minutes or

several seconds.
7. Nost persons report that their thinking in lucid-dreams

is as clear as when awake.
8. Thinking in lucid-dreams is reported to be more clear

than in ordinary dreams.
9. Host persons have not performed experiments in lucid-

dreams.
1(,.Most persons have never flown in lucid-dreams.
11. Colours in lucid-dreams mostly appear to be the same

or brighter than in real life.
12. Colours in ordinary dreams appear to be the same or

duller than in real life.

13. Physical position of the body during sleep does not

appear to be related to lucid-dreams.

14. Host people report that visual distortio~ of images in

lucid-dreams are sometimes observed.

15. Host persons report that time seems to pass normally, or
is shorter than in real life, in both lucid and ordinary
dreams.
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16. Most people report that they cannot control the course of

events in lucid-dreams.
17. Host people wake after their lucid-dreams.
18. Approximately half the sample had experienced a false-

awakening, to their knowledce.
19. Most people report that lucid-dreams are more memorable

than ordinary dreams.

20. Most people report that they would wish to experience a
lucid-dream again.

21. ~n older sample, more used to experiencing lucid-dreams,
might report more dream control and experimentation within
the lucid-dream.

• •••••••••

The next Chapter takes up the possible link
between cortical arousal and lucid-dreams (suggested by the
previous work) and looks at personality in relation to lucid-
dreams. The factor of intelligence and lucid-dreams is also
considered.



TABLE XV.4 281
LUCID-lJlli..;J,!-l P!-liJl0llBJiA <N"r:STIC0I1AIHE fllilJ l),\TA.

(11 Males,13 Females)
N=24.

(0= Female reply,l= male reply)
1. How do lucid-dream pictures compare to ordinary dream pictures?
LESS VIVID: 000
SAI-1E: 0000000111
HORE VIVID: 00011111111
2. V/hat is your reaction to finding yourself in a lucid-dream?
PLEASANT: 0000000001 II

NEUTRAL: 0011111
UNPLEASANT: 00111
3. When in the night do these dreams tend to occur~

-2 a.m. 001
2-5 a.m. 000001
5- a.m. 000000111111111
4. How long do these dreams last on average?
SECONDS: 000011111

FEW MINS: OOOOOOOIIIIII
MANY MINS: 00
5. How does your thinking in lucid-dreams compare to that of

waking?

MORECLEAR: 0111

SAME: 00000000111111

LESS CLEAR: 000011

6. How does your thinking in lucid-dreams compare to that
in ordinary dreams?

MORE CLEAR: 00000011111111

SAM}:;: 0000011

LESS CLEAR: 001

? Have you performed experiments in lucid-dreams?

YES: 0000011

NO: 00000000111111111
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8. Have you ever flown (under your ownpower( in a lucid-dream?

YES:

NO:

00011
0000000000111111111

9. Howdo colours appear in lucid-dreams ,compared to real life?

BRIGHTER: 01111
SAME:

DUIJ..ER:
NO COLOUR:

0000000001111111
o

00
10. Howdo colours appear in ordinary dreams?

BRIGHTER:
SAME:
DULLER:

NO COLOUR:

0000000000111111111
011
00

11. Do you knowvthat physical position your body is usually in

when you have a lucid-dream~

BACK: 00111
mONT: 001
SIDE: 011
DON'T KNCJ.oJ: 0000000011111

12. Do things in a lucid-dream ever appear distorted,visually ?
YES: 000000000111111111
NO: 00011
DON'T KNO\-J: 0

13. Howdoes time seem to pass in lucid-dreams '?

LONGER:
SAME:
SHORTER:
TIMELESS:

0000011111
00001111
000011
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14. Howdoes time seem to pa ES :in ordinary dreams 's

LOImER:

SAt-fr;:

SHOHTEH:

T1HELESS:

000

0000000001111

01111II1

15. Can you control the course of events in lucid-dreams?

YES: 00000111

NO: 0000000011111111

16. Do you usually wake up from a lucid-dream?

YES: 00000000000111111111

NO: 0011

17. Have you ever thought you had woken from a lucid-dream,or

ordinary dream, only to discover later that you wer-e still

dreaming?

YES: 00000001111

lJO: 0000001111111

18. Ho..., memorable are lucid-dreams compared to ordinary dreams"

I-lORE: 000000111111111

SAHE: 0000

LESS: 00011

19. V/ouldyou like to experience a lucid-dream again 'I

Y1:.:S:

NBUTRAL:

NO:

000000000011111111

0011

01

••••••••••
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C HAP T E R XVI

PEHSONALITY AND lllTELLECTUAL CAPACITY ill RELATION TO LUCID-DREAMS.

XVI.1 lNTRODUCTION.

Further consideration of the apparent link
between cortical arousal and lucidity (Chapter VIII.4) and
the findings of Chapter XIV on the importance of general
stimulation in the day and the cyclicity effect, led this
author to postulate that perhaps Introversion (with its
supposed association with high cortical arousal) might be
a personality feature of lucid-dreamers. In addition, it
seemed feasible that persons with greater observational
powers and intellectual capacity wouf.d be more likely to
have lucid-dreams as discrepancies in the dream environment
might be more readily noticed by them. Both of these
propositions are amenable to scientific investigation by
appropriate psychological tests.

1/ PERSONALITY AND LUCID-DREAHS.

It was discovered that lucid-dreams always
appeared after a nEH burst (Chapter VIII.3), which presumably

accompanied cortical stimulation • Thus, a possible explanation

of lucid-dreams is that conscious awareness results from

spontaneous ,non-specific, internal cortical-bombardment

from the ascending reticular formation whilst physiologically

the body is in Stage REM sleep. Meaningful external stimuli
could also stimulate the cortex, via the reticular formation,
to an extent where consciousness emerged (which was the ration-
ale in the lucid-dream induction experiment described in
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Chapter XII). In addition, the results of the experiments
described in Chapter XIV indicated that a cyclicity (perhaps
physi~logically caused) affected the subject's lucid-dream
frequency,and that they occurred significantly more after a
d~y of above-average stimulation. Also, subjectively, ~motion-
al and imagery aspects of the lucid-dream were dependent on
the existing levels before lucidity. These factors point

to the possibility of physiological aspects controlling
lucidity in dreams, centering on cortical stimulation. If
this conceptualisation is correct it would be expected that
persons who possess a generally higher baseline level of
cortical arousal will be more likely to experience lucid-
dreams.

Eysenck (1965a) has formulated the law:
, Introverts are characterised by a reticular formation the activatinc
part of which has a relatively low threshold of arousal, while the
recruiting part of it has a relatively high threshold of arousal;
conversely, Extraverts are characterised by their possession of a
reticular fornation whose activating part has a high threshold
of arousal and whose recruiting (synchronisine) part has a low

threshold of arousal. Under identical conditions therefore, cortical

arousal will be more marked in Introverts, cortical inhib~tion in

Extraverts. '
Thus, the hypothesis may be stated that

a group of persons who report having lucid-dreams will be more

Introverted than a matched Control group of persons who do not

report such dreams.
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a. The Psychological tool:
The Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI,

Eysenck & Eysenck 196+) was devised to test the hypothetical
personali ty dimensions of Extraversion (E) and lleuroticism (N). It
was developed from the earlier r·laudsleyPersonality Enve ntor-y (NPI,
Eysenck 19~). The EPI test is available in two forms CA and B).
The 57 questions in each version are answered dichotomously (Yes/No).
There are 24 of both Nand E questions, and a 9-item Lie scale.CL).
The test has been used extensively in many areas of psychology and is
a sensitive indicator of individual cifferences. The two dimensions
of E and N are similar to Kant and ~Jundts' explanation of person-
ality in terms of strength and speed of change of feelings. Such a
notion permits a four-fold classification of personality types
reminiscent too of that held by the ancient Greeks:
Helancholic: (High N,lo\-lE).Traits: Hoody, anxious, rigid, sober,
pessimistic, reserved, unsociable, quiet.

Choleric: (High N,high E)~ Traits: Touchy, restless, aggressive,

exciteable, changeable, impulsive, optimistic, active.
Phlegmatic: (Lo...l N,low E): Traits:Passive, careful, thoughtful,
peaceful, controlled, reliable, even-tempered, calm.

Sanguine: (Low N, high E). Traits: Sociable, outgoing, talkative,
responsive, easy-gOing, lively, carefree, leadership.
(Eysenck 1961,).

Support for the physiological aspect
of Eysenck's ideas has come from many quarters. For instance, CNS

stimulant drugs tend to have introverting effects on many experimental

tests, yet CNS depressant sUbstances have the opposite effect.(Eysenck

1963a)~ Generally, different groups of Extravert or Introvert Subjects
respond to these drugs in the predicted direction. Shagass & Schwartz
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(1963) found that ExtravertE require lesE depressant substance to
reach sedation point than Introverts. This is in line with Eysenck's
hypothesis that Extraverts already have a higher level of inhibition
so should need a smaller amount of the drug.

Extraversion/Introversion is ?upposed
to be normally distributed in the population, with most people in
the central 'ambivert' region of the Gaussian curve. The E score
is of primary importance in this study, however N would also be
compared between groups as a matter of interest.

2/ INTELLBCTUAL CAPACITY AND LUCID-DREA~~:
To answer the question of whether

lucid-dreamers are better observers of dream-scenery so detecting
discrepancies which often trigger lucidity, and seeing relationships
through advanced reasoning, Raven's Progressive matices (Sets A,B,C,D,~)
would be applied to groups of Subjects who do or do not experience
lucid-dreams. It is hypothesised that lucid-dreamers would produce

higher scores than a matched Control group of persons who do not
experience these dreams.

a. The Psychological tool:
Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices

test (1938) is designed to compare persons with respect to their
immediate capacities for observation and clear thinking. The scale

is composed of 5 sets of 12 visual problems, totalling 60. The

problems increase in difficulty, and their order trains the Subject

in the method of working. The scale may be used by adults or child-
ren. Adults' scores tend to cluster in the upper part of the scale,
but the very difficult problems allow differentiation. The problems
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are worked through systematically. The total score (out of 60)
gives an index of the subject's intellectual capacity. It is
culture-free , and available for persons of any level of educ-
ation. A 20 minute limit was placed on this test to avoid a
lengthy overall test period for subjects.

XVI.2 METHOD.

Subjects:
In all, 20 persons were used in this study.

(10 in each group). E group: Subjects who in a survey stated
that they experienced lucid-dreams at a frequency of at least

1 per month (subject A.H. \-JaS in this group ).
C group: Subjects who reported that they

never experienced lucid-dreams.
Each of these groups consisted of 5 males

and 5 females so that any sex differences affecting the results

could be observed.
The two groups were matched for age. As the groups were

composed of University persons intelligence and educational level
would be approximately equal, though above average. It was recognised

that since intelligence levels are high in both groups the hypoth-
esised difference between groups would be only marginal.

Experimental procedure :

Members of the groups were selected from questionnaire
results which had been obtained previously. E and C &ubjects were

visited by the E in semi-random sequence to avoid any order effect

caused say by mood of the E which might influence the ~ubjects'
responses. The E explained the tests to the oS ubject , then left
the person alone to complete them. 2 persons could not be traced
so were replaced by others using the same selection criteria.
2 subjects completed the tests on viSiting the sleep-lab.
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The data was analysed (a) overall (i.e. 10 E Ss vs.
10 Control Ss) , and for each sex ( 5.Ss in each group). Thus,
9 comparisons were made in all, using a t-test which compares
means of independent samples.

E GROUP C GROUP
RPJ.! E N RPH E N

54 14 8 51 6 5
50 17 5 50 13 12
46 12 18 49 18 ~3 H

$
'"'"49 7 8 49 14 15

52 9 9 52 I 17 12
-- I -- - --+--

J
_._ , -- .,. - - -

43 I I

I
20 16 42 ! 4 15 I

I :

54 12 14 45 I 15 I 18I I

I I U),
53 10 15 52 17 , 10 ~

~
16 48 ,;::..

50 10 20 15 ~

47 11 12 50 12 48

Table of raw-data.

s:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

RPH= Raven's progressive matrices score.
E= Bxtraversion/lntroversion score (EPI).
N= Neuroticism score (EPl).

t-test results:
Overall: (E vs. C) df=1'
RPN: t= 0.66 n.s.
E: t= {).39 n.s.
N: t= 0.09 n.s.
Hales vs. females: df=8.
E group:
RPM: t= 0.33 n.s.
E: t= 0.?8 n.s.
N: t= 1.55 n.B.

TABLE XVI.1

MEA!:.S: E C
RPH E N RPM E N

M 50.2 11.8 9.6 50.2 13.6 9.4
F 49.4 ! 13.613.8 13.4~ 47.4 21.2

C group:
RPH: t= 1.50 n.B.
E: t= 0.00 n.s.
N: t= 1.3 n.B.
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XVl.4 DISCUSSIUI:•

ThE'hypothesised link between Introversion/Bxtraversion
and the experience of lucid-dreams was not supported by the
results. Neither was the notion that persons \odthbetter ob-
servational powers and higher intellectual capacity are more

.
likely to have lucid-dreams. However, the sample used here had
a fairly uniformly high intelligence. It would be of interest to
test the idea using a wider range of levels. However, the Introver~-
ion/Extraversion range was quite wide, so perhaps that finding is
mar: conclusive.

One point telling against a personality link wi th lucid-dreams
is the fact that several people known to the author, and indeed the
author himself (page 367 ), who did not previously have lucid-
dreams, began to do so when the concept of them had become firmly
established. Probably, the capacity is potentially available for
most people. How the phenomenon arises in persons is worthy of
investigation. home report they develop from a childhood ability
to control bad dreams. The thought 'This is only a dream t often
occurs when a night-mare is at a critical point. That may how the
concept of lucidity is established in most lucid-dreamers. A
conscious appreciation of this notion is obviously effective too•

••••••••••

This Chapter concludes the descriptions of experiments
performed in this research. Part 3 gives details of certain

devices that arose out of this work. A full discussion of the

overall results, with speculations, conclusions and suggestions
for future work is given in Part 4.
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D E V ICE S.-------

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

CHAPTER XVII. 'CE}10S' DEVICE.

CHAPTER XVIII. NIGHl'HARr. INTERRUPTOR DEVICE.

CHAPTER XIX. LUCID-DREAf.l / FALSE-AVJAKENlllG INDUCTION

DEVICE •

••••••••••
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GENERAL IDTRODUCTION.

The subject-area of this Ph.D study and some of the
techniques involved are novel in sleep and dream research.
Often, such situations provide opportunities for devising
apparatus which will aid the research in some vJaY or will be
of use in other associated fields. Throughout this work, several

ideas suggested themselves regarding technical devices. The
incentive was nearly always to improve the efficiency of the
research. Thus, for instance : lucid-dreams were scarce in the
sleep-laboratory - could they be artificially induced by
some apparatus 't Or, could the subject perform hornepilot-
experiments by somehow switching on equipment durinc a lucid-
dream? One train of thought concerning a device enabling
one to wake oneself from a lucid-dream or state of sleep-para-
lysis, led to the concept of an automatic 'bio-feedback'
device which could rouse a person from a nightmare. It was
found that nightmares are experienced by a sizeable number of
persons. Therefore it is hoped this device( analaeous in some
ways to the enuretic alarm) will be of some use to nightmare

sufferers. Three of the devices which arose from the work
for this study are described in the next 3 Chapters •

••••••••••
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C HAP T E R XVII----------_

'CB~10S' DEVICE.

XVII. 1 n~TRODUCTIOO.

A drawback of lucid-dream research is that it is
rather inefficient inasmuch that the subject may not have a
lucid-dream for many nights in the sleep-lab before producing
one. In the 1st A.W. study for example, 8 lucid-dreams were
obtained from 45 nights of continuous polygraphic recording.
It would be useful therefore ,from a pilot-study viewpoint,
if some home experiments could be conducted. Results obtained
would not have polygraphic evidence but could provide pointers
for future research avenues. For instance, if the subject, when
lucid, could somehow switch on a tape-recorder, external stimuli
could be played and a subsequent waking report could indicate
how they are received,if at all, within the lucid-dream.

With this in mind the author conceived the idea of
the 'CEHOS' (Coded Eye-Hovement Operated Switch) device. Since
it was found that the ~ubject was incapable of making motor
responses during lucid-dreams, ocular movements would have to
be registered in order to operate a relay, via electronic
equipment. Such a device has been constructed to the author's

specifications by the \'!orkshopstaff of the Dept. of Psychology.

A further ability of the device is to switch on a second tape-

recorder which records the first recorder's stimuli and super-

imposes 'bleeps' caused by ocular movements. Plainly, the

subject's responses to stimuli can be recorded using this
technique. Thus, the subject's state of intelligence and
alertness in the lucid-dream could be determined by giving ,say,
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arithmetical problems, the answers to which could be signalled
from the dream state.

1'VII.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS. (Picture on page 297 ).
Ocular movements are monitored from electrodes placed

on the skin in the vicinity of the eyes. AC amplification of
eye-movement potentials occurs, and signals above an adjustable
threshold cause electrical pulses to enter a time-switch/register
which resets cyclicly after a few seconds. On receiving a preset
number of eye-movement pulses, the time-switch/register causes
an output so activating a timer which switcheG on other equipment,
such as tape-recorders, for a preset period. In addition, each
time the time-switch/register triggers, an indicator-light
operates to provide information on gain-setting and operation.
Eye-movements above the adjustable threshold also cause a pulse
to be output for tape-recording, as a tone.

XVII.3 COMMENTS.
Two main technical snags are preventing the operational

use of this apparatus at present. The first is that the trigger
threshold appears to be too fine. Secondly, the level seems to

vary during the course of the night - presumably due to component
heating. The latter problem might be overcome DJ leaving the
device permanently switched on. so that an equilibrium point is

attained. Further endeavours are being made to make 'CEMOS'
function satisfactorily.

A recent idea is to link the unit to a respiratory

thermistor, so making a 'respiratory-operated-switch' (ROS)•

•• e •••••••
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C H t. }, T L I< XVIII-----------

NIGHT)·jj..HE-DlTL'P.RUPTORD1'VICE. (ProviBional patent: 32618 /77)

XVIII.1 TI:TI<ODUCTIOH.

It occurred to the author that CEI'IOScould

be employed as a feedback device to wake a person from a nightmare
in which lucidity was present, or from a state of sleep-paralysis
(where the sufferer is conscious but REH atonia persists). On receipt
of the requisite number of ocular signals the device could sound an
alarm to vrake the subject and , say, switch on a light or cassette-
tape of pleasant music to calm the person. On further reflection
it vttxt: considered that a better method vrouLd be to monitor some
physiological concomitant of ordinary nightmares which ...!Ould trje["pr
when a certain level of activity ref,istered. Such an apparatus would
have a greater utility.

A review of the literature on nightmares
was conducted in order to ascertain: The extent of the problem, a
clear picture of the phenomenon, which physiological measures acc-
ompanied nightmares recorded in sleep-laboratories, and any other

factors involved including alleged causes. It was discovered

that niehtmares are experienced by a surprisingly large number of

people (\Jherea nighlmare is defined as a frightening dream that
awakenes the dreamer.) Lstimates vary and are probably under-

estimates since persons may not \-lishto admit to having them.

Feldman & Hersen (1967) found .5: .. of undergraduates reported at

least one nightmare per week. Hersen (1971 ) obtained a figure

of ~. for D psychiatric population for the same frequency.
Females admit to havine more nightmares, perhaps due to greater
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fearfulness the-HInaLes, though they may be more honest than men in
their reports. 'I'hese figures could then mean that SOT1C 3 milljon
people in Britain experience nightmares at least once a week. Fur-t her,
on any night in this country over 400,000 persons have a nightmare.
The scope of the sufferine is enormous and probably largely unrecog-
nised. Possibly,too, most sufferers do not seek help about this
problem for fear of beine labelled a psychiatric caGe. Clearly,
any device that might alleviate the problem vrou Ld be of benefit
to mankind.

'l'hereappear to be three types of nightmare:
1/ Staee 4 nightmare. (The'incubus attack'.)

'l'heseare very rare, constituting 45.: of

nightmares in subjects who complain of nightmares (Fisher et al.~970).
Typically the subject wakes very suddenly from culm Stage 4 sleep
in the first half of the night. A severe arousal reaction occurs
at that point, with tachycardia and hyperpnea. 'l'he.stage4 nightmare

is somewhat similar to 'pavor nocturnus' (night-terror) in children.
Gastaut & Br-ougrrton (1965) and Broughton (1968) suggested that these
states (and other disorders such as enuresis, somnambulism and
bruxism) are disorders of arousal rather than sleep. There is no
increase in physiological measures before the event, although a

slight ~crease in respiration and heart-rate was observed by
Fisher et al.(1970). Interestingly, the greater the decrease the
more intense the nightmare. A similar correlation was found for the

amount of Stage 4 preceding the nightmare i.e. the more Stage 4 the

worse was the nightmare. All 7 subjects in that study had been

'heavily traumatized' at some time in life. Nost had witnessed

much violence in the home during early childhood. For these subjects

in fact a St~ 4 nightmare could be precipitated by a loud external
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stimulus, such as a buzzer (l.Jerltapssuch sufferers should usc ear-

plugs during sleep in order to reduce external stimulation, or wear
ear-phones playing gentle music or some masking noise ).It is inter-
esting that REH content between these stage 4 attacks does not appear
to be unduly stressful O~sher et al.,1970.)
2/ Stage HB!·j nightmare.

The great majority of nightmares are anxiety
dreams occurring in Stage REH sleep. These are often preceded for
several minutes by an increase in heart-rate, eye-movements and resp-
iratory rates (See figure below from Fisher et al.,1970).

AUTONOMIC CHANGE IN THREE MOST SEVERE NIGHTMARES
E.Ms.
14

13
12

22

•'",I ,

: .. • movemenls
I' ,. " .
: ... /." • Respirolory
: .. ,' role: ..
: /. I Hearl role

: " I• •., • f /' ,.. ,. y ,.., .-...: :"-.,•.._::./ r: '0: ." I., : 0,:,'" I• • • ••
.. tt ,

'.: ,
• .. ,t ,---. , . .
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62
61
60

2 3 4 567
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FIGURE XVIII.1

This figure shows increase in heart rate, respiratory rate, and number or eye
movements during the terminal anxiely of the three mOSI severe REM nighunares.

The graph showl the lasl
eight minutes of the REM period before arousal.

Hartmann (1970) reported that the REM night-
mare is usually manifested after a long and active REMP, when D-pressure
(the physiological neeed of llliNsleep) is maximal.
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frobably in a home situation these dreams

are more frightening, since in the sleep-lab the knowledge that
someone is nearby could exert a generally calming influence on the
dreamer(Fisher et al.~970, Broughton 1968.). Thus, probably more
often than not physiological concomitants are present during the
development of the nightmare as well as afterwards on waking. An
example of a polygraphical record of a Stage llliHnir;htmare is shown

below (From Fisher et al.~970):

RE
LE
F~.~.._,,,~ .....

~"' __ ",*,vv._h.,J"""""""""","I\r+..-.Mwi'J

16/min. 80/mln. 88/mln. tZ/rnin. 84/ min.

Subject A. REM anxiety dream showing increase in heart and respiratory rates
prec~ding arousal associated with frightening content.

FIGURE XVIII.2

3/ Stage 2 nightmare.
A few nightmares have been recorded from

Stage 2 sleep (Fioher et al.,1970). 'l'heyare of intermediate

severity between Stage 4 and Stage REli varieties. Like the Stage

4 kind though, they are not preceded by raised physiological

levels, and they occur in persons who also have Stage 4 nightmares.

Contadictory findings have resulted from

attempts to correlate personality factors with the frequency of
reported nightmares. Feldman & Hersen (1967) found a positive
link between fear of death and nightmare frequency. Hersen (1971 )
observed the same in a psychiatric sample. Lester (1968) however,
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replicating Feldman & Hersens' work , did not find such a link, but
the questionnaire used was different and only female subjects were
used. Also, the criteria for the frequency categorization were
different. In another, subsequent, study by Lester (1969) the
correlation again failed to appear.

Hersen (1971a) studying psychiatric inpatients
stated that nightmare sufferers exhibited greater manifest anxiety,
Imler ego-strength and significantly more sleep disturbances. Gastaut
and Broughton (1965) found that 4 of their 6 subjects evinced irrit-
ability and anxiety in the day whilst the other 2 ~Iere diagnosed
as anxiety neurotics. In the case of pavor nocturnus Kanner (1957)
suggests a generalized psychopathology in the child. On the other
hand Gastaut & Broughton (1965) stated that daytime anxiety is rare
in children ",ithnight-terrors.

Various theories have been propounded to
explain the couse of nightmares. :Physiological homeostatic imbalance
can lead to them. Grob et al.( 1947) found that daily intra-

muscular injections of di-isopropyl fluoro-phosphate (a potent
anti-cholinesterase) results in nightmares. Similarly, Gross and

Goodenough (1968) found that in acute alcoholic psychosis following
initial addiction, there is decreased sleep and an increased frequency
of nightmares. ~ithdrawal from alcohol and barbiturates (sleeping
tablets) after tolerance is established, results in 'REM-rebound'

associated with very severe nightmares (OS\o/ald,1968,Oswald & Priest,

1965). It is this effect which keeps many people addicted to drugs.

In this respect it should be noted that Hartmann (1970) associated

the presence of nightmares to REH or D- deprivation. He also stated

that nightmares occur in the recovery period from febrile illnesses,
when ru~Hsleep is reduced (Karacan et al.~968 ). Hartmann also
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reported D case of a female who had a nir;htmare just before onset

of menstruation - a time of increa~ed l~pressure (Hartmann 1966).
Uo empirical evidence yet exists though to definitely signify a link

between D-pressure and nightmares.
frOm the psychological point of view

nightmares have posed a problem to the conventional psycho~analytical
idea that dreams represent disguised vrishes and that their function
is to guard (ie maintain) sleep (Freud 1900,1961).Jones (1949) believed

that the nightmare is an anxiety attack that 'is always an expression
of intense, mental conflict centering about some form of 'repressed'
sexual desire'. Thus, from the psycho-analytic standpoint nightmares
suggest a neurotic personality. This approach rests on the medical
model i.e. that the nightmare can be traced to a specific cause
(v/hichis linked to a sexual or ar:r:ressive conflict). However,
behaviour therapy t utilisinG learning-theory, has been used success-
fully to treat subjects ./ith nightmares - without uncovering any
alleged ancient 'cause'. fUrther, these ~ubjects appeared to be
free from other neurotic tendencies (Geer & ~ilverman,1967; Silverman

s Geer ,1968).
Wolpe's (1958) method of de-sensitization

has been applied by Geer & Silverman and also Cautela (1968). The

subject may, for instance, be taught deep-relaxation and i~ then
instructed to to visualisp. stressful dream sequences during which the

self instruction 'It is only a dream' occurs accompanied by relaxation.

Nightmares have been extinguished after several sessions •

Behaviour therapy has also been employed

to treat the particular fear of something experienced within a

nightmare. Thus, Silverman & Geer (1968) systematically desensitized
a female having a phobia of heights and hence cured nightmares in
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wh ich she waf)often hi.gh up off the l:round.

The success of behaviour modification

techniques in controlline nightmares leads one to suppose that
a device could be used to detect the physiological accompaniments
of the nightmare and so waken the sufferer at an early stage
before the feelinr, of fear is very great. There is obviously no
psychological need to ,s~y, 'release energy' via the event. Such
a device would be anaJogous to the enuretic alarm apparatus.
The main advantage of a nightmare-interruptor device would be
to break down the general fear of sleep. The subject would feel
safe that rousing would occur before the nightmare was too advanced.
It would be useful too for cardiac patients wi th nightmares
since the strain on the heart during a nightmnrp cnn be consid-
erable.

Hedically, Stage 4 nightmares have
beeen treated with encouraging results by Diazepam (Valium)

which suppresses Stage 4 sleep (Kahn et al,~970). The suppression
of Stage REl1 and those nightmares by,for instance, HAO-inhibi tors
is obviously an extreme step.

XVIII.2 DESCRIPTICl'l01"TID:;D:r.;VICB.

Essentially the device would monitor

a physiological concomitant of stress in the dream and trigger

an alarm or other apparatus when a certain pre-set level was

attained. Experience with electro-physiological recording

equipment dictated the choice of a nasal thermistor, measuring
respiratory rate (i.e. the temperature differential between
inspired and expired air). Such a system has the advantage of
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being artefact-free. Electrode systems generate false transients

when the Subject moves. The nasal thermistor could attach by
means of a simple clip.

XVIII.3 PROPOSALS.
A local firm (Frodsham Automation

Co.Ltd., of Bridge Lane, Frodsham, Cheshire) became interested
in the device and have constructed a prototype which appears to
function satisfactorily. A picture of the device is on page 307 •

It is intended to conduct trials by testing its efficacy on
chronic nightmare sufferers. A Control , placebo, device
should also be administered to another group of subjects.
The amount of placebo effect and the actual usefulness of the
method should then be established. A suitable baseline for
both measures would be observation of the frequency of night-

mares over a period of time in untreated sQbjects •

••••••••••
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LUCID-DREMI / FALSE-A\JAKEHDIG nmUCTIO]! lJ:;VICL.

(Provisional patent: 13880/78).

XIX.1 n:TRODUCTIOll.

Koulack (1969) reported that electrical stimulation
of the wri.etwas incorporated into dreams to a large extent,
and appeared not to waken subjects. This author had the ideo
that if a subject were psychologically 'set' to rec(.iveand
co~prehend such sti~ulation, the p~rception of shocks in a dream
should precipitate a Luc i.d=dr-eam, In the f'ewtrials thct have
been conducted so far on a r.inr~lesubject, OlWY false-m·mb: ninr;s
have resulted (ChapterXIII). However , it is anticip:lted that
the device will produce lucid-dreams eventuHlly in this subject.
The device could be useful not only to sleep/dream researchers
in the sleep-lab t but also to persons wishing to experience
these phenomena at home. To this latter end an envisgaed
system is described here.

XIX.2 DI:;SCRIPl'IOH OF l'HE lJ1"'VIC}:;.

The device is intended to induce 'lucid-dreams' (van

Eedenr1913 ; Green,1968) and/or 'false-awakenings' (Green,1968)

in persons. Initially the user establishes the psychological

concept,when awake , that if a particular stimulation occurs in

a dream it is intended to make the person aware that the exper-

ience at that time is a dream. Consciousness is thus established
in the dream. )·jildelectric shocks have been found to be registered

in dreams (Koulack~969). Thus, the device consists of a timer
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v:!:ich if) linked to electronic ci.r-cuit rv which causes a sequence

of electrical pulses to be output after an~ variable time delay

period, which can also be cyclical. 'l'he pulses are fed to a

transformer Hhich produces a high voltage output to electrodes

placed on the person's skin. Some of the stimulation periods

wou'ld, by chance, coincide with Stnge REf.1sleep , associated

vri th lucid-dreams (Hearne ,1978) •

••••••••••
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CHAP'l'l:.:R xx

DISCUSSION AND SPECULATIOOS.

XX.1 SUl~VEYOF THE FINDnmS.

The relative low availability of subjects and the

apparent inhibitory effect of the sleep-laboratory situation
on the production of lucid-dreams have made the electro-physiol~
ogi,cal data in this Study hard won. Extensive information has
been collected from subject A.\J. and a Stage REN lucid-dream
phenomenon has been demonstrated. However it is not known at

this juncture to what extent these findines can generalise to
other subjects. The 'lucid-dreams' of subject A.C.(Chapter X) do
not seem to be typical examples (Chapters V and XV) in that
lucidity is brief. Nevertheles3, a technique has heen employed

successfully here which will enable further studies to be made.
The method of signalling from Stage REM sleep by

pressing a micro-switch ( 111.8) mayor may not be possible.
This author is doubtful that it can occur ih phasic RE~i.Subject
A.W. was not apparently able to operate such a device in that
Stage of sleep. That is why the method of ocular signalling
was tried and found to work satisfactorily. Since there is also
evidence that respiratory movements can be voluntarily controlled
in Stage REH (Chapter XIII)this technique too might be used with

or instead of ocular movements in future. Both methods are slow

though, so codes representing longer messages will probably be

necessary. The very fact that deliberate ocular-signalling

can occur in Stage REM is relevant to the 'picture-scanning'
notion on REMs (page 138): such movements are possible. However,

this author does not believe that all REMs are volitional ; some
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could be due to PGO activity. As Oswald (19(,2) pointed out, some
are too gross to be scanning movements.

The 1st A.W. study (Chapter VIII) did reveal much
information on where in sleep lucid-dreams occur, in subject A.\I.

It had been assumed that they would constitute a phenomenon of
Stage REN sleep (Green,1968). Howev..:rfrom a theoretical view-
point it may be that there exists another form of 'lucid-dream'.

Hypnagogic or hypnopompic imagery (111.9) occurring before sleep
or on waking in the night or morning might be indistinguishable
from Stage REM lucid-dreams in some subjects with good imagery.
This could account for 'lucid-dreams' reportedly occurring at
'surfacing' in sleep, and those reported at sleep onset ( e.g.
those of Ouspensky ,Chapter III).

The lucid-dreams of subject I,.\J. were confirmed to be
Litage REN events. Their mean duration in the sleep-lab was
very similar to the subject's mean estimation of his home lucid-
dreams. They were embedded in a REHP lasting several minutes
(mean 24) and tended to occur between 5 and 8 a.m. This latter
point ties in with van Eeden's report that his 300 recorded
lucid-dreams 'always' occurred within those hours. The sleep

patterns of lucid-dream nights and control nights showed no

significant differences, so lucid-dreams are not the products
of light or disturbed sleep.

A totally unexpected result was that when lucidity
did occur, it was invariably after a RE~l buret (page 153). It

ie therefore apparently dependent on cortical stimulation which

ie presumably a concomitant of PGO spike activity - which may

also cause REMs (page 84). That finding hinted that physiological
factors may be of some importance in the establiehment of aware-

ness within the dream, and other aspects of the dream. Another
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example of possible physiolocical control is the discovery that
heart-rate in the lucid-dream is positively correlated with the
length of the pre-lucid REH burst. If the psychological/emotional
activities are in fact 'driven' by physiolpcical level, the
lucid-dreaner may be conceptualised as a kind of 'pup~t' keeping
pace with the 'music' (physiological level). The emotionality
of ordinary dreams may be similarly programmed. other indicators
that physiological factors may influence lucid-dreams was found
in Chapter XIV. A frequency cycle of 4 days affected one-quarter
of the sample of lucid-dreams. Most likely perhaps, that represents
some physiological rhythm. In addition, the finding that lucid-
dreams tend to occur after days of greater than usual stimulation
could accept a similar interpretation. illthough in this case
it is ambiguous in that more psychological activity in dreams
may also be initiated, which might 'trigf,er' lucidity. Tbt

hypothesized link between Introversion and lucid-dreams , based
on a physiological notion, was not s".lbstantiatedthough.Neither
was the postulated association between intelligence factors and
lucid-dreams. ~/hilst it seems likely that physiological process-
es determine when lucidity appears in dreams, actual initiation

may be psychological - in that, for instance, discrepancies
in the dream environment would be observed and cause awareness
to emerge (although this too might be a rationalisation and in

fact lucidity is directly caused by physiological stimulation of

the cortex). What happens in the brain at that moment is open
,

to conjecture.PGO spikes may raise critical awareness' to some

crucial point at which consciousness appears within the dream,

or perhaps memory circuits (which include information on the
person's self identity and recent history),normally disconnected

in REH,may be activated.
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The results from the 1st A.V!. study relating subjectively
reported experiences in the lucid-dream to the ocular signa15
as recorded polygraphically, are revealing (ChapterIX). The
notion that dreams are very transient phenomena (page 184) is
in the author's experience an extremely popular belief with.
many people. The experiment of Dement & v/olpert (1957a) where
external stimuli were linked up with dream reports and showed
apparent temporality corresponding to real time, provided
evidence again8't that idea. However the possibility remained
that the stimuli were 'stored up' and a compressed dream
occurred on waking. The polygraphic recordings of ocular
signals in the dream corresponded to a large extent to the
subject's post-lucid-dream report. Any discrepancies could
be accounted for by the ordinary limitations of short-term-
memory which would apply when awake too. The subject reported
that lucidity was usually continuous in the dream and any

lapses were recognised. The continual signalling in lucid-dream
A (page 171) indicates that his assertion is correct.

On the topic of memory in lucid-dreams, recent waking

memories are present apparently as the sUbject remembers pre-

sleep instructions (and in his home lucid-dreams his previously
worked out experimental plans for the dream). That circ'litry
does not appear to be 'shunted out' (page 85) during lucid-

dreams. One wonders to what extent material could be learnt

and recalled in lucid-dreams and how efficient the process

would be comparedEo the waking state (see page 333 ).

The subject appeared to be able to think coherently

when lucid and could concentrate on signalling correctly.
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J~lthoUGh the subject,on several occasions, believed

he had pressed the mi.cro-swttch , this was illusory - as was
the sound of its operating Iclick' (vlhichthe experimenter
would also have heard over the sensitive inter-com system).
Similarly his'running commentaries'were nothing of tpe sort.
However, because his ocular movements occurred one may

assume that the other activities did too at a brain 'command'
level, but that muscular inhibition ( page 25) prevented
their execution.

Ordinary dreams are the most frequently reported
vehicl~ of ESP mediation, accounting for 6~;of reported
cases of spontaneous ESP experiences (Rhine,1962). The work
0: dream telepathy (Ullman et al.,1973) has lent some support
to the idea that dreams ma:~ contain extrasensory m~terial.
One should imagine then that lucid-dreams are the ideal state
to receive such information since the person is in the partic-
ular state of REM sleep and is aware of the situation. That
may be 50, but the very small-scale experiment performed
in this study showed that the lucid-dream is not noticeably
conducive to telepathic receptivity.

The record of flying,delineated by ocular signals before

and after (page 204) reveals to the eye of this author at least

that the EEG appears different during that period. Here is the

first ever specific dream activity marked in the polygraphic

record by the subject. The technique could possibly be of

great importance in future work since if drean activities

have particular EEGs, on-line computer analysis might reveal

the dream content,at the time (see also page 333).
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The scarcity of lucid-dream subjects in this Study was
in the author's opinion due to lack of financial remuneration
for the subjects. A sleep experiment usually requires a major
temporary reorganisation of a person's life, and not many people
arc willinr, to do this repeatedly without payment. Unfortunately,
of those subjects (Chapter X) reportine frequent lucid-dreams
...rho did participate, some first-night effect seemed to inhibit
these dreams. On the hand of course, subjects may have exagger-
ated their frequency of these dreams somewhat , Subject A.C. 's
lucid-dreams differ from those of A.\1. and most other persons
who report lucid-dreams (page 281)as lucidity is usually brief.
In addition, this subject's lucid-dreams were reported to occur
in early or mid- sleep period wher-eas for most persons they
occur later (page 281). In this subject, lucidity appeared
suddenly at the start of a REI~, very soon after the last k-
complex of the preceding Stage 2. This happened on 2 recorded
occasions, but movement artefact is present in one record. One
other set of ocular signals were monitored from Stage REM sleep,
some 11 minutes into a REHP.

The results of the experiment using simulating control

subjects attempting to produce ocular signals with a REM EEG,
countered the possible objection that subject A.W. (and later
subject A.C.) was faking these measures. Demand characteristics

(page 127) were present in the experimental situation so he may

have behaved in a manner to validate the experimenter's hypotheses.

However, the simulators could not reproduce the same results.

Also, had demand characteristics made the subject fake the eye-

movement signals, presumably the same would have applied for the
micrO-switch signals, as both modes of communication were sugg-
ested to the subject.
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If lucid-dreams could be artificially induced in persons,
sleep-laboratory research into them would be greatly assisted.
Also, since lucid-dreams enable persons to experience an
immense variety of dream-situations- some of awesome beauty
(as some of the dreams reported in Chapter IV testify), they

could be used as a new form of recreation.
The first attempt to induce lucid-dreams (Chapter XII)

using a water-spray technique was not at all successful. However,
it should be borne in mind that the experiment was necessarily
limited to 1 adaptation night and 1 experimental night. This
method may in fact be quite adequate, given enough time. A long-

term study on dream-stimulation is required. The second method
tried on a small scale (Chapter XIII and Chapter XIX), which
involved electic shocks to the fore-arm, gave promising results,
although only false-awakenings occurred. One interesting
question is whether lucidity can be maintained for long periods
by repeated 'reminder' stimulations.

Two-way communication (Chapter XIII) was found to be
more difficult than originally anticipated, mainly because
lucidity tended to change to false-awakening situations, which

confounded the experiment. Olfactory stimuli were employed so

as not to risk waking the subject in the valuable lucid-dream
period. However, on an occasion when stimuli were applied, the

subject did not perceive them. The whole question of stimulation
in dreams perhaps needs to be re-investigated. Perhaps stimuli

are not incorporated in phasic REM, but are in tonic REM or

on slight rousing from that state. It is odd too that on one

occasion the subject thought he could hear his own breathing
rate, but be did not hear a loud clock near the bed. Perhaps
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external stimuli arc received at a Low cortical level, but
that the stimulus is experienced as an hallucination. In that
case, if the subject is led to expect a particular stimulus
(e.g. water-spray), any other form of stimulation (e.g.touching
the skin, or perhaps even a noise) might cause a dream of
water, and will not be related to the actual stimulus.

The lucid-dreams of the 2nd A.\J. study (XIII) were sig-

nificantly shorter than those of the 1st study. Presumably the
experimental tasks caused this effect in some subtle way (see
paee 242). Therefore, the aims of that study (2-way communication,
respiratory-rate experirnent,lucid-dream induction experiment)
were thwarted somewhat , Nevertheless, many interesting and
promising notions arosc from that work.

The post-lucid-dream questionnaire pointed to interest-
ing eubjc ct ive consistencies concer-ni.ngseveral aspects of the
lucid-dreams of subject A.Id. Essentially, the findings were that
imagery brightness and clarity were unchanged after lucidity,
but that the emotional level and clarity of thought increase
(Chapter XIV). Green (1968) reported that psychological realism

is usually of high q!..alityin lucid-dreams, but in A.\·J. the dream

was reported to be more bizarre after lucidity,in general. How-
ever, the greater insight and observational powers of that state,

enabling the perception of inconsistencies,etc.) could perhaps
explain that paradox.

The questionnaire information derived from a large number

of subjects who reported experiencing lucid-c:'Ireuls(Chapter XV)

was an attempt to discover any links between frequency of lucid-

dreams and several imagery and sleep phenomena. Significantly
more females than males reported lucid-dreams, but as was pointed
out (page 278),this finding is tentative, as sex-differences in
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reporting could have biased the responses. Several correlations
appe<~red at first to be significant, but split-half analyses
deflated most of these. Probably most were spuriously signif-
icant values engineered by chance. The lucid-dream-phenomena
questionnaire (Chapter XV) demonstrated some discrepancies
between the typical lucid-dream behaviour as reported by GreeD,
1968 (Chapter V).Thus, according to her, flying is a character-

istic phenomenon of lucid-dreams. However , only a minority of
the surveyed subjects had flown. Similarly, most had not exp-
erimented in lucid-dreams and few had tried to control the
course of events and content of the dream. Almost certainly
perhaps, these differences are due to the sample consisting
of young persons whereas Most of the lucid-dreamers Green
cites had years of experience of these phenomena. Probably,
only the concept need be established in the subject that such
experiences are possible for them to occur. This author was
able to manipulate his first lucid-dream by knowing that such

activity was feasible.
As regards the inventions, the CEMOS device when perf-

ected could enable various pilot-studies to be performed at
home, before expensive and time-consuming sleep-laboratory
experiments are initiated ; that would be its main value. The
nightmare interruptor equipment could potentially prevent

much psychological suffering in those who experience frequent

nightmares. Perhaps 1 million people in this country alone

have nightmares several times a week. This author considers that

the lucid-dream(false-awakening induction device holds great
promise for the future in that it could enable these phenomel~
to be produced on demand in the sleep-laboratory, and too, the

device could be made available to the general public as a new
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mode of recreation. (Chapters XVII-XIX).
One further point here is that, as was discussed in

Chapter IV (8), dreams have great potential as regards creativity.
I

A lucid-dream induction device could perhaps be utilised as an
aid to design, composition and invention in both Art and Science.

XX.2 arHER POn~TS AND SPECULATIOiJS.

IS THE SUBJECT I-IERELY DREAHlliG HE OR Sllli IS LUCID ?

From an experiential point of view lucid-dreamers
are convinced they are lucid at the time: This author would
concur from his own experience. The question is related to
Freud's assertion ( page 69) that the dreamer does not actually

perform judgments or calculations ,for instance, in dreams.
The important underlying dream thought would be that a judgment
had been made, or a calulation performed. However, the situation
in the lucid-dream is that the dreamer patently does make ocular
signals - the subject does not merely dream they are performed.
One may therefore perhaps parsimoniously assume that other
dream activities and thoughts do really occur and that }reud
was wrong.

v/HAT CAN BE CU'iCLUDED rnOr·l THE REPORTElJ FACT THAT HUCH OCULAR

SIGNALLlliG DESTROYS D-lAGERY IN DIlliAllS ?

Subject A.v/. has reported this phenomenon on several

occasions. It is an important observatioJ since it affects dream

theories which treat dream imagery as mere refuse spewed-out

in some updating process (e.g. Evans and Uewman, 1964). If the

imagery were irrelevant, eye-movements should not destroy it at

that time or afterwards. The observation supports the notion that
dreams are of psychological origin. One other comment that may be
proposed ie that the REMs of ordinary Stage REM sleep may also
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break up imagery rather than indicate the experience of imagery.

DOES A CCH1TlliUUMOF LUCIDITY EXIST ?

Lucid-dream subjects report that lucidity may be
exceptionally clear on some occasions, yet only minim~l on others.
One might say a 'tunnel consciousness' affects the latter state.
Probably a continuum of lucidity exists.~ven when one is very
clear-~inded in lucid-dreams important thinr,s can be stupidly
forgotten. The study of what is not recalled in lucid-dreams
could perhaps give much information about memory processes (see
page 333 ).

~1HYIS THEHE Nor TOl'AL COI;'l~OL m LUCID-DREA}iS <,

Subject A.\/.,for instance, having experienced lucid-
dreams for over 20 years, has not mastered complete control
over these dreams. One explanation might be that the dream is
autonomous and so control is 'fought for' with the dreamer's
consciouness. Or, perhaps the dream is limited in some way to
progressing along certain associative pathways, within limits
(e.g. of 'brightness' of imagery - hence the reported inability
of some people to S\'ritchon lights in dreams -see page 243).

Therefore, control might act indirectly and the effect may be
delayed as a consequence.

~/HAT AHB Tlill EFFECTS OF JJ..TEHING'VISUAL INPUT' n~LUCID-DREAMS "

Subject A.tI. reports that any deliberate attempt to
Icut off 'visual input (i.e. dream imagery) by, for instance,

placing one's (dream) hands over the eyes, resUlts in a sudden

change of scene or an illusion of waking (i.e. false-awakening,

see page 113). It should be noted that the logical expectations
of wakefulness are maintained in the lucid-drea1.lin that the
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hands are not really over the eyes, but the scene ~oeG dark.
The question arises as to why the phenomenon occurG. This author
would sugr,esttwo possible answers. Firstly, perhaps imagery
is produced by periodic (phasic) PGO activity which may then
continue along associative lines in tonic REN. Phasic .imagery
may be random and might over-power' any tonic Lmager-y wlri.ch may
be present. ,(In the case of placinr; hands over the eyes, the
seeing of blackness is presumably an act of imagery). Thus,
the possibility exists of the dream containing 2 types of imagery-
phasic and tonic. Secondly, there could exist some 'pressure'
towards a certatn level of activity or stimulation in dreams.
Any volitional attempt to block this process in a lucid-dream
e.g. covering the eyes, would be countered by spontaneous imagery
or defence e.g. f'a.Lse-eawake rrinr;, l'his idea might be supported
by another reported characteristic of lucid-dreams which is that
sometimes attempts to switch on a light when the imagery is dim,

result in some apparent malfunction of the lamp. Subject A.\'l.,

the author, and several other persons have experienced this
phenomenon.

CAll THE STUDY OF LUCID-DREA}1S nURODUCE A NE\'JHETHOD OF

STUDynm CONSCIOUSNESSITSELF?

In Stage REH one is asleep and unconscious, but
critical awareness can appear instantly at the onset of lucidity.
This is achieved \:ithout behavioural awakening, the signs of which

might normally mask the subtle 'switching on' of lucidity.

Therefore, an electro-encephalographic study of the brain at

such moments might 1ndicate whether specific brain areas are
associated with conscdouene se,
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H~; DO 1'HB EXPEHIl-;Ll:1'j.L }{LSUL1'L J.FFr.:CTHIILOSOl'HICAL NarlmS

OF DIlliAliD;G ?

~~lcolm's (1959) criticisms of the association
of dreams with Stage REH sleep are somewhat shaken by this
wor-k, It is possible for a person to think and perform actions
(signals) in dreams. A sleepinc and dreaminc person can assert
that he or she is asleep and dreaming. Total collapse of Malcolm's
viewpJint is expected on the demonst~~tion of 2-way communication
studies involving evidence of reciprocal mental activity in

lucid-dreams.

DOBS LUCIDITY IN DREi.HS Rb'PRESL1IT SOHB E/JU...IEH EVOLUTIONARY

STJ\TE OF \l1',KlllG CONSCIOUSJr.t:.:j~; "

It is conceivable that the mental state of
lucid-dreams reflects the conscious state of primitive man
or ape. Thus the lucid-dream may typify an evolutionary' fossil

consciousness'. It would be interesting to observe whether any
universally reported 'archetypal images' could be produced
volitionally in lucid-dreams.

CAN LUCID-DREAllS BE OF THERAPEUTIC VALUE "Z

The author knows of one middle-aged woman who
experienced very severe nightmares. After hearing an account

of lucid-dreams on the radio, the woman was able to control

the next nightmare (and in fact make the dream pleasant) when

a memory of the broadcast appeared ,no doubt by association,

in the nightmare. In Chapter XVIII the figure is stated that

on any one night in this country at least 400,000 persons
experience a nightmare. Some of these could be transformed into
neutral or pleasant dreams using dream control.
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The basic aim (Chapter I), to achieve communic-
ation from within the lucid-dream to the outside world, has
been achieved and the new technique has provided a wealth of.original information concerning lucid-dreams, at least in one
subject. Some unexpected results have formed the basis of a
new conceptualisation of these dreams as being,to a large extent,
dependent on physiological factors.

The difficulty of obtaining suitable subjects,
"rilling to return to the sleep-laboratory several times, was
not appreciated at the start, although this should not necess-
arily be a problem for adequately-funded future research. Hence,
the results are in need of generalisation to other lucid-dream
subjects .•

Although the planned artificial induction of lucid-
dreams by the original method was not successful, the later
method of electrical stimulation gave more interesting results •

The intended questionnaire survey attempted to
link various imagery and sleep phenomena to lucid-dreams, but
largely without success. Nevertheless that constitutes a finding
in itself.

It is hoped that the inventions from this research,
which it was anticipated might result,will be of benefit to

future sleep and dream researchers, and to the public at large •

••••••••••
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C HAP T E R XXI----------
Ca~CLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.

XXI.1 COIICLUSIOHS.

Chapter VII:
1. A technique of signalling from lucid-dreams using ocular

movements was found to be feasible, whereas muscular
activity of the hand was found not to be possible.

Chapter VIII. Using the same subject it was concluded that:
1. The lucid-dreams all occurred in Stage REI·l sleep.
2. Lucidity always occurred within 5 seconds after a REH burst.

3. The mean duration of the lucid-dreamc was 153 seconds.
4. The lucid-dreams occurred betwee n 2.32 and 9.04 a.m.
5. No difference was found between the sleep patterns of

lucid-dream and non-lucid-dream nights.
6. Heart-rate in the lucid-dream was related to the length of

the pre-lucid REM burst.
7. The amount of REH activity in the lucid-dream depended on

the latency of the lucid-dream into that REMP.
8. A link was found between the preceding amount of Stage 4

sleep and the dl~ation of the lucid-dream.
9. Lucid-dreams did not occur in more disturbed REMPs than

ordinary dreams.

Chapter IX. From the same subject it was concluded that:

1. The temporal order of signalled information in lucid-dreams

largely corresponds to that reported on waking. Some temp-

oral anomalies occur occasionally.

2. Time estimation of the duration of lucid-dreams is good.

3. Coherent thought is possible in lucid-dreams.
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40 External stimulation might be incorporated into lucid-dreams.
5. Telepathic ability was found not to be a feature of lucid-

dreams.
6. Pre-planning(before sleep) may have automatically set the

lucid-dream scene.
7. External stimulation may have been incorporated into a false-

awakeni.ng ,

8. Possible symbolic references to the experimental situa~ion
were noted.

9. The subject he was lucid throughout the dream on one occasion
by signalling continually.

10. hecent waking memories seem to be available in lucid-dreams.
Chapter X.
1. Subjects reporting frequent lucid-dreams "Iere found not to

produce the expected number, overall, when tested -mostly
for one night - in the sleep-laboratory.

2. Deliberate ocular signalling was also found possible in
another subject.

Chapter XI.
1. Simulating Control subjects could not reproduce ocular signals

with a REH EEG on waking from Stage REB slt:ep.

Chapter XII.
1. It was found not possible to induce lucidity in persons

by water-spray stimulation in Stage REH sleep.
Chapter XIII. (subject A.~/.)

1. A 2-way communication technique involving olfactory and

auditory stimulation of the subject proved inconclusive.

2. The subject was able to mark specific dream activities in
.the polygraphic record using ocular movementa.
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3. The subject appeared to be able to alter his breathine rate
voluntarily in a lucid-dream.

4. Electrical stimulation of the fore-arm initiated false-
awake ni.nge on 2 occasions.

Chapter XIV. (Subject A.I:!.data).

1. A degree of cyclicity was found in the subject's reported
lucid-dreams (2~~ showed a 4-day rythmicity).

2. Lucid-dreams occurred on all days of the week without
apparent significant bias.

3. Lucid-dreams seemed to occur more often after a day
of above average stimulation (i.e. more non-routine activity
or emotional events).

4. Specific events the day before, did not seen to be linked

with lucid-dreams that nicht.
5. Subjective brightness and clru'ity of the dream imagery

remain the same after lucidity as before.

6. Subjective clarity of thought, emotionality and bizarreness

in a dream increase significantly at lucidity.

7. Subjective brightness and clarity of the imagery, and emot-
ionality of the lucid-dream are significantly associated
with those levels before lucidity.

Chapter XV. (Q'1E'stionnaireitems from large sample).

1. Significantly more lucid-dreams were reported by females

than males, but this result is uncertain.

2. None of the questionnaire items correlated reliably with
reported frequency of lucid-dreams in subjects.

3. ~1ost lucid-dreams are of the same or more vivid quality
than ordinary dreams.

4. Most persons find lucid-dreams neutral or pleasant ,emot-
ionally.
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5. ljost lucid-dreams occur after 5a.m.
6. Most lucid-dreams have a duration of a few minutes or several

seconds.
7. Most persons report that their thinking in lucid-dreams is

as clear as when awake ,
8. Thinking in lucid-dreams is reported to be more clear than

in ordinarr dreams.
9. host persons have not performed experiments in lucid-dreams.
10. Host persons have never flown in lucid-dreams.
11. Colours in lucid-dreams appear mostly to be the same or

brighter than in real life.
12. Colours in ordinary dreams appear to be the same or duller

than real life.
13. Physical position of the body during sleep does not appear

to be related to lucid-dreams.
14. Nost persons report that visual dastor-tLorsof images in

lucid-dreams are some~imes observed.
15. Host persons report that time seems to pass normally or

is shorter than in real life, in both lucid and ordinary

dreams.

16. J.1ostpeople report that they cannot control the course of

events in lucid-dreams.

17. Most people wake after their lucid-dreams.

18. Approximately half the sample had experienced a false-

awakening. to their knowledge.

19. ~~st people report that lucid-dreams are more memorable
than ordinary dreams.

20. Most people report that they would wish to experience a
lucid-dream again.
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21. ;.nolder sample, more used to experienciIl{,lucid-dreams,

might report more dream control and experimentation within
the lucid-dream.

Chapter XVI.
1. Persons reporting experiencinc lucid-dreams were fo~nd not

to be more introverted than those who do not.
2. PerDons reporting lucid-dreams were found not to be more

intelligent than those who do not •

••••••••••

In broad summary, a new methodology for the inveGti~ation
of lucid-dreams has been demonstrated. Lucid-dreamR appear to be
true (Stage REN) dreams occurrinr, for D feldminutes within a
matrix of ordinary dreaming. The basic physiological and psych-
ological data of these dreams have been established,for one

subject. Events appear to happen in the order as described on
waking. The emotional level may be physiologically determined
though, despite the presence of consciousness. Certain sleep
measures seem to be linked with various characteristics of

lucid-dreams. Questionnaire data was collected but no significant
correlations were found. The artificial induction of lucidity
in dreams is not a simple method, but a new technique shows

promise. Finally, the findine that lucidity is always

preceded by a RBI1 burst led to the notion that lucidity occurs

when cortical stimulation attains a certain level and discrep-

ancies in the dream environment are present to trigger insight.
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A. Usiny 1-way signalling, from the subject.
Firstlv, considering external measures of lucid-dreams.
EEG AWQ,YSIS OF SPECIFIC DREM1 ACTIVITIES.

Computer spectral analysis of specific dream activities
delineated by ocular signals, could establish whether each
activity had a characteristic LLG pattern. It may be that in
dreaming sleep such El link is possible wh ich is not detectable
in the waking person. If this is so, on-line computer analysis
could perhaps determine the dream-content of lucid and ordinary
dreams.
liULTIPLE-ELEC1'RODE EEG t·:ONITORING OF LUCI~-DREA~!s.

It wou'Ld be of interest to ascertain whether specific
brain areaR are associated with the dawnine of consciousness
within dreams. Such information could have a bearing on the
problem of consciousness generally.
FUHTHER GENBRAL lrr.;ASURES OF LUCID-DHEAHS USING SEVERAL SUBJECTS.

The sort of basic physiological and psychological
measures and data as recorded in the 1st A.~.study should be
obtained from a large sample, to observe the range of individual
differences.
Secondly, experiments involving subject participation in
performing experiments or observing phenomena within the dream

and signalling accordingly.

MEMORYIN LUCID-DREM1S.

~ecall of recently learnt, or long-term-memory, material

could be measured in the lucid-dream state using the signalling

method. Numbers could be conveyed, or if the subject knew Norse

code, letters and words. The work would have relevance to the
concept that various functions are 'shunted-out' (page 85 )
during Stage REM. Any such areas might be identified by this
technique.
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I:;SP Al40 LUCID-DRBAHS.

ESP could readily be tested in the lucid-dream state,
since the subject is awar-e of the requirements of the exper-
imental situation, unlike in ordinary dreams. 'Guesses' could

be sir,nalled from within the dream.

B. Using 2-way signalling.
The electric-shock method probably provides the most

effective mode of signallinc to the subject, although if auditory
stimulation does in fact penetrate to dream-consciousness, an
ear-piece would probably be satisfactory.
TESTIllG OF THE DREAr.: \o/ITHDlTHB DREAH.

ThiE type of experiment could p~ovic~ information as
to the subject' f:, whoLe dream-personality. Intellir:ence, thinkinr;,
memory, and many other factors, could be tested vdthin the dream
state. Short-term memory experimentG could be performed with
material input to the dreamer. Once again, differences "'/ith
those results from the waking state could provide clues as to
what the function of the REN Stage is, as well as helping the
theoretical modelling for these various faculties.

C. ilttemptine the artificial induction of lucid-dreams.
An ability to induce lucid-dreams in persons would be

useful for experimental reasons, and for the dreamer from a

recreational point of view. In sleep-lab studies, the effect

of RBI'l rebound after drug withdrawal, or selective wakening,

in ~bjects who report fairly frequent lucid-dreams, should

be observed. The higher frequency of dreaming on rebound may

be associated with a greater number of lucid-dreams. The effect

on the various physiological and psychological measures should

be noted too.
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'i'ne electrical stimulation met hod seems to be of some

promise. False-awakenings need to be constantly tested for by
the subject though. A further somatosensory sienal to the subject
after the initial stimulation , associated vIith the thought 'I
am dreaming' could aid the attainment of lucidity in a fplse-

Rwakening situation. A.nother technique mir;htbe to induce
lucid-dreams by classical conrlitionine i.e. the thought 'This
is R dream' could be linked to a tone or electrical pulse to
actually initiate the state. \lhether lucidity or false-lucidity
results wou'ld have to be determined by experimentation.
D. ObtaininG lucid-dream information m:ay from the sleep-lab.

Several subjects could be given instructions on
specific tasks to perform or observations to make in lucid-
dreams at home. Consistencies and differences between subjects
could aid the formulation of a theoretical f'r-amewor-kfor lucid-
dreams. Examples might be: a. ObservinG the effect of cuttinc
off visual imagery in the dream.(Does a false-awakenine result?)
b. Observing the effect of attempting to keep the dream imaGery

still (Is this possible 1) c. Giving various tasks to perform
in order to ascertain whether a universal lucid-dream logic
prevails. Waking simulators could provide control data.
The frequency of lucid-dreams for varlous populations e.g.

abnormal, subnormal, cross-cultural, should also be discovered.
Content analyses of lucid-dreams and control ordinary-dreams

should be performed to detect consistencies and differences
which might be useful for theorizing about dreams.
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The purpose of these avenues of experimentation ir,to

seek an understanding of the lucid-dream state since .it can

provide much potentially important information on many processes

of mind, Self and consciousness. J~lso, the reliable induction

of lucid-dreams could be, perhaps, of f,reat recreational and

therapeutic value.

Ine work described in this Thesis may have helped to

provide a octhodolocy £!.nderou!1c1workfor such investigations •

•••••••••••
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First lucid dream of Keith Hearne.

See page 96

Date: Wednesday, 28th July, 1976. Time: 10.00 a.m.

The lucid dream followed a long, languid,
dream of travelling on a railway wagon.

I Was now wandering along on some rocks by the
sea-side somewhere. I seemed to think it was the Mediterranean. People
were around, and I could hear them talking happily and playing games.
I looked down at the Bea and noticed it Was clear and deep. ! moved on
and again looked down at the sea. It was shallow here, and I thought
I could make out Borneold pieces of metal in the water. This interested
me. Next, the sea had gone, and I was on the beach digging a small
hole, which seemed to enlarge automatically. I was then reclining
on the sand feeling into the hole, and picking out old green-tarnished
coins. The visual detail was very good.

Suddenly, I realised that this was a wish-
fulfilment situation that I had often experienced before in dreams.
I said aloud to myself "This is a lucid dream".! stood up and looked
around me. It was an incredible experience - a wonderful dawning of
consciousness. It was a beautiful sea-side scene. The colours were
much deeper than normal, and the layout was a bit odd. Perspective
did not seem to be accurate. There were a few people around, swimming
etc.

I noticed a "tight" feeling around my eyes at
first. I considered making the 8 eye-movements EOG signal as practice,
but did not do so as there would not be any eyidence I had made them.

I remembered the contrclability aspect of lucid
dreams, and thought I would try to make a girl appear and that she
should resemble someone I once knew. There was a stack of deck-chairs
about 20 feet away. I walked up to them, thinking that perhaps she
would be behind them. As I approached the deck-chairs, I remember
thinking what a lot of dream-time this action would occupy. I looked
round the pile of chairs, but there was no girl. I felt disappointed
at this inability to control dream content, and walked on. Suddenly,
I noticed a young girl walking towards me. She was short and dark-
haired - which fitted the required description. I was wondering
whether to speak to her, when she smiled at me and said "Hello".
I took her hand and we walked off happily together. I asked her what
her name was.She replied "Jane". Thinking there might have been some
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kind of time displacement, I also asked her which year it was. She said
36. This was puzzling to me and I thought perhaps she meant that she was
36 years of age - although she did not look it. I remember deducting 36
from 1976 and deciding to find out about her life by starting ~ther
childhood in the war. Suddenly, we were at Birkenhead ( I just knew
it was), and we were looking for the home where she was born. I asked
someone in the street a question about it, and he gave the name of a
street (forgotten) and pointed the way. There were factories ~round.
Explosions were heard in the distance - presumably this WaS war-bombing -
and I felt that I had to leave her, as the dream was ending. Jane was
sitting on a flight of stairs in a factory. I held both her hands and
promised I would return to see her. She smiled. Her eyes were Tery green.
I then woke up.

Comment: I think that,initially, the dream was Tery lucid indeed,but
that conjuring up the girl allowed a fantasy situation to develop, which
was not conducive to the maintenance of lucidity.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY 370
950 EAST 59TH STREET

CHICAGO· ILLINOIS 60637

September 5, 1975
See page 145

Mr. Keith M. T. Hearne
Department of Psychology
The University of Hull
Hull HU6 7RX, ENGLAND

Dear Mr. Hearne:

Thanks much for your recent letter on your lucid dream research. I
certainly think this research is important because it is the one occasion
when the dreamer can critically evaluate his dream consciousness while
it is in progress. You have added the ingenious and important element
of having the dreamer communicate his observations to you at the same
time. There is, of course, good reason to use eye movements for this
communication since we know the eye muscles are certainly not inhibited
during REM sleep whereas other muscle groups are--at least those in the
head and neck region. I have had similar luck with eye movements as
a mode of communication during sleep in the study of a narcoleptic lady
during sleep paralysis. She could respond to my questions while in
sleep paralysis with clear eye movements in the requested direction.
As you may know, I think of sleep paralysis as a REM variant in which
waking consciousness is not yet completely diminished. (That is why
the hypnagogic hallucinations which usually accompany sleep paralysis
are viewed as hallucinations rather than dreams, i.e., there is a
mixture of reality perception and dreams.) Enclosed is an illustration
whi..chshows both the spontaneous and "command" eye movements during
at attack of sleep paralysis.

I am convinced by your evidence that lucid dreams do indeed occur
during REM periods. I would also guess, intuitively, that they do
not occur during NREM sleep. However, the failure to communicate with
eye movements does not necessarily mean that lucid dreams do not occur
in NREM sleep. There might be a "sluggishness" of eye movement control
in NREM sleep which would prevent their communication by that technique.

Do not worry about my spreading your findings around. Keep up the good
work.

Sincerely yours,

~~S~.J~~_._
Professor, Departments of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences
Director, Sleep Laboratory

fcb
Enclosure
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1ct A.V/. STUDY. Electro-phydoloCicDl c;d.n. See Chapter VIII 372
2A::DL::::R'S A-TEST::: (V.lcid-drerm lii[~r.t~:vs. Control nirht::;.)

~: StaGe 1. Data:

17.4,7.3,11.9,13.7,11.4,6.6. (L.D.)
4.46,7.1,6.2,7.27,).5,7.7. (C.) 5 d.f. r..s.

·....
5,' Stage 2.

(c. ) A= 0.56 5 a.r, n s s ,

• ••••

5,', Stage 3.

(L. D. )

Cc. ) A= 2.74 ~ c.f. n.s.

• ••••

5~ Stage Lt.

(L.D.)

CC. ) 5 d.f. 1':.2 •

• • • • •

~' Stage REI·;.

(L.D. )

(C.) A=75.20 5 d.f. n.s •

• • • • •

5:' Awake ,

(L.D.)

(c. ) A=0.86 5 d.f. ns e •

• • • • •

Lights-out time. ( j~ins about n.i dui ght , )

24,107,26,40,15,-60. (1.D.)

8,83,66,52,0,-19. (c. ) A=3.10 5 d.f. n.::; •

• • • • •



Sleep-onset time•

•75,2.12,.78,1.17,.49,-.04. (L.D.)
.45,1.6,1.22,1.21,.35,.22. (C.)

•••••

?otal-slp.ep time.

3.8,4.4,6.2,4.3,2.2,7.5. (L.D.)

h= 27.31

•••••
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5 d.f. n.E.

5 d.f.

Sleep-disturbances. Lucid-dreams vs. Control Raps.

12,4,0,22,3,8,4,15. (L.D.)
2,4,0,13,2,4,5,17. (c.)

• • • • •

IIf'art-ratE- Ln Lucid-dreams vs. Control REI-iPs.

72,69,73,73,82,80,73. (L.D.)
77,66,75,72,71,72,65. (c.)

• • • ••

A= 0.50

REI-1 activity in- Lucid-dreams vs. Control REI·iPs.

2.6,1,1.5,1.75,2.1,2.5,2,1.2. (L.D.)

•••••

RUi amount. before and after lucidity •

•95,.79,2.25,.49,1.4,1.0,2.1,0.7.
2.6,1.0,1.5,1.75,2.1,2.5,2.0,1.2.

• • • • •

Heart-rate before and after lucidity.

70,64,76,73,79,76,66,66.
72,69,73,73,82,80,73,73.

•••• r

A=0.15

5 d.f.

n.~•

n.E •

r:.~•

7 a,r. p<.0.01

5 d.f. n.s •

7 d.f • p:, 0.05
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Heart-rate ir. ceJ'ly and late par-t s of Conirol Ri]·;}Js.

72,66,h8,73,71,76,h7.
6 d.f. n.s •

• • • • •

Heart-rate in Control RV·iFs before and after a r:LJ< burst.

69,70,72,76,65,7G,78,73.
P.=Oi!.O 7 d. f. P < 0.05
.....

Peer::-rcte in lucid.-drear.1svs. Control REHPs.

72,69,73,73,82,80,73.
77,66,75,72,71,72,65.

(L.D. )

(C.) A=0.50 6 d.f. n.s •

• • • • •
EEH activity in lucid-dreams and Control REHPs after a REF burst.

2.6,1,1.5,1.75,2.1,2.5,2,1.2. (L.D.)
CC.) A= 0.61 7 d.f. n.s •

•••••
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Account of lucid dream, transcribed from tape. See page 193

Subject: A.W. LUCID-DREAH:D Time: 7.40 a.m.

I'Te just nad a lucid dream, about 5 minutes
ago. I'd been dreaming of an Island and what I was doing was reading
numbers of houses and gates and doors and things you see. There was a
shortage of numbers with no noughts or 6 - 9 - also a shortage of long
numbers. Most of them were only 3-figures. So well, it was a bit difficult.
I started transmitting some and then I thought "That won't do". Anyway,
I probably transmitted t~ many.

I can't remember any numbers I transmitted.
I thought I'd found one when-it said 20202 you see. I think there was
a 203 and of course you can't signal a nought. I think I thought "i'hat's
no good" and abandoned it. I think I did possibly one usable number,
but I don't remember what it was!
E: How did you realise it was a lucid dream? I'd been dreaming about
this man - what was his name - a film-star actually, liTing on an island.
He'd been marooned or something - near Tristan de Cunha. Anyway, he tried
to signal to them that it Was only an island - there was nothing to burn-
(to make smoke signals), and he was stuck there.

I think he had some corn and he didn't know
·_~!ther to eat it or try and grow it. Anyway, then this carried on to,
",i.l, there was a bit about the Goodwin sands. It wasn't really like
that. There was som. sand and a thing like Nelson's column sticking up.
There was a great bell on the top.

Anyway, I was looking down at this sand -
this small stretch, about 4 feet wide from the base of this thing to
something else - I don't know what it was. I noticed these little tiny
sort ot i inch plastic discs - a sort of couple, or only one - in the
sand. And I thought "That's a. funny thing to see there". And I remember
seeing one - its the sort of thing you see lying in the road - and
somehow that did trigger the thought that I was haTing a lucid dream.
I mean, perhaps because it was somehow so eTeryday - at least it Was
compared to the rest of the dream. I was excited b, this.

In the lucid dream, a scene-shift occurred.
I was among all these suburban houses - semi-detached bungaloes and
so on, and I Was reading numbers on the gates and then it ran into a
scene more like the seaside, where there were little shops selling the
usual seaside stuff - postcards, buckets,etc. And I was looking around
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on anything that might have a number on it- bits of advertising and
so on. I Was looking at these bits of advertising. I saw this picture
that caught my eye. It looked like a fairly random picture of a crowd
at the seaside and there were one or two girls

And that made me think,"Ah yes, I'll haTe a look for that sort of thing
for a moment. So I had a quick look around. But I thought "Well, I should
not be doing this".

to
see what she looked like. But that was about as tar as it went, because
I thought it was wasting time. ETen though I think this dream went on a
Tery long time. I remember there was a bit where I was sort of reflecting
on how long it had gone on. I mean, it seemed it might have gone on for
maybe 3 minutes.

In one scene, there was a sort of sunken -
not a proper, vinyard. It was like more an ornamental one. There was
a lawn in the middle. It was a square and there was a wall around it .
about 40 yards on the side, and there were Tines, well, grape plants,
more like on individual supports - not sort of trailing allover the
place. Anyway, there was this great big bunch of very dark red grapes.
This didn't lead to anything - it was another scene. I was lucid through-
out this.

I also remember a car. This was going round
a corner. It was a bit like somewhere you might find in Hornsea or some-
where. There was a sharp corner and shops on the outside of the corner
and the road was only about 10-12 feet wide. And there was quite a big
car just going round the corner. I mean, nothing else could have gone
the other way at the same time and there were quite a lot of people
milling around. And I remember my attention was taken towards the car,
like it would normally be - in ease1 you know, you might ha~e to get
out of the way.

Most of the numbers I saw were all on gates.
But some of them were higher up, like hanging on the shops from the
awnings. I did,this time,wake up directly from the lucid dream state
and I could feel myself waking up. It was just a smooth transition.

The car was the last thing I remember. I
started signalling numbers a few seconds after the initial signal.
But I can't remember the first number. If I had to guess, I would say
it was 223.
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I tried to transmit 6 numbers. - which were composed mainly of maybe
one 4-figure, or even two 4-figure numbers, three or four abortive
attempts consisting of 3-figures and then maybe I'd run into a zero or
a number bigger than 5, and I'd sort of hesitate •

•• • • • • • • • • • •
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Account of lucid dream, transcribed from tape.
Subject: A.W. LUCID-DHBAH:E Time:

Did you hear me speaking? I was trying to speak.
I was giTing a running commentary 1n parts.
E: Did you press the button? Yes.

Well, I was in this crowded place and well,the
whole thing seemed to go on for seTeral minutes. I remember signalling,
and going outside and th~ flying bit (you'Te got the flying bit?).
E: Did you fly immediately after signalling the start of lucidity'?
Pretty soon yes. But I didn't go a long way. I just went straight up
in the air, about 10 feet. I think I flew and then gaTe three signals
and then came down again. Oh yes, and at the point when I was giTing
a running commentary, I did begin to wonder whether I was waking up.
But I think I managed to go back into it - and by way of a sort of
supplementary experiment (oh that 1s part of the lying down thing) I
did lie down, but I didn't lie down and pretend I was going to sleep.
I didn't take it that far. But while I was near the ground I pulled a
leaf (I think it was a thistle) some sort of fairly fat leaf and tore
it in two and tasted it (this was in the running commentary bit) and I
said it tasted sweet and sappy.
E: Did you really think you were talking and it was getting over?
Well I did think it was possible. I also thought I was awake at that
point. Just for.a few seconds I thought I was going to wake up. I
was aware, and was quite surprised at it going on for such a long time
and I thought perhaps I'd got into the state more permanently than I
intended!

Near the end someone was trying to get my
attention, but he was talking far too slowly for me to bother with him
and I was going to go outside but I'd come in through some sort of door-
way. It was in this terribly dirty sort of barn place - it was a really
rough place. It was dry(?) and there was sort of thick timber and the
size of the place was maybe 12 feet from side to side - but it was quite
long. I don't know how long it was.

The character of the thing changed. It had
dirty windows, but I don't think they were all the same sort. It seemed
to be a much older building. The first building I was in (in this whole
sequence that just happened) - I think I thought it was at Leeds - and
I thought it was something to do with the ConTocation thing -You rem-
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..

ember the Convocation thing at Hull yesterday?) I remember thinking
about that. But I wasn't at any ceremony. There was this sort of
Park place - with a rather formalised place with paths - anyway, at
one point 1 was in a building and 1 thought (1 think this Was after
the initial flying thing) - I was trying to get out of this building.
A really significant point this - was very near the beginning of the
dream. There was a strong wind and I couldn't walk very wel~ against
it and 1 tried leaning into it - but 1 just didn't seem to be making
much progress. This was before lucidity. Now what happened - thie
is where I think I nearly might have woken up because I remembered
this air-conditioning noise. I thought that might have something to
do with the wind and then I thought"this is s111y - I'm not really
making much progress here". There were some people behind me. They
seemed to be walking quite normally 1 thought.Although 1 think I
assumed they must be aware of this wind.

Well, for some reasoR, I wanted to get
down this path. I don't know where I was going and I thought, well -
I think I was becoming lucid at this point. I was vaguely aWare that
this was a dream now and so I could invent things. I could create
things to help me. Oh, in that Ann Faraday book there Was somebody
who had a helper - a sort of dream image thing - a motorbike • Well,
I thought that would be just the thing that I wanted. I didn't think
about the book then - but I just thought about the motor-bike. Well,
there wasn't a very strong sensation of a motor-bike. I mean, it
wasn't a big shining machine, but there was a sort of sensation of
holding onto handle-bars. But the bike was more or less invisible,
but it did seem a way of getting down the path you see and the wind
sensation seemed to get stronger,

After going down the path on the motor-
bike, I'm not sure what happened after that, because I seemed to be
inside a building - this was inexplicably - and now I can't re-
member at which point I signalled. Anyway, I was trying to get out
perhaps in order to fly, and I was remembering that it was a dream
and I could do things. There was some sort of wire grilk- I think
that waS closing, and I was going to get through it. I wasn't part-
icularly bothered about it because I had the feeling that because
it was a dream, I could tear it apart - oh yes, I saw liThe Bionic
Woman" on T. V. tearing some wire netting a day or 80 ago. Beryl
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mentioned the bionic woman when we were talking when she was attaching
the electrodes that's a powerful image •

• • • •• • • • • •
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Account of lucid dream, transcribed from tape.
383

Subject: A.W. LUCID-DREAH: G Time: 9.40 a.m.
This lucid dream was reached from a state

where I'd been drifting in and out. The situation was in a shaded
garden. It's difficult to remember a lot of the detail because I had
to ignore it in order to make the signals - but I definitely remember
thinking that at last I was managing to do it (n.b. after several un-
successful nights in the sleep-lab) which in other words is evidence
that I was thinking clearly, but at the same time knew that I was
dreaming.

I flew after signalling about 6 eye-movements.
I rose a few feet into the air - maybe 4 or 5 feet, and flew along about
10-15, then down again. The flight was more or less horizontal. There
seemed to be some sort of ceiling - I think it was probably trees -
~Ihich restricted the height that I could reach and it was pretty
shaded. The garden seemed to consist mainly of trees and grass, although
there was some sort of building, with very high windows and there was
somebody in there and I thought I was being watched.

The dream was preceded by other dreams in
which I thought they could possibly have turned lucid and this part-

icular one - it seemed to stabilise. I'd made other attempts and after

the dream I made further attempts but it was difficult. I could get some
of the imagery back, but it was difficult to make it stabilise so that

I could do the experiment. I was afraid that when I pressed the button,

before flying, that this would wake me. I felt it was threatening the
stability of the condition.

K.H.: Was that because you were convinced you had pressed the button?
Yes, I thought that I could feel it. I mean, just trying it now, I

think it would have worked, even with s~ight pressure. I remember
pressing it quite hard - or trying.
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When I'd done the flying I couldn't really remember what to do next.
I thought of doing some other physical movements - like somersaults-
but this didn't seem to be very relevant so I didn't really do anything
and after maybe 10-15 seconds,perhaps 20, I woke up, but I didn't wake
myself properly and make.notes at the time because I felt I.might be
able to go back into it •

••••••••••••
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See page 239
2nd A.\1. STUDY.
Lucid-dream: 1 Time: 10.20 a.m. (Taped)

ltd just about given up. I thought we wererlt g~ing to have one.

In fact I dreamt that you were in here and you came and Bat down
and I had to look back and ltd said ' You are here aren't you?'
because you see I thought there was something slightly funny.

And you said 'Yes' and I said'Just for a minute I thought you
were imaginary • That was an earlier dream perhaps an hour ago
perhaps. It was very light, the sleep I was in. I'd been wander-
ing about this - Ah, I know what I thought was happening - I
thought I'd left the laboratory that night and I was going back
to the flat I think~ and the logic wasn't right. I was think-
ing that you'd follow later or something but it was as if you
wouldn't lmow whether I'd gone or not- or something like that.
And then, well, it was an ordinary dream and then I came near
this Hall of Residence, and thought that's the one I used to
be in,you see, but I've never lived in a Hall of Residence

•except at Oxford just now. Well, anyway, then I was flying and

I thought 'Ah, I'm dreaming', but even then I thought it was

a bit shallow and I signalled - I hesitated a bit. I moved my

eyes to the left then held it there a moment, wondering if it

was going to be deep enough - this sleep, and then I signalled.

I don't know whether it was the full 8 - but it was a definite

signal, and then I thought you came in and I was saying some-

thing, but I wasn't sure if the words were coming out and then
- .you seemed to be putting something on my eye and I thought I

don't know whether it is a good idea - if it was ODe of those
smells you see - but I thought perhaps you know what you're

doing and then you seemed to be saying 'Just hold that there a

minute: and I thought this was a test to see whether I was

394
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asleep or not, and I was trying to Day 'well, I don't think 1
ought to move' you know because I might eo back into a deeper
sleep, but not kno·...ing -I_was in one. Well, what do you do in a
situation like that? (E: Did you smell anything at all?) No,
I don't think you got anything out did you? Before the flying
bit I passes something like a sweet shop, and there was this jar

which seemed to be full of water with sweets floating around in
there and I thought they were pear-drops , though I didn't smell
it. That's the only clue I've got to a smell. I don't remember
incorporating an actual smell.

• S had recently returned from a conference at Oxford where
he had stayed at a Hall of Residence.

n.b. An olfactory stimulus (lemon) had been presented.
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2nd A.W. STUDY.
Lucid-dream: 2. Time: 3.55am. (S's notes made on

waking.)
Signalled 'lemon', waited 20 seconds. No more stimuli. Woke up.
Became lucid because seemed to be standing in ~6Carlton Rd's garden.
Large loose cabbage and snow. I thought,' Late snow in August?'.
Decided to fly. Took-off straight up. Became lucid. Signalled
LRLRLR(LR)', Realised had not pressed button. Also, with signalling
was losing imagery a bit. (Must slow down to allow regeneration
between each eye-movement). Was aware of breathine - sniffing
almost. Faster than usual (1 sec.) Seemed to detect lemon.
Was aware would soon wake. Wondered if I was breathing out when
Keith putting smell forward (because could detect no smells.)
and so missing it. Thought should have some automatic method

but then thought human administration better, mor flexible.
Then felt was waking. Dream had gone. Not sure at first where I was
and wondered if should signal some more anyway but then was clear.
Did eye signals and button held down. No response. Shouted to Keith
no response.K must be tired. Scene in dream seemed like dawn or
sunset, but a bit fantastic as if made of glass, made to look
like rough ice(ie not very good imitation.) Colours: orange,red.

Rose in the air quickly at first. Scene not very faithful to

original if l' Carlton. Cabbage in garden large (2'6" high,
I thought second growth. Wonder if O.K. to eat. Take off came

fractionally before lucidity, then about 1 sec delay possibly

before remembering to signal. Was hot when woke. Also, lying on

front.I think head turned to right.Conclusions: must relax more.
Must signal more slowly to keep imagery going. Fast signalling

seems to wipe it. i.e. If attention is directed elsewhere, imagery

dies. Imagery seems necessary to maintain the state. Maybe not.
Must check.

n.b. No ~actory stimulus was presented.
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See page 240 398
hccount of lucid-drenm,transcribed from tape.
Sub j ect t h.\J. Time: 10.10 avm •

Place: Liverpool sleep-lab.
2nd A.v, STUDY. Lucid-dream: 3

There should be 8 pretty clear signals
there. I think they were a little bit slower than normal., The reason
it packed in - Oh I was flying by the way whi.LeI was signalling if
that's any use. I didn't go up more than a few f£et, I was just hov-
ering around aDd signalling really, and trying to keep it going while
I was signalling. Towards the end you see I was afraid that you were
going to come in and say you are a bit tired and le~pack up. I thought
you'd come in and because of that bit I think I got the signals clear
while I was flying. I think I bacame lucid and then immediately started
to fly and then immediately started to siGnal. 'i'he imagery was pretty
clear. I felt as if I was in Springbank \/est near the - it wasn't quite

like that there were more shops and sort of small arcades -like near
the Botanic where it joins Princes Avenue. It was just an ordinary
day - it could have been morning or afternoon. I was just walking
along the footpath. I wasn't really doing anything particularly -
I mean, there was no situation really apart from that. There's no
reason I became lucid lucid I know of. \Jhen I was flying I took it
easy because I thought if I just signalled frantically to get the
thing going, I might lose it - not because I was particularly
afraid that might happen anyway but just you know, to make sure.

E: Did the imagery go when you moved your eyes? Well, it wasn't

so good because you see it is just as if you are actually moving

your eyes and it's difficult to look at things when you are moving
your eyes. E: What happened after you finished signalling ? Well,
I thought for some reason I mean this anxiety thing that you would
come into the room, it was making me wake up and although I think I
got the signals finished before it really began to come in and I was
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sayine that you should have got 8 clear sienrrls there and 1 wac

doine just about what I'm doing now, although I hadn't got so far

into it. I mean I hadn't time. It was perhaps 15-20 seconds before

I really woke up.

• •••••••••
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Account of lucid-dream, transcribed from tape.
Subject: A.W. Time: 11.00 a.m.
Place: Liverpool sleep-lab.
2nd A.W. STUDY. LUCID-DIlliAH: 4.

I had a lucid-dream - it was delib-
erately induced. I must have had 9 hours sleep altogether. I had.
difficulty in getting back to sleep and wondered what I could do about
getting into a dream and I decided I would visualize something definite.
I already had an image which was voluntary and I thought if I concentrate
on that and then try and move my body in this situation my awareness
of my body-image could take over frpm the awareness of my physical
body and then the awareness of my physical body should go and once
I'd done that I'm dreaming. That's what I did and it went quite
smoothly. ~lhat was happening was that I was in the house next door
to where I used to live - it was my grandmother's house and I was there
in the hall. It wasn't an absolutely perfect image of it but that is
where I seemed to be and there was a big stack of seed trays -plastic
seed trays - which I thought if I count these and concentrate my mind
on the image and then I counted them - there were about 50 and they
seemed to go up approximately 6 feet. I didn't start at the bottom.
I just started counting and then I decided the thing to do would be
to move about and I started planting things out in these trays. The
actual material for this - the planting-out medium - the soil , I
didn't have to do anything about conjuring it up -it seemed to be
there, which suggests that this dream was really being automatic.
\lnat I was concentrating on was moving about. It seems that I could
possibly have lost it and it turned into an ordinary dream where I
was not aware of what was happening, but anyway I think after a while
possibly 2 minutes, I decided that all this activity in the dream
was good and realistic. I planted one lot of seedlings, although 1

don't remember individually planting them in, but there they were
and I was going to cover them up but something fell on them.Someone
said something about'this little accident' - about how things go wrong.
I don't know what it was and I decided not to put so much soil over
them because now they were a bit flat and I thought that will really
finish them off , so I sprikled a bit round them. This was all going
on in the hall and possibly the sitting-room which was a sort of front
room and then I decided I'd established the dream and I remember DOW
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I thought now if I'm going to do something else I'd better wash my hands
and I went into the kitchen. The sink was full of washing-up and I
didn't seem to think that was really important. I did remember about
the soil getting mixed up with the washing-up and I suppose if it had
really happened I might have been told not to do that. Anyway, I went
to rinse my hands in this washing-up water. It was about that point that
I became lucid. I was careful to remain aware of the background which.
was the kitchen - I was looking towards the window,so I wouldn't lose
the dream by concentrating so much on the signalling. And then I made the
8 eye-movements and then I remembered about sniffing - to try to sniff
the smells and also to try and alter the breathing rate. Well I did that
for about 12 seconds at about this kind of rate (1/sec) at about 1 per
second or a bit faster. I could hear it and I wondered whether what I
was hearing was what was in the dream or whether I could actually really
hear it. I couldn't hear the clock that was ticking by the bed, but I
wasn't listening for it. While I was sniffing I was in the kitchen for
a few seconds and then 1decided I would go outside as something to do
- to do with the dream which I would do at the same time as sniffing,
just to keep the dream going and I went outside. I think this happened
more quickly than it would have actually done, but very shortly after
that I did in fact lose the dream - I just woke up. I didn't know whether
I was concentrating too hard on something I had to do. I did in fact
get a bit mixed up. I couldn't detect any smells but then I thought
I could smell I think the lemon an~lstarted to signal, but they weren't
in fact eye-movements, just breaths - so I still need to improve my
efforts at being calm and collected and doing the right thing. This new
technique seems to be quite promising. Subjectively, it seemed to be
equivalent to other lucid-dreams. There was nobody else in the dream.
It was in ve~y familiar surroundings and I could concentrate on what I
was trying to do. I wasn't being distracted by the content of some
dream in which I suddenly realised I was dreaming. Any activity in this
dream was what I was doing, which of course mate it pretty controllable •

••••••••••
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Account of false-awakening transcribed froF.tape.

Subject: A.W. Time: 5 a sm,

Place: Liverpool sleep-lab.
2nd A.W. STUl>Y. FALSE-AWAKENING: 1

I felt some shocks. I thought,as had happenefi before ,
that you had come in and I think I said 'Blast' at some point,
when you actually came in or when I dreamt you came in. You were
feeling the temperature of my back for some reason and you said I
was centering on some new sensory threshold or some such phrase.
St I'd given up. Then very soon afterwards - a few seconds - I heard
you say '4', which meant I'd actually woken up I think. That's when

,
I said '1 know I've woken now, but I signalled 4 anyway and I
remember thinking it will be practice for next time. That is what
1 should have continued to do but 1 was so sure I'd woken up.
I signalled 8 on getting the shock originally •

••••••••••
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Account of false-awakening, transcribed from tape.

Subject: A.W.
Place: Liverpool sleep-lab.
2nd A.W. STUDY. FALSE-A'v/AKENWG:2

Time: 10.15 a.m.

I thought I'd woken up from this dream and I.was in
the process of going back to sleep. I had a false-awakening,
although it wasn't in the sleep-lab - it was connected with it.
K.H. seemed to be first of all giving me shocks when I was asleep
and then as usual I thought I woke saying 'No ,No', then shouting
that I was awake 2 or 3 times. Then there seemed to be 1 or 2
more shocks and I thought K.H. was adjusting it or something. I
thought that it might be better if he was in the circuit as well-
it would be easier to adjust. Anyway, then I thought I was going
back to sleep but then I smelt the smells. Well, I signalled
as usual. I signalled before the last shocks. It may have been
a bit raggy. I think I signalled as a matter of routine. It was
not because I knew I was lucid.

I had assumed I'd woken up. I think I'd forgotten
about the smells. We'd been through this routine but I thought
they seemed to be coming from nowhere. I know that K.H.'s

coming and holding the smeJls there, but I'm not sure at what
point I woke up. I think it was just after the 2nd smell when

I was signalling 'toothpaste'. After the first shocks it was

like a dream. I seemed to be leaning on some upturned wooden

chairs and a gas-stove. I don't know what the hell that had to

do with it, but it didn't strike me as being incongruent. I just
thought that once again the shock had been too great and it had
woken me. But I had this sensation of waking up while the shocks
were going on , so it was a false-awakening. I can't remember
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absolutely clearly giving the signal (initial signal) it may have
been so routine that I didn't make a point of noticing it. I think
the realisation I was lucid if it came at all came when I was
signalling the smells. I think you can signal information without
being lucid. There wasn't much in the way of imagery at ~hat point.
I think l thought I was lying in bed with my eyes closed and not
really seeing anything. I had a waking sensation (real) when I was
signalling the 2nd smell. The smells were: lemon and then toothpaste •

••••••••••
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POST- LUCID DREAM QUESTIONNAIRL.

(CHAPTER XIV.3)

•.........
1.
On average, how BRIGHT were the visual images in the dream BEFORE
you realised you were dreaming?
Very dim Like in very strong
and dark sunshine.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.........•
2.
Ditto AJiTER you realised you were dreaming?
Very dim Like in very strongand dark sunshine.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.......•.•
3.On average, how CLEAR were the visual images BEFORE you realised you
were dreaming?
Very vague
and hazy

Extremely sharp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4.
Ditto AFTER you realised you were dreaming?

••••••••••

Very vague
and hazy

Extremely sharp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

••••••••••

For how long do you think you continued to realise you were dreaming?
Secs.

• •••••••••
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On llveriJEc,ho...cLeu r' -.;;,: 'Juur t hi nk i ng , COi.IJXJ.rcdto your normal f'Veryflay

t hi nk ing vr.e n aW,JKe, iitFOid:'; you rca) j .sed you we re dreaming"

Very
unclear

Same Much more
clear then usual

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7.
Ditto

..........
AYft..'R you realised you were dreaming?

Very
unclear

Same Much more
clear then usua I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8.
On average, how El~arIONAL was the dream, BEli'OREyOU realised you were

....•....•

dreaming? .

Unemotional Extremely emotional

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

..........9.
Ditto AFTER you realised you were dreaming?

Unemotional Extremely emotional

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10.

On average, how strang~.or biz~TI~ was the dream BEFORE you realised you were

..........

dreaming?

Normal
not bizarre Extremely bizarre

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11.

Ditto, AFTER you realised you were dreaming?

.........•

Normal
not bizarre Extremely bizarre

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.......•..
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12.

Ilow likely is it that you would really find y(uraelf in that dream

sit UHt ion?

1 2 3 4 5 6

Very likely

7

Very. unlikely pass

..........
13.

How easily could you control the events in the dream after you realised

you were dreaming?

Not at all Very easily indeed

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

..........
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1ucio-d!'cW':1 vs, non-l ucio-drean dLiYG.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

/
.

::;~LUJ,.L!;; + 0 0 0 0 / / / E

Jj:"':LIv_,_-q~~. / 0 / / / / 0 / C

SPLCI?IC / / 0 / 0 0 0 / E

rrt. t,t'C" 0 0 / / / / / 0 C
.J. ,1.:>1 ......

VI.sIT~ '.1'0 / 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E

LI3i{j.i~l • / 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C

1.J:!:TIU; OF / / 0 0 0 0 0 0 E

D:.<J: ;J~. / / / / 0 0 / / C

Li,T,i 0r-~iIi;G I 0 / 0 0 0 / 0 ~

SHO~:. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C

F. 0 0 0 / / 0 0 / L

0 0 0 0 / 0 0 0 C

f:. 0 / I I I / / 0 r;

I I / I I / 0 0 C

H. I I 0 0 I 0 0 0 E

/ I 0 0 0 0 / 0 C

R. / / 0 I 0 / 0 0 E

I I I 0 0 0 0 / C;

O'.i' j u.;HS • 0 0 I 0 I / / / L

/ / 0 0 / / / / C

•••••••••

JQ:;Y: / = lientioned. in diary.
o :: Not mentioned.
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See Chapter XV

'lUBSTIONNAIRE.
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1. Do you have dreams in which you realise you are dreaming? -
i.e. In the dream when you are still asleep you think to yourself

Indicate how often you experience such a dream.
1

PER EVERY NIGHT
MONTH

3 4 567

'This is a dream'.
NEVER

1 2

2. Do you ever feel that you are literally outside your body?
- so that your consciousness is separate

1
NEVER PER

MONTH
12345

3. Irrelevant.
Jttempt to form E viaual image
of the entrance to your home.
Howvivid is it?
Howeasily can you make the door
in the im£.ge open or close?

Attempt to fODIl a visual image
of a friend. How vivid is it?

7
8
9

Howeasily can you m ske your
image of the person

change facial expression
walk along
si t down

from your body, when awake.
EVERY DAY

6 7

No....iJnag.e. As clear as the
real thing

1234567

Not at ell Vezy easily rnd
netur&lly

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
No imsge As clear ~s the

reel thing
1234567

veVu easily
na urSlly

1234567
1234567
1 234 5 6 7

andNot at all

Study this drawing and attempt to fom e. visual image of it.

10 Howvivid is the image?

11
'I~
13

Howeasily can you make your
image of the shape above

turn upside down
move along
rotate through 900

To what extent do you rely on
visual imagery?

in solving problems
in remembering events or

14
15

No image As clear es thi
reB! t~ing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Not et &.11 Very easily

1 234 5 6 7
1234567
1234567

Not at all Entirely
1 234 5 6 7
1 234 5 6 7
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17 Form the image of the entrance to your home again. Can you project

it onto the wall?
Nor AT ALL VERY EASILY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

•........•
18 When you are going to sleep, yet still just awake, do you"ever eee

images?
ONCE

NEVER PER ALWAYSJvIONTH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

••••••••••

19 ,5imilarly, when you wake in the morning, do you ever see images'l
ONCE

NEVER PER ALWAYS
HONTH

1 2 3 4 5 6 7•.........
20 If you've been doing something repetitive for a long time ( like

picking blackberries, or driving ), hours afterwards, do you still tend
to see what you were doing?

2

ONC~
PER
MONTH

3 4 5

••••••••••

ALWAYSl~EVER

1 6 7

2

is enlarging
ONCE
PER
H~TH

or decreasing in size?21 Do you ever feel that your body

NEVER EVERY DAY

1 3 5 6 7

••••••••••

22 Have you ever seen any kind of ghost?
ONCE

NEV£R PER VERY OFl'EN
MONTH

1 2 3. 4 5 6 7

••••••••••

23 Can you see auras around people? (An aura is an area of light around

the body which some people say they can eee.)

1 2 3

ONCEPER HONTH
4 5 6

ALWAYS
7

NEVER
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24 Have you ever looked at a person and made them appear to shrink,

or expand in size?

1 2 3

OHeE
PER
MONTH
4

VBRY OFTENNE.VER

5 6 7

..........
25 Do you believe in E.S.P.,or telepathy?

DON'T sra,11!.'VE NCJr SURB BELIl!.'VEFULLY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

••••••••••
26 Have you ever experienced anything which you would interpret as

being telepathy or E.S.P.?
Ol~CE

NEVER PER VERY OFTBNlo10HTH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

••••••••••
27 Do you ever daydream?

ONC};
NEVER PER EVBRY DAYMONTH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

••••••••••
28 How vivid, visually, are your daydream images compared to real-

life objects and people? (O"~ average)
ONCENO IMAGE PER
HONTII

1 2 3 4 5

••••••••••
29 Do you ever recall your night dreams?

ONCE
NEV~ PER

MONTH
1 3 4 5

AS CLEAR AS IN
REAL LIFE.

6 ?

ALWAYS

6 ?
.......•.•

How vivid,visually, are your night dream images compared to real-
life objects and people? (OR average.)
NO IMAGE
1 2 3 4 5

AS CLEAR AS IN
REAL LIF'l:.

6 7
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31 Do you ~ver see yourself in dreams? (i.e. your own face)

ONCE
NEVER PER hV'ERY NIGHT

NOHTH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

••••••••••32
Do you ever have recurring dreams?

ONC:r.;
NEVER PBR EVERY NIGHT

MONTH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

•.•.......
33

Do you sleepwalk,as far as you know?
ONCE

N~ PER EVERY NIGHT
Ma~TH

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

34
•.........

Do you sleeptalk, as far as you know?
ONCB

NEVER PER EVLRY NIGH1'
MONTH

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

35
..........

When going to sleep, do you ever experience a physical falling
sensation?

1 2

ONCE
PER

HONTH

4

EVl!:RY NIGHTNEVER

3 5 6 7

••••••••••

Item 36 in the correlation data is the total score
obtained from the imagery questions 4-16.
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STUDENT'S T-TEST BETWEEN MEANS OF 2 INDEPENDENT SAJ.1PLES.

REPORTED FRE'GUENCYOF LUCID-DREAMS DATA.

MALES: (N=24)
6,3,4,4,4,5,6,1,3,5,1,4,1,5,1,3,2,2,1,5,1,2,1,3~ (Mean: 3.04)

FEMALES: (N=24)
5,4,4,3,5,5,3,7,4,4,3,4,7,4,6,4,2,1,5,6,4,5,3,2. (Mean: 4.17)

Degrees of freedom: 46
STUDENT'S T = 2.41

p= 0.02

••••••••••

IHAGERY SCORES DATA.

MALES: (N=24)
80,80,68,68,73,60,73,37,13,13,60,59,59,37,76,72,74,79,70,68,
53,66,46,39. (Mean: 59.29)

FEMALES: (N=24)
51,68,69,81,63,73,41,75,83,70,40,66,75,62,41,62,67,72,71,72,
82,54,54,76. (Mean: 65.33)

Degrees of freedom: 46

STUDENT'S T = 1.28

Not significant •

•••• 00 ••• 0


